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From the Managing Editor 

, There is nothing we can do about it," except agitate for the nuclear 
freeze. That was supposed to be the response to the Nov. 20 ABC
TV representation of the nuclear bombing of aU. S. city, The Day 
After. Our Special Report this week identifies the fallacies in that 
argument, or psychological condition. It was written by experts from 
the Fusion Energy Foundation including Robert Gallagher, Carol 
White, Ned Rosinsky, M.D., and Beth Moore. 

In the National section, you will find excerpts from congressional 
testimony on the "People Protection Act," legislation now before the 
Senate and the House of Representatives which mandates develop
ment and deployment of directed-energy defensive weapons under a 
unified space command-weapons which can disarm nuclear-armed 
missiles in flight. The bill's sponsors, Rep. Ken Kramer and Sen. 
William Armstrong, along with Dr. Edward Teller, declare that the 
West need no longer rely on the obsolete and immoral threat of 
nuclear retaliation after a first strike in order to protect the citizenry . 
EIR is convinced that a Manhattan Project level of funding and 
manpower mobilization is required to realize this program. Then, 
truly, can swords be made into shields and, in time, into plowshares. 

Certain opponents of President Reagan's beam-weapons com
mitment are anatomized by Warren Hamerman in our National sec
tion. Lane Kirkland, who forced the AFL-CIO to line up behind 
Walter Mondale and the nuclear freeze proposal, is not a labor leader; 
he is a member of Henry Kissinger's Trilateral Commission inner 
circle, a protector of terrorists and Soviet intelligence operatives who 
has nothing to offer Americans but austerity and defense cuts at 
home, appeasement and depopulation policies abroad. 

In our International section, look for Mark Burdman's analysis 
of the signs that the government of Israel may be ready for the kind 
of strategic relationship with the United States that would actually 
benefit both parties, instead of fomenting mass slaughter and Islamic 
fundamentalism in the Middle East. We will return to that subject 
next week. 
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Leutwiler calls for 
the 'hard path' 
by Richard Freeman 

Hardly had the ink dried on the United States Congress ap
proval of an $8 .4 billion U. S. Treasury Department donation 
to the International Monetary Fund, when the IMF turned 
toward imposing harsh terms on Italy , a prelude perhaps 
toward a crackdown on other advanced sector nations .  The 
IMF seems to have drawn the conclusion that it now has the 
funds and backing of the United States to act as viciously as 
it pleases . The IMF had scored a "double victory" of sorts , 
in that the Brazilian Congress approved the IMF's  bitter 
austerity terms Nov . 9 and , eight days later, the U . S .  Con
gress vote for IMF funding increases came through . 

The marching orders for the IMF's  nasty policy were 
issued by Fritz Leutwiler, head of the Basel , Switzerland
based Bank for International Settlements , the same institu
tion that in the 1 940s conduited the gold which had been 
removed from concentration camp victims ' teeth into its 
vaults . In a speech delivered Nov . 1 6  before the Swiss Insti
tute for Foreign Research, Leutwiler proposed "two theses" 
on the future of the world monetary system, and opted for 
one of the theses . The Leutwiller speech was given to a 
predominantly Swiss audience and not covered in any Amer
ican press , but only in the Swiss Neue Zurcher Zeitung news
paper. The first thesis , Leutwiler said , is the bail-out or "soft" 
version. This thesis holds that the world debt crisis can be 
controlled and that the world monetary system is sustainable 
if governments and agencies like the IMF simply continue to 
provide emergency funds to back up loans that aren't being 
repaid. 

But the "soft" thesis is not acceptable to the BIS. "The 
hard thesis deserves more and more attention ," Leutwiler 
said. That means a "gradual withdrawal of official injections 
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of funds" into the world monetary system. Leutwiler warned 
against , "an ever smaller number of financially strong sup
porting an ever larger majority of financially weak ."  The 
Swiss central banker demanded that both developing and 
industrial nations face the fact that the kind of problems 
which the IMF is facing in scraping together liquidity are 
"exemplary of the growing shortage of financial resources" 
all over the world . 

Criticizing the "euphoria" of bank lending to the Third 
World of the 1 970s , Leutwiler said that should a "larger 
country" unilaterally default on its debt "against expecta
tion," he fears a shock would erupt on the interbank market 
which could put "all banks on the firing line . "  While a funds 
restriction, as he proposes , still runs the risk of a "domino 
effect" of underdeveloped-sector defaults , this ,  he implies , 
is a necessary risk. 

In mid-November, Leutwiler gathered together 18 central 
banks which declared themselves ready to ameliorate the 
IMF's  illiquidity through the end of 1 983 ,  by offering the 
Fund a central bank "bridge loan ."  This was made contin
gent, however, on the U .S .  Congress passing the IMF $8 .4 
billion quota increase and the expansion of the Group of Ten 
industrial nations General Agreement to Borrow (GAB) 
checking account . 

By arranging matters this way, Leutwiler achieved the 
objective of forcing President Reagan to fight for the IMF 
quota bill , which was in trouble in Congress , as his own bill . 
Without such a bill , the central banks would withhold funds 
from the IMF, and a world liquidity crisis , and hence an 
American banking crisis , would erupt the fourth quarter of 
this year. With President Reagan blackmailed by Leutwiler, 
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and the connivance of witting elements in the Democratic 
Party in the Democratic-controlled House, the IMF quota 
increase bill squeaked through the House of Representatives 
Nov . 1 8  by 226-to- 1 96 vote . 

The IMF had already secured the endorsement of the 
Brazilian Congress Nov . 9 of Decree Law 2045 , a wage 
reduction law, which was the sticking point holding up the 
Brazilians' signing of an IMF letter of intent . Without this 
draconian wage law the IMF would not consider giving the 
Brazilians a penny . 

Now , Leutwiler could use the IMF funds as a "pot of 
gold ," but the IMF quota increase would not be a step toward 
refiating the world economy . Rather, it would probably be 
the last increase of IMF funds ever to occur. In a world 
starved for credit, Leutwiler could bargain with the only pool 
of funds likely to be available for a while . He could tell 
countries ,  in effect , "either meet my terms , or your country 
won't  see any of this money . "  

The Italian solution 
In a 1 2-page letter by the IMF's  European Department 

head Alan Whittome to Italian Treasury Minister Giovanni 
Goria, released Nov.  2 1 ,  three days after the U .  S. Congress 
IMF vote , the IMF warned Italy that it will have to take on 
its trade unions , reducing "wage indexation ," as well as 
adopting "a substantial package of additional [austerity] mea
sures to be introduced at the beginning of 1 984 . "  The "or 
else" was not specified in the IMF letter, but it was generally 
understood that Italy , which is in need of international cred
its , would not get any if it did not comply . The Nov 22 
Financial Times termed the letter an "unusually hard-hitting 
critique ," adding that Italy can expect, "potentially disastrous 
consequences" if it does not comply . 

Private bankers , as well as the IMF and BIS, have the 
Scandanavian countries ,  Portugal , Spain and France under 
scrutiny for the same treatment . The U .  S. congressional vote 
for the IMF increase also approved an additional clause that 
allows the IMF to create new issues of its Special Drawing 
Rights without a U . S. veto right that previously existed . 
Since the dollar is the largest component of the basket of 
currencies that make up the SDR, the United States has thus 
sacrificed a large part of its sovereignty . 

Writing down bad loans 
Leutwiler also raised in his Nov . 16 speech the prospect 

that banks will now have to "consider write-offs on interest 
payments . "  This is the first time Leutwiler has raised this 
proposal publicly in that direct form. 

A proposal by an administration source close to Federal 
Reserve Board chairman Paul Volcker on Nov . 1 0  goes to 
the heart of the Leutwiler "interest write-off' suggestion . 
This plan , which is endorsed by the Bank of America and 
Security Pacific , two of the United States ' largest banks , has 
two parts . The first is to have a debtor country , like Brazil , 
pay half its annual interest payments into a "blocked account" 
that would be denominated in that country ' s  local currency, 
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i . e . , cruzeiros . The "blocked account" would not allow these 
cruzeiros to be used for any other purpose but debt repay
ment . The accounts would be held at the Brazilian central 
bank (see EIR, Nov. 29) . 

While such a proposal would not lessen the amount of 
debt that a Third World country had to pay , it would lessen 
by half the amount of dollar foreign exchange it had to earn. 
It would also supposedly help the U .S .  creditors , because 
banks could avoid classing those loans in the blocked account 
which do not pay interest as non-performing . The alleged 
reason: only dollar-denominated loans can be classified as 
non-performing. Currently , the 1 8  largest U . S .  commercial 
banks have at least $70 billion in foreign loans which are 
non-performing, according to a private estimate (see Inter
national Credit, page 1 5 ) .  If these loans were officially count
ed as non-performing-which legally they should be--they 
would have to be written off. Such large official write-offs 
would exceed the banks' paid-in capital and they would 
therefore technically be bankrupt. The "solution" offered 
here, which has been proposed by other sources ,  offers the 
cosmetic appearance of solving that problem, although 
whether such a gimmick would be acceptable to congressmen 
and bank auditors is another question . 

The second part of the plan is that once such "blocked 
accounts" in local currencies are established , the banks may 
find ways to use the funds in the "blocked accounts" to cheap
ly buy up assets in the country of those accounts . 

In short, the "debt write-off ' plan is an attempt to have 
the best of both worlds: maintain non-performing principal 
balances which are perpetually not repaid but not classified 
as non-paying , and second, prohibit the use of these blocked 
accounts for any purposes other than a "fire sale" of the 
indebted country . 

But , by attempting to impose credit restrictions on ad
vanced-sector nations as well as the Third World, as theIMF 
signaled with its latest assault on Italy , the likelihood of 
corporate bankruptcies in the OECD sector is enhanced . A 
contracting world economy will blow up the world debt struc
ture , no matter what accounting schemes are introduced . 

A slavish adoption of Leutwiler' s  call for credit restric
tion is portended for the United States itself. Whereas U .S .  
domestic money supply (M-l) grew at a 1 3 . 2  percent rate 
during the summer, for the last 1 3  weeks it has only increased 
at a 3 . 2  percent rate . All the new money is being gobbled up 
by U .S .  corporate debt service financing . On Nov . 20 the 
Reagan administration commented that it thought that the 
U .  S. Federal Reserve was tightening too deeply . The admin
istration is worried that the the small upticks in the housing 
and auto seCtors which have been mislabeled a "recovery" 
will evaporate if credit remains tight . A worried Wall Street 
Journal wrote Nov . 2 1  that the "Federal Reserve System may 
be hitting its credit brakes despite last week' s  plea by the 
Reagan administration to boost the growth of the nation' s  
money supply . "  Under conditions o f  global illiquidity all 
bank debt is worthless .  Mr. Reagan may get a very nasty 
Christmas gift from Paul Volcker. 
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INTERVIEW: Jorge Carrillo Rojas 

'We grasp the importance of beam weapons; 
LaRouche's ideas will proliferate everywhere' 

This interview with Jorge Carrillo Rojas, vice-president of 
the Union of Colombian Workers (UTC) and president of its 
largest region, Bogota and Cundinamarca, was conducted 
by EIR' s Valerie Rush and Maximiliano Londono Nov.  9. 

EIR: The UTC has proposed the fonnation of a debtors ' 
cartel to pressure for the collective renegotiation of the con
tinent's  foreign debt. Why do you think this is an appropriate 
action at this time? 
Carrillo: Colombian workers feel that there is no possibility 
for improving the living standards of the population while 
we must pay extremely high interest rates for the debt we 
owe to the international banks . The most developed countries 
of Latin America are in a precarious position . For example , 
Argentina, which has become an industrialized country and 
producer and exporter of food, finds itself in a situation of 
simply not being able to pay its extremely high debt of $40 
billion, or even the interest on this debt . Brazil and Mexico 
are in a situation which is even worse . Peru and Chile are 
countries which are at the edge of a serious social crisis , due 
also in large part to their high foreign debt. 

Thus there are no possibilities for paying that debt at the 
moment, at least not if the population is not to be starved to 
death to pay the debt. The problem right now is that either 
the banks are saved or the Latin American countries are 
saved. We as Colombian workers believe that logically it is 
the Colombian people who must be saved , and thus we agree 
to the proposal for the fonnation of a debtors ' club , so that 
the banks accept a moratorium on payment of the interest and 
they give us a grace period of 10 to 1 6  years , while we are 
able to develop our economies to be able to pay . Otherwise , 
if we are not given this opportunity , you will start seeing 
defaults , as has already begun to occur. 

EIR: What do you say to those who argue that Colombia is 
an exception to the rest of the continent? 
Carrillo: Colombia in comparison to, say ,  Venezuela, is in 
a worse situation . While Venezuela' s debt is some $40 bil
lion , its exports are high . Our debt , compared to what we 
produce for exports for foreign exchange, is extremely high . 
Thus our situation is certainly no better than that of our 
brothers . It is a situation equal if not worse . Besides , we have 
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said that we cannot base our economic recovery on the ruin 
of our neighbors . It' s  ironic . What is occurring with Vene
zuela,  with Ecuador, is affecting us . For example , the Ven
ezuelans have stopped buying many of our �oods , the Ecu
adorians the same. Therefore those who say that Colombia is 
a different case are playing a game with the international 
financial community . 

EIR: But there are those who insist that Colombia is the 
favorite of the banks , that they are giving us credits when no 
one else is getting them, that we are getting favorable interest 
rates . How do the Colombian workers view this? 
Carrillo: In the first place , there are promises of new credit, 
mere promises , but they are not coming through. Besides , 
the interest rates are very high, because the devaluation of 
the Colombian peso has accelerated over the past six months; 
we already have a devaluation rate so far this year of nearly 
27 percent. If we add the interest they are asking , which is 
1 V2 percent above LIBOR, we have an actual interest rate of 
some 40 percent. So that the possible loans that may come 
through can only aggravate an already serious condition. 
There is no guarantee that the banks are going to give us 
money . What there have been are conditions ,  such as those 
the country has already accepted: the increase in public ser
vice rates which has put the population in serious straits , the 
devaluation of the peso , the fact that we no longer insist on 
lower domestic interest rates because they threaten us with 
flight capital , and lower prices for the materials we export. 

EIR: In this context , do you see a connection among the 
various conflicts Colombia is presently having , with Chase 
Manhattan , Morgan Guaranty , Banco Ambrosiano, and oth
er such banks? 
Carrillo: The problem is that these banks are in a highly 
illiquid state . They have no money, and thus are doing every
thing they can to save themselves . Colombia has been a very 
good client to them. We have met all the commitments im
posed on us,  we have religiously paid our debt-principal 
and interest. But we have reached the point where there are 
other possible international financial sectors which could help 
us: European and Japanese banks other than the traditional 
ones Colombia has dealt with up until now . So , they want to 
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see Colombia under their control. And it is possible that with 
the disappearance of the $ 1 3 . 5  million from Chase , that with 
the problem with the Banco Ambrosiano, they are resorting 
to underhanded ways to keep Colombia subordinate to these 
banks. 

EIR: Usually these banks demand that the arbitration of loan 
contracts be under New York or British law , that this is 
protocol. What influence do you see this having on Colom
bia's relations with the banks? 
Carrillo: This is a fundamental problem, a problem of 
whether our nation is truly independent or not, if the wars of 
independence which we fought truly gave our people auton
omy , or if we continue dependent on foreign governments 
and foreign legislation. Colombia·has its own constitution, 
its own legislation; the Colombian people has its own idio
syncracies , its values. It cannot subject itself to British or 
American law , for this would mean turning over not merely 
a part of our sovereignty , but its entirety. So the moment has 
come for our country and our people to make clear what the 
consequences would be if contracts were signed under Co
lombian law-which is acceptable-or under foreign law. 
Because to sign under foreign law is to accept that foreign 
agents of international finance involve themselves in our 
affairs. 

EIR: Recently the UTC held a private meeting with Presi
dent Belisario Betancur. What is your assessment of that 
meeting? 
Carrillo: The UTC has agreed with President Betancur on 
various things, first and foremost the defense of the nation, 
for a sound nationalism in demonstrating that Colombia has 
power. In the recent meeting with President Betancur, we 
emphasized several things: First, we cannot accept wage 
policies to the detriment of the Colombian people, that our 
workers receive a wage which not only permits them to live 
decently but to advance; second, that wages are not in fact 
the cause of inflation , but rather inflation has been caused by 
the conditions imposed by the international financial com
munity. We also expressed our concern over the foreign debt 
of the country , which is $ 1 0 . 9  billion, and that we are spend
ing nearly 40 percent of our earnings on interest payment on 
that debt. We told him that in the event that they lend us 
another $5 billion, the situation would only get worse , since 
the potential for expanding our exports is limited, and there
fore ability to meet the payments on the new loans. We have 
insisted that Colombia must join with the rest of the continent 
to enter into collective renegotiation of the foreign debt with 
the private foreign banks. 

The President said in regard to wage policy that there will 
be no parameters , as set by the finance minister, that there 
will be no guidelines of the government, in the sense of 
holding to 1 8  percent in the collective bargaining process,  
not will the minimum wage have a ceiling of 18 percent, 
when the cost of living thIS year shows signs of surpassmg 
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20 percent. Thisis very good on the President' s  part, and we 
told him that Colombian workers are prepared to support him 
in all the policies that favor the population. But we also told 
him that we will reject those policies which would subject us 
to the oversight of the international banks. 

EIR: Recently the Swiss paper Neue Zurcher Zeitung re
ported that Colombia receives some $2 to $3 billion from 
"diversified illegal exports ," and that if President Betancur 
continued his moralizing campaign [against drugs] , this in
come will collapse , and simultaneously , so will Colombia's 
prestige with the international banks. What do you think of 
this? 
Carrillo: In the first place it is highly debatable that Col
ombia in fact receives billions from illegal exports. These 
exports , that is to say the drug traffic , benefit very few, a 
handful of Colombian drug traffickers who in the majority 
leave their earnings outside the country . 

Confrontation with the Soviet 
Union will occur if the U.S. 
stagnates in all areas, because the 
Russians are not stopping but are 
advancing with their war 
preparations. if the U.S. does not 
take care, world war will occur 
very soon. When the U.S. moves 
forward with its program for laser 
weapons, peace will be assured. 

On the other hand, the damage that the drug traffic is 
causing to our population, to our youth, our commerce, the 
military, the fact that with all our resources we have been 
unable to eradicate this evil , has led us to the edge of a 
precipice. The children in the schools who are consuming 
drugs today , tomorrow will not be good Colombians. They 
will not be good workers , good providers , or good citizens. 
And the adult population is also consuming these drugs, it is 
destroying itself. What will we do with a military or police 
force where drug consumption is high? We will be at the 
mercy of any small but well-organized group who enters our 
coasts or seizes our islands. The drug traffic is a grave prob
lem not only because of the exports to other countries, but 
also because of the internal consumption, which is also very 
high. 

Fortunately there seems to be a growing awareness of this 
danger at all levels , of the government, of the armed forces, 
the Church, the unions , and the parents, to eradicate this 
evil. ... 
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EIR: Regarding the debate on how to eradicate this evil, 
Fausto Charris of the Colombian Anti-Drug Coalition has 
proposed a program similar to that used by Mexico, including 
the use of paraquat. 
Carrillo: If we are to eliminate the drugs, we must eradicate 
the plantations of marijuana which are extensive throughout 
the country. There are two ways of eradicating the mari
juana-one is to pull up the plants one by one, by hand; that 
way, we may have eradicated 1 percent by the year 2000. 
The other is to use all the modem means to eliminate drugs, 
herbicides. They are a much more effective way to destroy 
the marijuana and we must use them. 

EIR: Lyndon LaRouche, the founder of EIR, has announced 
for the presidency of the United States. He has proposed a 
policy of collective debt renegotiation with Ibero-America, 
and he was a founder of the National Anti-Drug Coalition. 
How do you think his electoral campaign will influence Ibero
America? 
Carrillo: The ideas of Mr. LaRouche are well known in this 
country. What I would like to see from his campaign is that 
the U. S. population understands the full range of his propos
als . . . .  It is possible that because of the very breadth and 
size of the U. S. population, the program of Mr. LaRouche 
may not be well known yet. But I know that it is well known 
in Brazil, in Argentina, in Colombia, in Europe, and in India. 
The work that is to be done in the U.S. is arduous, to get the 
message of LaRouche to the American unions, to house
wives, and so on, because the problem of the United States 
is also seen in the industrial process which has stagnated, 
which has also occurred in agriculture. 

The U.S. also has a problem of leadership, which it is 
losing. We, free and democratic trade unionists and friends 
of the U. S. population, express our concern that our leading 
ally is losing ground in this respect, is no longer on top of the 
situation. 

So we are happy to see programs for industrial recovery , 
to end unemployment, to improve agricultural production, to 
allow American scientists to continue their research for the 
benefit of humanity unimpeded, without taking away from 
the defense industry. We understand in this context the im
portance of the proposal for developing defensive beam 
weapons. 

So this to us is the significance of Mr. LaRouche's cam
paign. He may not make it to the presidency, but this does 
not mean that his ideas will not proliferate everywhere. We 
will one day reach the point where the enemies of progress 
will be finally overthrown. 

EIR: On March 23 President Ronald Reagan proposed the 
creation of laser weapons for eliminating the terror of nuclear 
war which currently exists. There is presently a grave crisis 
between the superpowers. How do you evaluate this situation? 
CarrUlo: Here we must look at what is the situation of the 
allies of the United States. We consider ourselves among of 
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the allies of the U. S., but the problem is that the allies of the 
U. S. are in the majority hungry people, where the democratic 
system has not always been implemented. What is needed, 
therefore, is that these allies of the U.S. be strengthened, that 
they be helped to come out from under their economic crises. 
There must be a Marshall Plan from Mexico to Argentina. 

This is what the president of the UTC proposed, what 
President Betancur proposed to the United Nations last month. 
We don't want the help to come with tanks and military 
advisers. We do want help now. 

In regard to the confrontation with the Soviet Union, there 
is no doubt that this confrontation will occur to the extent that 
the U.S. stagnates in all areas, because the Russians are not 
stopping but are advancing with their war preparations, their 
expansionism. To the extent that the U.S. does not take care, 
world war will occur very soon. The moment the U. S. moves 
forward with its program for laser weapons, peace will be 
assured. 

EIR: On Jan. 9 the heads of state of Ibero-America will 
meet in Quito, Ecuador to prepare concrete proposals for 
addressing the economic crisis. What message do the Colom
bian trade unions want President Betancur to bring to that 
meeting? 
Carrillo: The UTC hopes that the Colombian government, 
which has made important changes in foreign policy and 
which has rectified the earlier government's mistaken policy 
toward the Malvinas conflict, will be on the side of the Latin 
American countries. The President of Ecuador has approved 
the proposals of the UTC for the creation of a Latin American 
debtors' club, to enter into negotiations on the foreign debt. 
Therefore we hope that our government supports this, be
cause we too are victims of economic aggression on the part 
of the international banks. 

Colombia has just reached the 50th anniversary of the 
debt moratorium of 1 93 3 ,  when President Olaya Herrera 
declared a moratorium on foreign debt payments, because 
Colombia was in a state of penury similar to that which we 
have seen on the continent today. Therefore if at the Quito 
meeting the Latin American governments decide to take res
olute action, they will have the support of not only the Co
lombian working class, but the working class of all Latin 
America. 

EIR: In December, Aurelio Peccei of the Club of Rome will 
come to Colombia to hold a conference on food policy. What 
is your opinion of the Club of Rome and Peccei? 
Carrillo: I have not personally heard the gentleman speak 
. . . but the problem of the world to�ay is food production. 
Without increases in production, there will be hunger . ... 
To the extent Peccei is opposed to this, and advocates that 
we return to subsistence levels, he is an enemy of progress, 
and I don't know what he intends to do in Colombia with 
these proposals. 
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The Philippines gets 
the 'Latin treatment' 

by Gail G. Kay 

The announcement in late November that the International 
Monetary Fund has agreed "in principle" to a $650 million 
standby credit for the Philippines has brought a brief sigh of 
relief to international banking circles and the Manila govern
ment. Prime Minister and Finance Minister Cesar Virata 
made the announcement following a meeting in Washington, 
D.C. with IMF managing director Jacques de Larosiere, and 
thus ended for the time being the month-old suspended sen
tence on the Philippines debt crisis. The IMF is expected to 
give its final seal of approval at the end of the month. 

The price the Philippines will have to pay will be zero 
growth in 1984, according to the Christian Science Monitor. 
Drastic cuts will be made in credit expansion, particularly to 
any sector not producing for export, as well as slashes in 
outlays for public enterprises and an end to government back
ing for private-sector loans. 

At best the IMF is offering the Philippines a short-term 
bailout from a crisis that, by mid-October, had shut down the 
country's ability to import anything but essential fuel and 
food supplies. In the long term, the conditions attached to the 
IMF loan, and to World Bank and private commercial credits 
the loan is expected to free up, will destroy productive ca
pacity, meaning that the debt problem will surface again and 
again with ever more strenuous conditions attached. As one 
British banker said, the Philippines is "the first debt domino 
for the Far East." 

Prime Minister Virata and central bank head Jaime Laya 
will use this ostensible vote of confidence to restructure pay
ments to the country's commercial bank creditors on the 
Philippines' $20-plus billion foreign debt. Those talks are 
expected to start in New York in the next two weeks. 

Manila gets the 'Latin American treatment' 
In mid-October, Prime Minister Virata and central bank 

head Laya had flown to New York for emergency consulta
tions with a 10-bank creditors' committee to negotiate a 90-
day moratorium on over $3 billion in payments on debt prin
cipal. The way in which the crisis developed bears the ear
marks of what is becoming known in the halls of governments 
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and banks as the "Latin American treatment." First, capital 
flight creates a balance of payments emergency. Second, that 
emergency is used to force a devaluation of the nation's 
currency. Third, lines of credit are cut off. 

In February of this year, Prime Minister Virata negotiated 
terms for the first phase of 1983 IMF standby credits on the 
basis of keeping the payments deficit down to a target figure 
of $598 million. By the end of June, the deficit was already 
at $562 million. with capital reported to be leaving the coun
try at a rate of $2 million per day. The government was faced 
with reducing the deficit for the rest of the year, or going 
back to the IMF. It chose to devalue the peso by 7.3 percent, 
cut back on capital goods imports, place import restrictions 
on 556 other products, and hike domestic bank-reserve re
quirements from 18 percent to 20 percent, thereby reducing 
domestic money supply by about $1 billion. 

Despite the government's willingness to cooperate, the 
measures did not work. On Aug. 21, top opposition leader 
Benigno Aquino was assassinated as he was escorted off a 
plane at Manila airport. The assassination, and the crisis in 
political confidence that followed, was used by the nation's 
creditors to pull the plug on loans. Banks that had previously 
made commitments began pulling up stakes; loans as they 
came due were rolled over at shorter and shorter terms or not 
rolled over at all. Capital flight for the period from September 
to early October was reported at a Whopping $500 million, 
averaging $5 million a day. In mid-September Prime Minis
ter Virata was back in Washington to renegotiate the terms 
of the February IMF credit; by the end of that month, there 
had been no significant improvement from the June 
devaluation. 

By the first week of October, the payments deficit was an 
astounding $1.36 billion, an $800 million increase in the third 
quarter alone. On Oct. 5, at the IMF's bidding, the peso was 
devalued another 21.4 percent; more cuts were made in the 
budget, including scrapping or postponing a $1 billion steel 
mill project. And the central bank announced that all banks 
would have to tum over 80 percent of all foreign exchange to 
pay for essential imports because foreign reserves had dropped 
$1.4 billion due to capital flight and, probably, call-ins of 
short-term debts. 

On Oct. 15, the government sent telexes to its 350 bank 
creditors announcing the unilateral moratorium on all prin
cipal repayments between Oct. 17 and Jan. 16, 1984, follow
ing Virata's and Laya's consultations with the lO-bank cred
itor supervisory committee in New York. The moratorium 
would bring the balance of payments deficit to $1.4-$1.6 
billion for the year, a more than 200 percent increase from 
the projections worked out in February. Within the week, the 
government again raised the reserve rate for banks from 20 
to 23 percent, and on Nov. 3 ordered banks to sell 100 percent 
of their foreign exchange to cover the cost of essential im
ports. The country's ability to import had collapsed; at the 
end of October, foreign reserves stood at $430 million, less 
than enough to cover the cost of one month's imports. 
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To say that the Marcos government had been backed into 
a comer by its creditors, led by the IMF and the World Bank, 
is an understatement. Commentators on the IMF loan agree
ment express concern that the money may not come through 
fast enough to counter the delayed effect of this import col
lapse by the tum of the new year, raising the specter of mass 
layoffs and explosive labor unrest in an already tense political 
climate. 

The damage becomes permanent 
The tragedy of paying the IMF' s price is seen in the steady 

erosion of the Philippines' productive capacity over the past 
two to three years in two areas: First, the IMF's and World 
Bank's efforts to break control of the raw-materials-produc
ing industries-the backbone of the economy�ut of the 
hands of family interests, and second, breaking the back of 
the II-project development program President Marcos had 
launched in late 1979. 

In the language of the international banks, breaking the 
families' control over the sugar, copper mining, coconut, 
and other raw materials industries is called ending Marcos's 
porkbarrels to his "cronies." In 198 1 and 1982, the govern
ment repeatedly bailed out and then consolidated under direct 
government control private-sector financial concerns which 
had become overextended, due to short-term borrowing to 
compensate for the collapse of international commodity prices, 
as well as speculative ventures. The IMF and World Bank 
warned Marcos that this would have to stop, and the condi
tions for the IMF standby credits negotiated this October 
included clauses calling for an end to subsidies to public 
concerns and an end to government backing for private-sector 
loans. 

Of Marcos's 11 development projects, by the end of 
1982, a proposed petrochemical complex and aluminum 
smelter had been indefinitely postponed. New timetables were 
being set for a paper mill and heavy engineering plant; targets 
for an integrated steelmaking and gasohol manufacturing 
facility had been scaled down. Construction of a proposed 
medium- to high-horsepower diesel engine plant and a ce
ment plant had not been started. Out of 1 1  projects slated for 
completion in the early 1980s, only a copper smelter, phos
phatic fertilizer plant and a low- to medium-horsepower die
sel engine plant were on schedule. 

Zero growth is the IMF's demand for the Philippines in 
1984, and for the time being the government appears willing 
to meet the banks' demands in the false belief that this is the 
only road to stability, a stability ultimately premised on the 
recovery of the U.S. economy. The last 18 months' experi
ence of Mexico, Brazil, and Argentina shows that this is 
worse than wishful thinking. There is another alternative: the 
Operation Juarez proposal of EIR founder Lyndon La
Rouche, which calls for the conversion of the nations' debt 
into long-term, low-interest credits for industrial develop
ment. It is high time Marcos and other Third World leaders 
explored this alternative. 
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The Eagle Star battle 
Allianz Versicherung and itsjinancial backers in Nazi Intemational circles 
want to enlarge their control over Dope, Inc. , reports Laurent Murawiec. 

A $1.5 billion battle is under way in the City of London for 
control over the fifth largest British insurance company, Ea
gle Star. To a first takeover bid of £692 million launched by 
30 percent shareholder Allianz Versicherung of Munich, Ea
gle Star chairman Sir Denis Mountain, responded by calling 
in the British American Tobacco Industries Ltd. giant, which 
offered £796 million. The fight is expected by London ex
perts to last another two months, with higher and higher 
counter-bids being presented. 

"It was the worst possible company for Allianz to try and 
take over," a City insurance expert commented. "It was 
founded by Mountain's grandfather, and he inherited it from 
his father. Sir Denis has been running it like his personal fief, 
with a tiny personal ownership, 3 percent at the most. It's his 
personal domain. That was the wrong company to select for 
a takeover. With close to 30 percent of the equity, Allianz 
was ignored by Sir Denis, who told them, 'If you want to 
challenge me, do it with 50.1 percent of the stock. Until then, 
get lost !' I don't understand how the Germans could have 
made such a mistake, such a misreading of Sir Denis's profile." 

The "mistake" in question is all the more remarkable in 
that the merchant bank advising Allianz was the City'S flag
ship Morgan Grenfell, known as "the Foreign Office's mer
chant bank." Did Morgan Grenfell, among whose directors 
one finds Rupert Carrington, D. A. C. Douglas-Home and 
other scions of leading British families, suddenly lose its 
savvy? 

Other unusual events are racking the City. During the 
summer, Tory MP Keith Wickenden, chairman of the large 
European Ferries Group, died in an air crash, and his succes
sor is now selling off Singer & Friedlander, a member of the 
select Accepting House Committee. Royal Bank of Scot
land-the object last year of another battle royal between the 
Hongkong and Shanghai banking group and London's Im
perial bank, Standard & Chartered-suffered the untimely 
loss of its deputy chairman John Burke , who died in a moun
tain accident in Scotland in November . The London money 
and financial market institutions are being deregulated, for 
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the first time ever allowing foreign competitors to break into 
the hitherto exclusively reserved brokerage houses, the mer
chant banks, the stockjobbers, while the City rage is a series 
of takeovers, mergers and associations between, e.g., mer
chant banks and stockjobbers. The face of the City is going 
to change more in the next year than in the past ten. 

Much more is involved than the attempted break-in of 
Allianz into the juicy London insurance market. Allianz and, 
behind it, a singular cluster of Central European (Mitteleu
ropa) oligarchs-sponsors of the Nazi International and ma
jor dirty-money controllers that operate out of Munich-is 
vying for a much larger share of the pie in international dope 
trade, a trade that goes well beyond $200 billion, and in tum, 
leverages even greater international credit flows. 

The shakeout in the City involves control over dozens 
and dozens of billions of dollars. Against a background of 
imminent collapse of two trillion dollars of international pa
per-assets, the fight is over control of the pieces that will 
remain standing when the dust settles. A portrait of the dra
matis personae will show how. 

The Munich money mafia 
Allianz controls 17 percent of the German insurance mar

ket ; it is Germany's largest and one of the world's leaders .  It 
was established in 1890 by Merck, Finck & Company, one 
of the two merchant banking adjuncts of the royal family of 
Bavaria, the Wittelsbach. Merck Finck was created in 1870, 
the year Otto von Bismarck forcibly integrated the Kingdom 
of Bavaria into Wilhelm rs Second Reich. Then in 1914 
Merck Finck founded what is today the world's leading rein
surance organization, Miinchener Riickversicherung, also 
known as Munich Re. 

For centuries, ever since the industry was founded in 
Venice, insurance has been a racket for small groups of 
financiers who skim off whole populations and corporations 
and manage to concentrate immense flows of credit on fairly 
small capital bases;  the insurance industry in tum controls 
enormous portfolios and plays a major role in directing cap-
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ital flows into other areas of industry and investment, while 
becoming intimately acquainted with the innards of a client's 
situation: Actuarial science demands that the insurer know 
his client's business from the standpoint of his weaknesses. 
As Club of Rome member and top insurance wizard Orio 
Giarini of Geneva put it, "We study economic systems from 
the standpoint of their weaknesses," which gives an incom
parable ability to destroy them or control them. During World 
War II, the central staff of British intelligence leader Sir 
William Stephenson was replete with insurance experts and 
executives. 

Eagle Star is equally no alien to the intelligence world, 
nor are other insurance companies. This is part of the prize 
sought by Allianz and its Merck Finck controllers. 

Merck Finck, a prime mover behind the 1920s establish
ment of the Deutsche Lufthansa airline and a close collabo
rator of the Vienna House of Rothschild, had been very active 
in the Austro-Hungarian Empire and its successor nations. 
When the Berlin J. Dreyfus Banking house was "aryanized" 
by the Nazis in 1937, it was Baron August von Finck, given 
his noble title by the Bavarian king in 1905, who grew fat on 
the spoils, as he did on those of S. M. Rothschild of Vienna 
after the 1938 Anschluss-which brought him into some 
trouble and an American Occupation jail in 1945. The Baron, 
a raving admirer of the Fuhrer, had among other feats initi
ated and built up Munich's Haus der Kunst (House of Arts) 
which he presented in person as a gift to Hitler. But postwar 
"denazification" was short-lived. Even though Finck had to 
divest from Allianz and was allowed to keep only 6 percent 
of the stock, he kept control of the company. The family 
fortune was estimated at DM 4 billion by the time of his death 
in 1982, and the bank was managing another DM 4 billion in 
clients' portfolios. 

If Merck Finck worked as a fund-gatherer and dispatcher, 
it did so on behalf of the still-powerful House of Witte Is bach, 
whose own fortune, administered by the Wittelsbacher Aus
gleichfonds (Wittelsbach Equalization Fund), is estimated at 
$6 billion today, one of the world's largest, and one based in 
huge land, forest, and real-estate assets. Together with the 
princely family of Thurn und Taxis, the Bavarian "kings" ran 
the "Thule" secret society that originally recruited and trained 
Adolf Hitler, Rudolf Hess, and Heinrich Himmler. 

Such traditions die hard. When Investors Overseas Ser
vice (lOS) head Bernard Cornfeld created a German affiliate, 
he went to Merck Finck and acquired a "respectable" chair
man for lOS Deutschland GmbH, former Nazi turned "lib
eral" Erich Mende, a federal minister and head of the Free 
Democratic Party. lOS was for a period of the 1960s and 
early 1970s the world's biggest laundromat for dirty money, 
drug money culled from Meyer Lansky's gangland activities 
and Tibor Rosenbaum's "legitimate" dirty-money recycling 
activities at Geneva's Banque de Credit International (BCI). 

The other Wittelsbach bank, August Lenz und Co., func
tionally identical with Merck Finck, shared personnel, as
sets, and operations with a slightly less respectable bank, the 
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Munich-based Schneider und Munzig, established in 1830. 
Schneider und Munzig is run by the Thelen family which in 
1962 cofounded the Preusker und Thelen Bank, along with 
Liberal politician Victor-Emmanuel Thelen, a former federal 
minister and the 1968-75 manager of Investors Fund (lOS), 
and the owner of yet another bank, Orbis. The mishmash of 
lOS-connected banks had one principal role : to recycle or
ganized-crime money on behalf of the arch-legitimate royal 
and princely families of Bavaria. 

The latter also enjoy control over the giant of Bavarian 
commercial banking, the Vereinsbank, on whose supervisory 
board sits Prince Johannes von Thurn und Taxis, who also 
has a seat at the Handelsbank; the Hypotheken- und Wech
selbank, with FreiheIT von Poschinger-Bray, and the Lan
desbank, which features Luitpold von Braun, manager of the 
Wittelsbach fund. Count von Schoenborn-Wiesentheid and 
Prince Albrecht zu Castell-Castell, another of these medieval 
creatures, are also on the board of the Vereinsbank. Three of 
the four Munich commercial banks rank among the world's 
top 50. Through a dense system of corporate interlock, the 
Munich financial nexus controls much of Germany's high
technology and weapons multinationals, such as Siemens, 
Krauss-Maffei, the Flick group, the Quandt group, in alli
ance with Germany's top bank, the Deutsche Bank. 

The fact that members of the Flick family as well as the 
spouse of Prince Johannes Thurn und Taxis have personally 
been implicated in drug smuggling operations of course goes 
beyond the simple cocaine sniffing that has become standard 
fare among the "jet set." While Princess Gloria von Thurn 
und Taxis was nabbed at the Munich airport with sizable 
quantities of narcotics in her bag, one of the younger Flicks, 
according to German police circles, shuttles between Switz
erland and Germany in his private plane, carrying large quan
tities of drugs. 

A British 'inside job' 
If the would-be controllers of Eagle Star do represent this 

singular interconnection between the Nazi International, dirty 
money and huge family fortunes that have powerful institu
tional form in the financial community, the object of their 
takeover bid is no innocent lamb. Eagle Star is at the dead 
center of the British oligarchy's intelligence, financial and 
drug-trade operations. 

Eagle Star funded the establishment of Trizec, the Ca
nadian Bronfman family's holding corporation, through its 
majority control in English Properties Ltd., which holds a 
plurality of shares in Trizec. The Bronfmans got rich through 
bootlegging the Scotch whisky received from leading Scot
tish noble families' companies from Canada across Lake 
Michigan, where Bronfman booze was then loaded on the 
trucks of Bronfman business partner Meyer Lansky. After 
the end of Prohibition in the United States, the Bronfmans 
reconverted partly into the opium trade, into which their 
Scottish connection introduced them in good standing. 

On the Eagle Star board sit two top leaders of postwar 
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British intelligence, Sir Kenneth Strong and Baron Kenneth 
Keith, fonner chainnan of the Hill , Samuel merchant bank
Eagle Star's own . Also on the board are directors of the Bank 
of Nova Scotia, another major dope and dirty money bank; 
representatives of the higher levels of Scottish nobility and 
Far Eastern interests , including Sir Phillip de Zulueta, now 
the head of the Anthony Gibbs merchant bank, and special 
adviser to the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Group , the 
world' s  central bank of the opium trade . 

There is no way Allianz could surreptitiously enter the 
highly selective City "square mile" without having struck a 
deal with a powerful faction of the British oligarchy , !\ faction 
identified with Lord Peter Carrington , that is seeking a "New 
Yalta" deal with the Soviet Union , against the United States . 
That the takeover bid is in part an "inside job" is demonstrated 
by the surprise in the City when Margaret Thatcher' s  govern
ment did not refer the competing AllianzlBritish American 
Tobacco Industries bids to the Monopolies Commission , as 
it had done last year when Hong Shang's  and Standard & 
Chartered' s  competing bids for the Royal Bank of Scotland 
were effectively stalemated through this procedure . The Of
fice of Fair Trading this time advised the fonnerly-Iron Lady 
to let Allianz have its way , in spite of quite justified remon
strances by Sir Denis Mountain , who protested that while 
Gennan insurance companies can bid for and purchase their 
British competitors , Gennan law prevents the reverse . 

lf the would-be controllers ojEagle 
Star do represent this singular 
interconnection between the Nazi 
International dirty money, and 
hugejamilyjortunes that are 
poweiful institutions in the 
financial community ,  the object oj 
their takeover bid is no innocent 
lamb. 

To explain Mrs . Thatcher's  somewhat surpnsing failure 
to invoke national interest to stop the Allianz bid , London 
sources report that it all started with the circulation on Fleet 
Street of the dossier concerning Tory loyalist Cecil Parki
son's  sex life .  The Trade and Industry Minister's  political 
career came to an abrupt end when "someone" gave the 
assenting nod for the press to publish the dossier and provoke 
a sex scandal with it . The Tory party machine was beaten , 
and the Foreign Office mafia around Carrington recaptured 
the reins of power during the ensuing reshuffle . Then other 
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dossiers started making the rounds in Fleet Street. Three Tory 
MPs said to be "close to the Prime Minister" are the subject 
of one of these sex-dossiers , and a dossier reporting that "a 
few people very close to the person of the Prime Minister 
herself are implicated in a massive scandal concerning the 
manipulation of tax regulations and profits made off it" has 
also been sighted in Fleet Street editorial rooms . 

A deal has been struck between the equally eager West 
European advocates of a deal with the Soviet Union, the 
Mitteleuropa oligarchs and the modern-day Neville Cham
berlains . The deal , manifested in striking similarities in anti
American, Soviet-appeasing foreign policy JDoves taken by 
the Bonn and London governments over the recent weeks , 
has necessary repercussions in the financial field-especially 
at a time of extraordinary turmoil and global reorganization 
in international money . 

The M itteleuropa oligarchs and their financiers are being 
given, as part of the deal , a chance to pump their money out 
of Europe, while "suckers" are being advised by malicious 
or stupid investment advisers to put their money in Gennany, 
with the result that capital flows in and out of Gennany 
balance. At the cost of sacrificing Eagle Star' s current man
agement, a slice of the pie is being offered to seal the alliance. 

This is only the very beginning of a much more far
reaching process of redeployment of the fondi (centuries-old 
family fortunes) seeking survival . The recent merger of the 
maverick Jacob Rothschild' s  RIT & Northern with the top 
drug group Charterhouse and its banking arm Charterhouse 
Japhet indicates one major geographical focus: "We are going 
to work at expanding in the Far East,"  Rothschild stated. Last 
year's  attempt by the Thurn und Taxis fondo to break into 
Canadian finances and thence into the Far East, through Peter 
Pocklington' s  Fidelity Trust and Samuel Bellsberg' s  First 
City Trust of Vancouver' s  mass-purcilasing of Canadian trust 
companies-which at the time provoked a massive uproar 
among British circles-was part of the same process.  

Some punishment has been meted out from the United 
States against such dirty-money advocates of an "indepen
dent Europe," as the case of the Schroeder, Miinchmeyer, 
Hengst collapse showed (EIR , Nov . 22) . The dense fabric of 
East-West dirty-money relations is still intact, however. The 
cases of Marc Rich A .G .  of Zug , Switzerland ,  so spiritedly 
defended by the Soviet government' s  daily Izvestia; of the 
London-based Moscow Narodny Bank and its Far Eastern 
and Beirut subsidiaries; of the Bulgarian Trade Bank's  links 
with Lebanese drug trade banks; and of Soviet barter involv
ing raw materials , arms , drugs for high-technology good� 
secreted into the U . S . S .R. , show that there is much more to 
be found, prosecuted, and shut down in this area. If there is 
a deal between the Carrington faction in Britain and the 
Mitteleuropa faction on the continent for a policy of appeas
ing the Soviets , there is eqq,ally a deal between both these 
Western factions and Moscow to enlarge the latter' s  access 
to the juicy trafficking of Dope , Incorporated .  That is also 
part of the global redeployment of world finances . 
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Banking by Renee Sigerson 

Trudeau protects BNS from America 

A U.S.  subpoena o/records/rom the disreputable Bank o/Nova 
Scotia has created a new Marc Rich case . 

The Bank of Nova Scotia-the most 
notoriously dirty of Canada's inter
national banks-is being officially 
backed by the cabinet of Pierre Elliot 
Trudeau, in an attempt to keep U.S. 
authorities from examining BN S's  
offshore books. 

In mid-November, U.S. officials 
obtained a court order directing BN S 
to hand over records from its Cayman 
Islands branch. The order was issued 
on behalf of a Florida grand jury, 
which is investigating "The Latin 
Connection," a cocaine ring in Col
ombia that uses the Cayman Islands to 
launder dirty money. The grand jury 
asserts that some significant amount 
of these funds was conduited through 
the BN S outpost in the Cayman Is
lands, where banking secrecy laws 
protect such criminal actions from 
being scrutinized. 

As made public last spring, 
through a study on offshore bank se
crecy issued by the U. S. government, 
U.S. authorities have a huge dossier 
implicating BN S in tax evasion, drug 
money laundering and other dirty 
money activities. Of all the Anglo
Canadian and Hong Kong banks 
known to be part of the worldwide 
Dope, Inc. network, BN S is the insti
tution most often cited by U. S. experts 
as involved in dirty-money activities. 

Thus, the reaction of the Canadian 
cabinet to the case can only be char
acterized as startling. 

On Nov. 1 7 ,  Minister of External 
Affairs Allan MacEachen rushed to 
the defense of BN S, arguing in press 
statements that U. S. authorities had 
no right to invade the bank secrecy 
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laws of the Caribbean. Paralleling the 
arguments used recently by the Switz
erland-based trading company Marc 
Rich to resist handing over tax evasion 
records to the U . S. , MacEachen 
claimed that the subpoena "raises the 
whole question of extraterritoriality, 
or a conflict of jurisdiction." 

As one official of the Canadian 
embassy elaborated on MacEachen' s 
point , Washington was forcing BN S 
to choose "which country ' s  law to 
break." 

The affair is being treated by the 
Canadians as if it were a showdown of 
their national security vs. U.S. self
interest. MacEachen reported that he 
has gone so far as to involve U. S. Sec
retary of State Shultz in the case. 

On Nov. 23, the Cayman Islands 
government effected a temporary res
olution of the affair , by giving BN S 
an exceptional right to answer the sub
poena, and to override the bank secre
cy guidelines. But both the Canadians 
and the administration of the Cay
mans, which is a British crown colo
ny, have publicized that they have no 
intention of letting the matter rest. 
Following the example of the Swiss 
authorities , who went so far as to pay 
the fines exacted against the Marc Rich 
trading company by the United States, 
the Commonwealth governments have 
decided to make the case a matter of 
principle. 

"We find totally unacceptable the 
unilateral and coercive U.S. actions, 
making it impossible for a multina
tional company to obey the laws of the 
country it is operating in," a legal 
spokesman for the Canadian foreign 

ministry stated after the records were 
released. The government has since 
underlined that it considers the case 
"alarming. " 

Both the Canadian and Cayman 
Islands governments are now expect
ed to file "supporting briefs" in behalf 
of the rights of the dope-money laun
dering BN S. 

It is not accidental that this affair 
has erupted in the aftermath of the 
Grenada invasion. 

Leading up to and during the in
vasion, the United States imposed a 
full-scale blackout on any information 
going into Canada on its plans-de
spite Canada's position as a Common
wealth member exerting considering 
influence in the Caribbean. Observers 
in Ottawa claimed the United States 
probably had good reason not to trust 
the Canadians-considering that, 
during the Iranian hostage taking, the 
office of Pierre Elliot Trudeau was a 
continuous source of uncontrolled 
leaks to the press. 

The BN S affair may eventually 
have repercussions in the City of Lon
don, where a takeover battle is being 
fought over control of the Eagle Star 
Insurance Group (see article, page 1 1 ) .  
Several of  Eagle Star 's founding di

rectors, including Sir Kenneth Keith 
and Sir Kenneth Strong, have also held 
long-term directorships at BN S. 

Eagle Star was created as a chief 
coordinating network for Anglo-Ca
nadian intelligence operations in North 
America and the Caribbean, with BN S 
a leading tentacle for executing dirty
tricks and financial laundering opera
tions. The fact that the entire Canadian 
government could be mobilized to 
come to the defense of a notoriously 
dirty operation like BN S is thus not 
surprising, since any complete disclo
sure of BN S '  s activities would have to 
lay bare the trail to Eagle Star and the 
City of London. 
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International Credit by Kathy Burdman 

Just the beginning 

Non-performing loans held by U.S .  banks raise tough questions, 

as the Bank of America case shows . 

The officially listed non-perform
ing loans of major U. S. banks rose 
sharply in the third quarter of this year, 
but this is only the beginning, accord
ing to a study of U.S. lending policy 
soon to be released by EIR. 

Total non-performing loans, both 
foreign and domestic, of the top 1 8  
banks in the country rose to some $20 
billion officially reported at the end of 
September, from about $ 1 8  billion at 
the end of June, according to my esti
mates based on a study of 16 banks by 
Warburg-Parisbas-Becker bank ana
lyst George Salem. 

Almost all of the $2 billion rise in 
the quarter is due to loans being offi
cially declared non-performing in Ibe
ro-America, most banks admit. 

With the exception of Citibank and 
Bank of America, however, most 
banks do not release data on how many 
of their bad loans are domestic and 
how many are foreign. 

Based on private estimates, Mr. 
Salem believes that most banks are 
reporting an average of 60 percent do
mestic to 40 percent foreign. 

Out of the $20 billion total, that 
would mean the top 1 8  banks have at 
least some $8 billion in bad foreign 
loans to which they are officially ad
mitting in reports to regulators, and of 
which most is to Ibero-America. 

"Non-performing" means that a 
loan has not had any interest payments 
made upon it for 90 days or more as of 
the end of the quarter. Under current 
accounting laws of the United States, 
however, this does not mean that the 
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full principal value of $20 billion in 
loans is going to be written off . It sim
ply means that the offending banks are 
not allowed to declare any interest on 
that amount as if it were income for 
the quarter. 

A declaration of $20 billion or so 
in non-performing loans for the third 
quarter works out to a loan in income 
of $20 billion times 1 3  percent aver
age rates divided by four quarters per 
year, or a grand total of only $650 
million in losses for all of the top 1 8  
banks as a whole. Spread amongst 
them, it wasn't exactly enough to blow 
the whistle on Walter Wriston. 

But even these paltry official num
bers are beginning to point up the real 
picture, and what emerges is actual 
near-bankruptcy of the U.S. banking 
system. 

First of all, one bank analyst I know 
estimates, U.S. banks now hold at least 
$ 1 00 billion in Ibero-American loans, 
with another $ 1 50-$200 billion held 
by European and Japanese banks, and 
another $50 billion held by govern
ments in the North and non-bank cor
porations. Asked privately how much 
of that is non-performing at the mo
ment, he said: "All of it ."  The top 18 
banks in the country would hold about 
$70 billion of that bad Ibero-Ameri
can debt, he added. 

Generously estimated, those same 
top 1 8  banks can't  have more than 
about $70 billion in capital amongst 
them; which is to say, if non-perform
ing loans were recognized as fully 
"substandard" and written of, the na-

tion's top banks would be technically 
bankrupt at this very moment. 

Secondly, even the official figures 
"are going to get a lot worse in the 
fourth quarter, " a Chicago banker 
warned me the week of Nov. 20. 
"During the third quarter most banks 
actually declared minimal losses. Bra
zil, Argentina, and Mexico all made 
tiny payments to make it look like they 
were not 90 days behind. Only Vene
zuelan paper had real losses taken upon 
it . But at this point the Brazilian and 
other loans have got to go into the 
barrel . " 

Bank of America in particular is 
trying to call the question on the bad 
loans, evidently in hopes of forcing a 
general "new Bretton Woods" type re
organization of the world debt system. 
While Citibank is reporting only $2.6 
billion in bad loans for the third quart
er, for example, Bank of America 
openly reported a total of over $5 bil
lion. Bank of America is reporting 
foreign bad loans for the quarter of 
some $2.3 billion, compared to Citi
bank's report of only $2 billion for
eign non-performing loans. Citibank 
is $ 1 0  billion larger than Bank of 
America in total size. 

Bank of America vice-chairman 
William Bolin and adviser Jorge del 
Canto have been the leading advo
cates in U. S. commercial banking of 
a top-down reorganization of the 
bankrupt Third World debt structure. 
Recently, Bank of America spokes
men havi been behind a plan to tum 
the non-performing dollar loans to 
Ibero-America into "blocked ac
counts" in local currency as a way of 
decoupling Ibero-America from the 
world banking system (see EIR, Nov. 
29). 

Is the California giant trying to 
force other banks to own up to their 
losses, in order to get its new mone
tary order? 
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Business Briefs 

Nuclear Energy 

FEF director 
congratulates Argentina 

Fusion Energy Foundation executive direc
tor Paul Gallagher wrote to Vice-Admiral 
Carlos Castro Madero, the chief of Argen
tina's  Nuclear Energy Commission, calling 
Argentina' s  creating a full nuclear fuel cycle 
"an essential achievement as a nation , cre
ating an important new asset for itself and 
other nations . "  

"Not only Argentina,"  Gallagher stated, 
"but all the nations of the continent, and 
potentially of the entire developing sector, 
are the beneficiaries of this break
through . . . .  The urgent industrial and sci
entific development of the entire continent 
can be successfully launched on a high tech
nological level . 

"The development of skilled scientists 
and engineers , the advancement of medical 
techniques ,  the development of the most ad
vanced power sources for industry and com
munications , the improvement of the recov
ery of resources and the development of new 
materials-all of these and more in the in
dustrial development of any nation now hinge 
on the possession of the full range of nuclear 
technologies ,  which is the right of every 
nation . . . .  

"In the United States we have, unfortu
nately for many years, pursued a notion of 
'non-proliferation' which was supposed to 
aid disarmament, but has . . . merely served 
as the leading argument for those opposing 
the transfer of advanced technologies to the 
developing nations for other reasons . This 
notion has attempted to make of the nuclear 
technologies themselves a form of original 
sin, rather than the essential basis , in energy 
technologies, for industrial development. 

"Now a new frontier of breakthroughs 
in energy technologies , those of plasma 
physics and lasers, have given us great hope, 
including the announcement of President 
Reagan in March of this year, of the search 
for a way out of the balance of nuclear terror 
between the United States and the Soviet 
Union. The way may open for a renewal of 
'Atoms for Peace , '  but with the far greater 
advancement of fission, fusion, and energy 
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beam technologies over the past 25 years . 
"You have braved perverse international 

criticism to do what was correct and urgent
ly necessary . In doing so, you have helped 
to bring the solution to the dilemma of 'non
proliferation' closer to possibility . "  

Resources Grab 

Representative Schumer: 
Take Mexican oil 

Representative Charles Schumer (D-N . Y . )  
has a proposal for increasing the rate o f  fill
ing the U . S .  Strategic Oil Reserve without 
budget outlays to acquire the oil: Steal the 
oil from Mexico. 

Schumer, a proponent of the and the just
passed IMF bail-out bill ,  is proposing that 
Mexico store its oil in the strategic reserve 
salt domes, for no charge. The United States 
would only actually purchase the oil "in case 
of emergency . "  Alternatively , the U . S .  
government would "seize the oil" and give 
it to banks for debt repayment if Mexico 
failed to meet debt obligations. 

The congressman was not subtle in dem
onstrating how he would motivate Mexico 
to enter such an agreement. "It may be the 
only way that Mexico can obtain financing 
for new development projects . " 

Ibero-A merica 

Bolivian Senate attempts 
to increase wages 

The Bolivian Senate, in an attempt to coun
teract the devaluation of the Bolivian peso 
imposed on the Siles Zuazo government by 
the IMF, voted up a 100 per cent wage in
crease Nov . 23 . Government economic 
ministers called the vote unconstitutional , 
since there is no funding for the increase . 
The Senate also drafted a message to the 
cabinet, denoucing the IMF-dictated mea
sures which were taken "behind the back of 
the congress and threatening the economy . " 

The next morning a powerful bomb 
shattered the Senate building ' s  vestibule. 

Transportation and state workers are on 
strike, and the Bolivian Central Union called 
for a 24-hour national strike on Nov. 28 . 
Reports are circulating that right-wing offi
cers will use the pretext of popular unrest to 
try to stage a coup . To prevent such a move, 
the military high command has confined all 
soldiers to their barracks . 

The austerity measures , which devalued 
the currency by 60 percent and increased 
prices by over 1 50 percent, were a condi
tionality imposed by the IMF before it would 
even consider whether to renegotiate Boliv
ia' s  $2 . 7  billion debt. 

International Monetary Fund 

Promoting fascists 
in Mexican elections 

A spokesman for the National Action Party 
(PAN) confirmed Nov . 2 1  that the IMF had 
intervened in Mexico to demand victories 
for the PAN-a fascist organization whose 
leaders have explicitly endorsed the eco
nomic austerity policies of Hitler's Third 
Reich-as a condition for Mexican debt 
renegotiation.  

Humberto Rice Garcia, the unsuccessful 
PAN candidate for mayor of the most im
portant seaport on Mexico's  west coast, Ma
zatlan , in the mid-November elections in 
Sinaloa state, acknowledged that the IMF 
"pressured the system to achieve a demo
cratic opening in Chihuahua and Durango, "  
two Mexican states where the PAN was ac
corded local election victories in July vot
ing , "as well as in the rest of the country, as 
a condition for the renegotiation of the for
eign debt . "  

Rice Garcia, a Reverend Moon-style re
ligious fanatic ,  claimed that the "theft" of 
PAN victories in Sinaloa "could provoke a 
reduction in tourism, and lack of confidence 
by foreign investors . . .  who were watch
ing the elections and their outcome . " 

The economics ministries in the PRI
controlled government, where the pro-IMF 
faction is entrenched, released a report on 
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Nov. 19 on "General Criteria of Economic 
Policy for the Income and Budget Programs 
of 1984 . "  The report specifies that existing 
levels of austerity will continue or intensify 
in every significant area during the next year. 

In 1983 , industry dropped by an average 
10 percent, the Gross National Product by 5 
percent, and real salaries by almost 40 
percent. 

For the second year in a row , fully 10 
percent of GNP will leave the country in the 
form of interest payments on the foreign 
debt-twice as much as the "ceiling" osten
sibly imposed by the National Development 
Plan of May 1983 . 

Planning and Budget Minister Carlos 
Salinas de Gortari , who was trained at the 
Wharton School and is the most fanatic IMF 
ideologue in Mexico, was selected by Pres
ident Miguel de la Madrid to give the key
note speech on the day commemorating the 
19 1 0  Mexican Revolution, Nov. 20, on be
half of the government as a whole. The 
speech was a defense of the IMF program as 
"revolutionary austerity . " 

European Debt 

IMF: 'Italian 
government too soft' 

The government o f  Bettino Craxi had antic
ipated that a late-November report to the 
Italian government by an International 
Monetary Fund delegation led by Sir Alan 
Whittome would approve Italy ' s  austerity 
program. Craxi 's  government has cut the 
cost of living escalator, putting into the ef
fect the wage-indexing policy put forward 
by the late Ugo La Malfa, the former head 
of Italy' s  Republican Party , and several di
rect and indirect tax increases. But the IMF 
reported that it found these measures utterly 
inadequate. 

The IMF report states that the govern
ment' s  goal of a 90, 000 billion lira deficit 
for 1984 is unrealistic , unless there is a dras
tic cut in public expenses. 

The IMF "suggests" new measures of 
taxation on high incomes, given that little 
more can be pulled out of the low-income 
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sector. 
Public sector wages must be held down, 

the report states, becase the cost of the pub
lic sector is the biggest drag on the Italian 
economy. After three years of recession, 
says the IMF, with the beginning of an up
swing in other economies, Italy is still in the 
same place. It is therefore necessary to strike 
the "cancer" in the economy, i.e. , the public 
sector-including schools,  hospitals, etc. 

Treasury Minister Gianni Goria has al
ready declared that he agrees fully with IMF. 

European Industry 

Dutch industrial 
economy fading 

The recent dismissal of 7 ,000 shipbuilders 
at the Dutch RSV Group gave a violent shove 
of that county 's  economy toward the non
industrial future envisioned by Count Etienne 
D' Avignon , the head of the European Com
mission' s  Industrial Secretariat. 

In this country of 14 million, the official 
unemployment figure is 830, 000, and ex
pected to top I million by the spring 1985. 
According to government figures , unem
ployment stood at 290 ,000 at the end of 
1979 . 

The official unemployment rate of 1 7 . 7  
percent i s  understated since the government 
wishes to minimize its unemployment pay
ments . Yet the government acknowledges 
that one-third of the regions suffer over 20 
percent unemployment, with industrial areas 
the worse off. 

The ultra-monetarist government of 
Prime Minister Rund Lubbens has promised 
a minimum 3 . 5  percent cut in all social ser
vice expenditures , the layoff of 8 ,000 teach
ers , closing of hospitals ,  a reduction in gov
enment wages and an increase in general tax 
and social welfare contributions. 

The Dutch economy is increasingly rest
ing on four pinions: natural gas and oil from 
the North Sea, agriculture (which last year 
exported $ 1 3  billion) , tourism, and invisi
bles incuding banking , insurance, and ille
gal activities. Amsterdam is known as the 
drug distribution center of northern Europe. 

Briefly 
• u.s. AUTO MAKERS report 
that sales for the middle 10 days of 
November were 8 percent behind 
those of last year. The financial press 
claims that the lower sales this year 
is a reflection of the poor sales last 
year. 

• BRAZIL finally won IMF ap
proval of its new austerity program 
Nov. 22 . The IMF had to grant Brazil 
a "waiver,"  since under the IMF's 
"anti-inflation" program, Brazil ' s  in
flation doubled from just under 100 
percent in 1982 to well over 200 per
cent this year. In return, Brazil has 
agreed that in addition to wage cuts 
conceded last month, there will be 
new budget cuts , new taxes , and 
tighter credit. 

• THE ASSOCIATION OF 
American Railro

'
ads reports that less 

than 1 percent of the nation' s  25 ,768 
railway locomotives will be replaced 
in 1983 . In the first 10 months of the 
year, only 198 engines were deliv
ered, while 1 , 300 older units were 
retired during the same period. 

• F. W. DODGE COMPANY 
claims that overall construction con
tracts for October dropped 3 percent 
from September, which in turn 
showed a decline from August. Mul
ti-family homes dropped 17 percent 
while public works and utilities fell 
14 percent. 

• PIERRE ELIOT TRUDEAU, 
Canada' s  prime minister, called for a 
nuclear freeze and for diverting funds 
earmarked for producing nuclear 
weapons to "Third World develop
ment" at the late November meeting 
of the British Commonwealth in New 
Delhi. Trudeau' s  proposal was 
couched in the terms of the Nuclear 
Nonproliferation Treaty , used by the 
Carter administration to get devel
oping sector nations to sign away their 
right to develop nuclear energy. Tru
deau' s  proposal got a mixed recep
tion in New Delhi. India rejects any 
proposal that links disarmament to the 
nuclear nonproliferation treaty, which 
New Delhi says discriminates against 
underdeveloped countries. 
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�TIillSpecialReport 

Stop the nuclear war 
scare: beam weapons 
or appeasement 
by Carol White 

Only a lunatic would pretend that the consequences of nuclear war are less than 
horrible; so too was the Second World War; so too are the conditions in northeast
ern Brazil, where under the genocidal austerity enforced by the International 
Monetary Fund on that country, 60 percent of all infants die within their first year 
of life . But only a traitor would suggest that the answer to the threat of war is 
surrender without a fight. Yet that is precisely the lesson which Walter Mondale 
and his shadow cabinet, led by Henry Kissinger, wish to teach the American 
people: 

The script for the recent media extravaganza, The Day After, was begun as a 

report by these same advisers during the Carter-Mondale administration . The aim 
of the film as advertised by ABC-TV is to create terror in the general public about 
the effect of nuclear war-without offering any solution. In fact it is designed to 
reinforce the Kissinger-McNamara doctrine of Mutually Assured Destruction 
(MAD), in opposition to President Reagan's strategy for Mutually Assured Sur
vival. The network was only brought into the act after President Reagan's  election. 
In anticipation of the President's  tougher line on defense, there was a general 
retooling of the terrorist potential of the anti-war movement internationally. The 
intended cover for this was to be more supporters broadly sympathetic to a nuclear 
freeze. 

The New York Times Nov. 17 identified a "shadow government" of 20 or so 
arms-control experts with special influence in Congress who may have stalled the 
first testing of an American anti-satellite weapon. This shadow government is in 
fact the international Pugwash grouping, which since the mid- 1 950s has operated 
as an Anglo- Swiss- Soviet collaborative effort against the policies of Presidents 
Eisenhower and Kennedy. 

Bertrand Russell, perhaps the most evil man of the century, started the Pug
wash conference as a vehicle to launch an attack upon science and republican 
forms of government, while seeking to impose Malthusian World Federalism. 
Pugwash brandished the threat of nuclear annihilation as a way of returning indus
trial society to feudal backwardness. It functioned and continues to function as an 
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The Day After, ABC-TV's doomsday film,  is part o/ Walter F. Mondale' s  campaign/or an appeasement policy . 

uneasy alliance between Western oligarchs and the Russian 
Orthodox Church (thoroughly integrated with the KGB), each 
of which hopes to destroy the United States as an industrial 
superpower before getting rid of the other . 

To achieve their goal, the United States must be subverted 
from within. The shadow government identified by The New 
York Times was on the level of the grouping of scientists from 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), such as the 
incompetent loudmouths George Rathjens and Kosta Tsipis, 
and TV science star Carl Sagan . These Pugwashers do indeed 
function as science advisers against science, but they are only 
the foot-soldiers of a real shadow government led by Averell 
Harriman which has functioned since the death of Franklin 
Roosevelt . 

Since the 1 960s, Henry Kissinger has worked closely 
with Harriman and Robert McNamara to impose Pugwash
style arms control on the United States, along with the MAD 
doctrine . Kissinger was scheduled to become National Se
curity Adviser in 1968, regardless of whether Humphrey or 
Nixon won the election. Kissinger made his way into the 
Nixon camp through the good offices of "Democrat" Averell 
Harriman, who channeled secret information on Johnson's 
effort to end the Vietnam war through Kissinger to the Re
publicans to allow Henry to bargain for the position of na
tional security adviser . Throughout his term as Nixon's N SC 
chief, and then as secretary of state under Nixon and Ford, 
Kissinger met regularly with the Pugwash crew of science 
advisers, to operate his own shadow government with Aver
ell Harriman, behind the back of the President . 

It was during Kissinger's term in the State Department 
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that the stupid policy was devised to place Pershing II and 
cruise missiles in Europe, as a bargaining chip to force the 
Soviets to reduce their S S-20 intermediate-range missiles . 

The official NATO decision to deploy the "Euromissiles" 
was made during the Carter-Mondale administration with 
Zbigniew Brzezinski in control of the National Security 
Council . Tensions in the Atlantic Alliance erupted, as the 
European "peace movement" and the fascist Greens swelled 
their ranks in response to the missile deployment . 

When President Reagan came to office he faced a policy 
already in place. No doubt the threshold for war is lowered 
with the placement of Pershing and cruise missiles in Europe, 
within minutes' flight time of Soviet cities; yet despite their 
propaganda, the Soviets welcome the missiles' placement 
because of its political impact on the West . They are using it 
as a pretext for a replay of the 1962 Cuban missile, only this 
time the strategic advantage is reversed, giving the Soviets 
the lead . The Soviet effort to force the United States into a 
humiliating strategic backdown is fully supported by the 
Western Pugwash network� . 

While Henry Kissinger has moved back into official pol
itics as an adviser on Latin American affairs to the President, 
he remains along with Averell Harriman the unofficial head 
of the Democratic Party shadow government as well. It is in 
this context that we must view the showing of the film, The 
Day After.  

This film was planned as soon as President Reagan took 
office. The Carter-Mondale administration had tried to im
pose SALT II on this country, only to be thwarted by Con
gress. In this, the administration was merely following along 
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in the footsteps of Henry Kissinger, who had negotiated 
SALT I, knowingly giving the strategic advantage to the 
Soviets . Mondale today continues to act like a Manchurian 
candidate for the Soviets . He and his advisers are not only 
advocating unilateral disarmament, under the incredible the
sis that the weaker and the less threatening we are to the 
Soviets, the more the peace is guaranteed . They are trying to 
terrorize the American population into submission to this 
treasonous thesis . 

The film was to be just one of a series of planned provo
cations which were to build up a sentiment for appeasement 
of the Soviets at any cost . The provocations have certainly 
occurred, beginning with the Korean Airlines shootdown in 
September; but the American response has not been to capit
ulate to fear, but to rally around the President . 

The Reagan administration, moreover, completely de
stabilized the Pugwash scenario by asserting a doctrinal shift 
for United States strategic policy . Reagan moved to scrap the 
insane Kissinger-McNamara deterrence policy, which ne
gotiated away every U . S .  technological advantage on the 
myth that a storehouse of nuclear weapons which were rap
idly becoming obsolete would guarantee American safety, 
since nuclear war was unthinkable . On March 23 , President 
Reagan repudiated the deadly Kissinger-McNamara policy 
of Mutually Assured Destruction . By calling for the rapid 
development of laser and particle-beam defense weapons, 
President Reagan broke the profile with which the Kissinger
Mondale shadow cabinet was trying to lumber him . 

The implication that the United States was at the point of 
redressing its strategic imbalance vis-a-vis the Soviets with a 
competent defense policy, and one which would pay for itself 
by stimulating higher productivity throughout the economy, 
proved intolerable to the Soviets and their Manchurian can
didate Mondale . On May 24, the appeasement caucus went 
into high gear with a "peace" tour of KGB officials through
out the United States, which began in Mondale's Minnesota 
and was hosted by his political machine . 

Mondale's bid for the presidency is merely carrying 
through the implications of that tour . His campaign can only 
be understood within the broader context of Soviet efforts to 
force a strategic crisis at this time-before President Reagan 
wins a second term in office . In this sense The Day After is 
part of the Mondale campaign . 

ABC's soap opera for surrender 
The message of the movie was so obvious as to be an 

anti-climax for most people who sat through it . Nuclear war 
is terrible, awful, horrible . But from the press buildup be
forehand, most people had imagined that it would be much 
worse. The network played with this evocation of inner de
mons by advising the viewers that the picture they saw was 
milder than reality . The truth was that the picture had little to 
do with reality, except insofar as this country continues to 
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meet the threat of Soviet aggression by avoiding necessary 
defense measures . 

The airing of the film was timed with the anniversary of 
the Kennedy assassination and the placement of the Pershing 
missiles (which in fact do coincide) .  In the film, it is intimated 
that the United States caused the war, which was occasioned 
by a new Berlin crisis . The viewer is led to conclude that we 
should not have defended our European allies . This of course 
jibes with the real-life anti-NATO, anti-U . S .  propaganda of 
Mondale's German collaborators in .the Social Democratic 
Party who voted against the placement of Pershing missiles 
on their territory, and are supporting Greenie violence against 
U .  S .  troops in Germany . In the film all of this is seen out of 
the corner of one's eye as TV and radio news reports, while 
the film's main characters worry about the serious things in 
life like their next sexual encounter . 

And, of all things, as the tension builds, these news 
reports announce that the Soviets are evacuating their cities . 
What's this-civil defense? !  

On its own the film might lead the audience to an obvious 
conclusion: This country needs a good civil defense pro
gram-and we should go hell for leather to implement the 
President's beam weapons program . To blur this message, 
ABC saw to it that it was followed by a panel presentation 
featuring MAD-men Henry Kissinger, Gen . Brent Scow
croft, Carl Sagan, William Buckley, and Robert McNamara, 
chaired by the Howdy Doody of ABC-TV, Ted Koppel . 

It was followed by a short announcement by Secretary of 

State Shultz . It was unfortunate that President Reagan chose 

Shultz to represent the administration, since the State De
partment has not only pushed for an appeasement policy 
toward the Soviets but has been instrumental in literally leav
ing our armed forces disarmed before hostile forces in Beirut 
and in Germany. It is the State Department, through our 

embassies in Europe, which has actively organized against 

the President's defense policy . Predictably, Shultz's speech 
misrepresented the President's policy as peace through dis
armament . Not only was this a lost opportunity to powerfully 
carry the President's message on the necessity for a defense 
buildup to the American people, but we must suppose that 
the opportunity was deliberately lost, since Defense Secre
tary Weinberger was not the choice . 

The panel discussion which followed was amply charac
terized by the response to the first question . The questioner 
asked the obvious: Wasn't the answer to the nuclear devas
tation just screened the President's beam weapon policy? 
Koppel turned the question over to Kissinger, who feigned 
ignorance on the subject (although he is on record opposing 
beam weapons) and fielded the question to Sagan, who an
swered that everyone agreed that such ABM defense was 
both impossible and very expensive . Sagan was only sorry 
that his own much-touted elaborate scenario for nuclear dis
aster through climate change was not featured in the film . 
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Defense against nuclear war 
Lately , as in the case of Grenada, the media have been 

increasingly discredited . Any honest showing of the case for 
civil defense , coupled with modest estimates of the effective
ness of anti-missile defense systems , would not only make 
the point that any nation worthy of survival must be prepared 
to defend itself, but the equally important conclusion: These 
capabilities are also available to the Soviets-who do not 
suffer from the disability of making television time available 
to Pugwashers for the purpose of demoralizing their citizens . 

The People Protection Act of 1983, submitted by Rep . 
Ken Kramer (R-Colo . )  in the House of Representatives , rep
resents precisely the answer to Pugwash and the kind of 
support to the President ' s  initiative vitally needed at this time . 
Until the kind of structural reorganization mandated by his 
bill is carried out , any effort to redress the strategic imbalance 
between the United States and the Soviets will be too little 
and too late . 

Any impulse by the President to delay an all-out mobili
zatior. for beam weapons until after his reelection can give a 
disastrously wrong signal to the Soviets , especially when this 
is coupled with the more and more blatant role Henry Kissin
ger is assuming as a policy spokesman either directly, or 
through his associate George Shultz . 

The People Protection Act, now supported by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, would mandate a restructuring of the Air 
Force Space Command as an all-service , unified command 
under the Joint Chiefs , with an attached research and devel
opment agency which would play the role of the Manhattan 
Project in developing directed-energy weapons systems to 
consolidate work on laser , particle-beam , microwave and 
allied technologies . 

In EIR's National Report this week (see pages 52-57) ,  
we present the alternative which i s  publicly available but 
blacked out by the very same media which have sought to 
terrorize Americans into appeasement: the testimony before 
Congressional hearings the week of Nov . 14 on the People 
Protection Act . Representative Kramer, Sen . William Arm
strong (R-Colo . ) ,  and Dr . Edward Teller testified on the need 
for a full strategic defense . 

This Special Report is divided into two major sections.  
First, we present some of the documentation proving the 
geneology of the ABC telecast in the KGB-linked Pugwash 
networks and the genocidal "Physicians for Social Respon
sibility ," along with the evidence that the Soviets themselves 
are on the record as believing that a nuclear war is winnable
exactly the opposite of the message their willing helpers in 
the West are putting out . 

The second section of the report refutes the Carl Sagan
Paul Ehrlich scenario of a "nuclear winter" resulting from 
nuclear war, and addresses the issue of what kind of civil 
defense capabilities we require ,  to face the potential nuclear 
war that the Soviet leadership is clearly preparing to fight . 
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The Mondale advisers 
behind The Day After 

"Earthlings , surrender !  For our weapons will pul
verize you and destroy life on your planet . "  

-H.G. Wells , The War of the Worlds 

Advisers to The Day After scriptwriting included Mon
dale campaign supporters who are among the leading 
opponents of development of laser and particle beam 
anti-ballistic missile systems in the United States: 

, Richard Garwin, IBM Corporation, author of the 
New York Council on Foreign Relations ' Project 1980s 
study denouncing anti-ballistic missile defense; Jack 

Ruina, Massachusetts Institute of Technology , who 
played a role in killing the early 1960s Nike-Zeus 
ABM program while then a Defense Department of
ficial; Jeremy Stone, director of the anti-science Fed
eration of American Scientists,  established in the late 
1940s; Sidney Drell, deputy director, Stanford Linear 
Accelerator; Adm. (ret.) Gene LaRocque, "peace 
movement" activist and director of the Center for De
fense Information; and John Steinbrenner of the 
Brookings Institution, a Mondale foreign policy 
adviser. 

At the request of Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass . ) ,  
these individuals assisted the Office o f  Technology 
Assessment of the U . S .  Congress in preparation of a 
1979 report, The Effects of Nuclear War. ABC made 
Appendix C of the report, "Charlottesville: A Fictiooal 
Account," the basis for its script of The Day After. 
The jacket of the published book flashes a quote from 
the U .S .  organ of the Pugwash Conference , The Bul
letin of the Atomic Scientists, recommending purchase. 

The Day After project was decided on soon after 
President Reagan's election in 1980, according to ABC. 
It  reportedly was the brainchild of ABC Motion Pic
tures President Brandon Stoddard , who originated the 
ABC project to make Alex Haley ' s  racist Roots into 
a TV-movie. Nicholas Meyer, the film's  director, es
tablished his reputation in science fiction with his di
rection of Star Trek ll: The Wrath of Kahn and Time 
After Time, a fantasy about H .  G .  Wells , the author 
of War of the Worlds . Meyer is an advocate of the 
nuclear freeze . 
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Pugwash created 
The Day After 
by Robert Gallagher 

Frank Barnaby and Joseph Rotblat of the Pugwash Confer
ence on Science and World Affairs organized in 1 982 the 
propaganda hoax that a nuclear war between the United States 
and the Soviet Union would result in dust and smoke blan
keting the Northern Hemisphere that would block out the 
sun, plunge temperatures 30 degrees centigrade and prevent 
photosynthesis--a "nuclear winter" threatening the extinc
tion of man and other vertebrates .  

Barnaby is the former director of  the Stockholm Interna
tional Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) and former executive 
secretary of Pugwash . Rotblat, a close associate of the late 
Lord Bertrand Russell , is a Pugwash founder and was its 
secretary general from 1 957 to 1 973 . Together they led a 
"study" entitled Nuclear War: Its Aftermath , that first assert
ed-without scientific basis-the "nuclear winter" thesis .  
Two Pugwash environmentalists , Paul J .  Crutzen and John 
W. Birks , slapped together every piece of information they 
could find to make the case that a nuclear exchange would 
set off firestorms in cities and forests . (See accompanying 
article . )  The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences published 
the study in a special 100-page double issue of its environ
mentalist journal , Ambia . 

Other participants in this project included: 
Evgeni I. Chazov , Soviet deputy minister of health , 

personal physician of the late Leonid Brezhnev; 
M. E. Vartanian , deputy director of the Institute of 

Psychiatry of the Soviet Academy of Medical Sciences; 
William Arkin of the Washington , D . C .  Institute for 

Policy Studies (IPS) ,  who leaked to the European "peace 
movement" a Pentagon map showing the deployment sites 
for the U . S .  "Euromissiles"; 

Frank von Hippel, then chairman of the Federation of 
American Scientists ; 

Howard W. Hjort, an adviser to the Carter-Mondale 
administration on agriculture; 

George M. Woodwell of the Woods Hole Marine Bio
logical Laboratory who later participated in the Sagan-Ehr
lich "World After Nuclear War" conference; 

Yves Laulan, chief economist of Societe Generale . 
The Soviet Academy of Sciences joined the Pugwash 
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propaganda drive and held a Moscow conference on the same 
theme May 1 7- 1 9 ,  1 983 . This was purely for Western con
sumption , of course; the Soviet Union itself maintains an 
extensive civil defense program and nuclear war-fighting 
doctrine . 

Following the release of the Pugwash report, the entire 
U . S .  and West European zero-growth , anti-nuclear lobby 
began to promote Carl Sagan and Paul Ehrlich as the fig
ureheads for an American version of the study , and launched 
a two-day conference , "The World After Nuclear War," in 
Washington , D . C . , Oct. 3 1 -Nov . 1 ,  1983 . The conference 
steering committee included Sagan , Ehrlich , Woodwell ;  
Russell W. Peterson , President, National Audubon Society; 
and Patricia J.  Scharlin , Director, Sierra Club International 
Earthcare Center. Funding for the conference came from the 
Rockefeller Family Fund, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the 
Mott Fund, and others . 

Other conference sponsors included the principal organ
izations of the U .  S .  "genocide lobby . "  These groups have all 
sought a reduction of the world' s  population even greater 
than the two billion that Sagan and Ehrlich assert would die 
in a nuclear war or its immediate aftermath: Common Cause , 
Environmental Defense Fund, Federation of American Sci
entists , Friends of the Earth , Natural Resoures Defense 
Council , Planned Parenthood Federation of America, Sierra 
Club , Union of Concerned Scientists , Canadian Nature Fed
eration , Environmental Policy Institute . Environment Liai
son Centre, Global Tomorrow Coalition , National Wildlife 
Federation, World Resources Institute , Zero Population 
Growth. 

Rotblat, Freeman Dyson of Princeton , Richard Garwin 
of lBM, Bernard Feld and Philip Morrison of the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology and other opponents of devel
opment of anti-ballistic missile systems and civil defense also 
advised Sagan in the preparation of the public relations blitz 
launched alongside the conference . Garwin and others in the 
U . S .  Pugwash network advised the Office of Technology 
Assessment of the U .  S .  Congress in a study , "The Effects of 
Nuclear War," that served as the basis for the script of the 
ABC-TV scare show , The Day After. 

Soviet scientists and Pugwash attempted to make the 
"nuclear winter" fiction the center of attention at the Third 
International Conference on Nuclear War at Erice , Sicily , 
Aug . 1 9-23 , 1 983 .  However, Dr. Edward Teller and other 
scientists from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
dominated its deliberations in a debate with Soviet repre
sentative Evgeni Velikhov and others over the development 
of ABM systems based on lasers and other directed energy 
beam technologies . After Garwin attempted to sabotage Tell
er' s intervention , former U . S .  Atomic Energy commission
er, biologist Dixy Lee Ray, attacked him as a "traitor. "  Ve
likhov later repudiated the communique he had signed with 
Teller at Erice , commiting the U . S . S .R .  to conduct joint 
studies with Western scientists on the feasibility of beam
weapon defense . 
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Who's afraid of 
a 'nuclear winter'? 
by Ned Rosinsky 

Carl Sagan's "nuclear winter" is typical of the scare stories 
circulated over the past several years by an anti-nuclear ac
tivist group known as Physicians for Social Responsibility 
(PSR) . Like the Pugwash Conference that spawned it, PSR 
brings together Soviet advocates of (Western) disannament 
with their American counterparts . 

From the U . S .  side, Averell Harriman, the Democratic 
Party's aging Nazi eugenicist and "Soviet handler," chaired 
the committee which sponsored a fund-raising concert for 
PSR last month, while Cyrus Vance and Paul Warnke have 
spoken at PSR "anti-war" conferences . Soviet collaborators 
include Dr . Evgeni Chasov, the late Leonid Brezhnev's per
sonal physician and a Communist Party Central Committee 
member, who, along with other Soviet doctors, joined with 
PSR to found the International Physicians for the Prevention 
of Nuclear War in 198 1.  

Dr . Helen Caldicott, PSR' s founder, makes no bones 
about the fact that in a confrontation she would sympathize 
with Moscow . In December 1980 she went to the U . S . S .R .  
with the U.S .  Peace Council and was interviewed in  Pravda, 

in an article entitled "The Voice of Peace-loving America ." 
Caldicott declared: "The U . S . A .  now has accumulated an 
awesome quantity of nuclear bombs, but the Pentagon con
tinues their production . Our politicians have long ago turned 
into obedient puppets of the military-industrial complex . The 
noisy jabber about the 'Soviet threat' begins every time the 
Pentagon adopts a new system of mass annihilation into its 
arsenal . We received a telegram from President Brezhnev in 
reply to our appeal to end the anns race ." Caldicott stated in 
newspaper interviews in the United States: "The Russians are 
OK to work with . . . .  The U . S .  has many many military 
bases around the world, while Russia does not," and "The 
U.S.  has 200 major military bases in 45 nations. The U.S .S .R. 
has none ." (Dr . Caldicott perhaps forgot the Soviet divisions 
in Eastern Europe and Afghanistan . )  

PSR was launched in the late 1970s by Caldicott, author 
of Nuclear Madness . She started her public career in her 
native Australia by campaigning against uranium mining . 
Caldicott described her successful organizing among the 
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miners in a speech at the conference of the World Council of 
Churches in Vancouver, Canada this year (EIR Aug . 30): "I 
arrived in my black velvet pants . The first thing I had to 

accomplish was to make sure they looked at me . . . . Then I 
immediately started in by talking about their testicles"-and 
the alleged dangers to these organs as a result of their uranium 
mining activities . The miners voted up a resolution to close 
down their mine . 

Caldicott also explained in Vancouver her opposition to 
nuclear missiles: "Are men insecure sexually? It is significant 
that missiles are clear phallus symbols . These phallus sym
bols rise and then explode with a big bang . This is very 
significant . " 

Caldicott makes clear that her chief target is U. S .  indus
try: ''The single most effective way of overcoming the world's 
energy crisis is through oil conservation in the United States ."  

U ntil l980 most PSR activity was directed against nucle
ar energy and "nuclear radiation," using extreme scare cam
paigns like one against the minute amounts of radioactive 
materials found in smoke detectors in New York City . Then 
the organization launched a series of conferences on the med
ical effects of nuclear war, using worst-case scenarios: no 
prior warning, accurate targeting of central city areas, no 
prior civil defense in place . A PSR pamphlet, which might 
have been issued for U . S .  circulation by the Soviet Depart
ment of Strategic Disinformation, claims that "medical dis
aster planning for nuclear war is meaningless; there is no 
effective civil defense; recovery from nuclear war would be 
impossible; in sum, there can be no winners in a nuclear 
war . " PSR has also attacked specific plans to allocate beds in 
community hospitals to the military on a contingency basis 
in case of large scale military need. 

What is PSR's program for disannament? It recommends 
Jonathan Schell's book, The Fate of the Earth, which de
clares simply: "We must lay down our anns, relinquish sov
ereignty, and found a political system for the peaceful settle
ment of international disputes . " 

Caldicott admits her indebtedness to Pugwash founder 
Bertrand Russell in her book: "My personal commitment to 
human survival was sparked when I read Bertrand Russell 's 
autobiography ." PSR' s collaborators and members include 
many past and present Pugwashers . The founding document 
of the International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear 
War includes statements by Joseph Rotblat, a co-founder of 
Pugwash and Pugwash Secretary-General from 1957 to 1973, 
and from Patricia Lindop, also a Pugwash activist . PSR ad
visory board member Robert Jay Lifton, a psychiatrist at Yale 
University who specializes in psychological profiles of dis
asters such as the Hiroshima bombing, was one of the chief 
editors of the IPPNW founding conference document . 

PSR forums have featured such Pugwash activists as Vic
tor Weisskopf, George Kistiakofsky, George Rathgens, and 
Kosta Tsipis . Other collaborators include anti-nuclear envi
ronmentalists such as Barry Commoner, George Wald, Jack 
Geiger, and Linus Pauling . 
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Why Carl Sagan's 'nuclear winter' 
scenario is an unscientific fraud 
by Robert Gallagher, Beth Moore, and Ned Rosinsky 

On Oct. 3 1  and Nov . 1 ,  a wide-ranging coalition of environ
mentalist and population-control organizations sponsored a 
conference bankrolled by the Rockefeller Foundation on "The 
World After Nuclear War: Conference on the Long-term 
World-wide Biological Consequences of Nuclear War. " As
tronomer Carl Sagan and biologist Paul Ehrlich announced 
the results of a supposed scientific investigation of this sub
ject conducted by a task force of over 100 scientists worldwide. 

The claim popularized by Carl Sagan at this congress was 
that nuclear war of even modest proportions would lead to 
devastating climatic effects , which he dubs the "nuclear win
ter. " His assertion is that a dramatic fall in temperature glob
ally of as much as 40 degrees centigrade will threaten to 
destroy the biosphere and make man extinct. The scenario 
upon which he bases his results calls for a 5 ,000 megaton 
nuclear detonation. However, he asserts that even 100 me
gatons would lead to the same consequences . Despite the fact 
that his claims are in some cases unsubstantiated, and are in 
general incompetent, he has already received the type of 
media play-up aimed to create mass hysteria. Sagan is di
rectly deployed to discredit any attempts at civil defense or 
anti-ballistic missile defense with his "end of the world" 
scenario. 

Sagan is pushing the Pugwash proposal for a massive 
builddown which would limit the Soviet Union and the United 
States to 500 warheads each, i . e . , less than 100 megatons .  
Not only would this proposal , i f  implemented , allow a war
winning advantage to any third party coming into the nuclear 
scene or to either superpower who wished to violate the 
treaty , but of course it would be totally unacceptable to either 
side . Sagan's  only purpose can be to render the West impo
tent in face of the escalating Soviet threat. 

Briefly, the Ehrlich-Sagan claims are that in addition to 
the immediate destruction wrought by a U . S . -Soviet nuclear 
exchange , a war would throw up into high altitudes of the 
atmosphere enough dust and soot to block out 98 percent of 
solar radiation in the mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemi
sphere for weeks to months-with the result that average 
temperatures would plummet 1 5  to 25 degrees centigrade , 
photosynthesis would cease , and there would occur wide
spread extinction of plant and animal life (especially 
vertebrates) . 

We document elsewhere in this Special Report that this 
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project was instigated by the Soviet-controlled Pugwash 
Conference on Science and World Affairs . This article dem
onstrates that the "scientific results" announced are a hoax , 
based on a methodologically invalid computer study and 
faked data . 

Sagan's claims 
The conference organizers have made available a "Sum

mary of Findings" and two papers by Sagan and Ehrlich that 
have reportedly been rejected as incompetent by several sci
entific journals,  including Science . (There are reports that 
political pressure is being applied to Science to publish them 
anyway . )  Sagan ' s  paper, "Global Atmospheric Conse
quences of Nuclear War," is the entire basis of their claims . 
It states that "the most probable first-order (postwar) effects" 
of a nuclear. exchange of 5 ,000 megatpns total explosive 
power are : 

1 )  The creation of a cloud of dust and smoke that would 
encircle the earth within one to two weeks. 

2) The reduction of solar radiation to "a few percent" of 
what it is on a sunny day "for weeks to months . "  

3 )  The fall o f  average land temperature b y  1 5  to 2 5  de
grees centigrade "for weeks to months . "  

4 )  Average doses o f  radiactivity of about 100 rad in 
Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes (e .g . , the United States) . 

On the basis of these assertions , Ehrlich and his collabo
rators project catastrophic results for the biosphere. The fourth 
point is dealt with later in this article . The projected effects 
on temperature and the amount of sunlight reaching the earth' s 
surface are entirely based on these assumptions : 

1 )  That dimensional-based computer weather modeling 
and forecasting (especially the one-dimensional radiative 
convective modeling used by Sagan) are valid; 

2) That a nuclear exchange will create a uniform dust
smoke blanket over the earth; 

3) That a nuclear attack on cities , industry , and military 
targets will create fire storms in cities and forests ; and 

4) That such firestorms would send smoke up into the 
troposphere and stratosphere . 

If any one of these assumptions proves invalid , the entire 
Sagan "analysis" fails .  We shall show that assumptions 1 and 
2 are invalid, and that assumptions 3 and 4 are probably 
invalid as well . 
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Firestorms 
A ground-based nuclear explosion throws tons of dust 

high into the atmosphere as an immediate effect . As Sagan 
states , however, a "nuclear winter" would not occur unless 
225 million tons of smoke particles are released into the 
atmosphere by firestorms . In order to produce this much 
smoke , Sagan assumed that every city hit would go up in a 
firestorm and that there would be fire storms in forests close 
to all targets . 

The creation of a firestorm is not easy . The searing heat 
from the detonation of a nuclear warhead over a target will 
ignite much of the exposed flammable material within a con
siderable area, starting numerous small fires . But immediate
ly following the radiation wave , the blast wave will generate 
winds of terrific strength that will blow out many of these 
fires . The firestorms in Hiroshima and Nagasaki were consid
erably smaller than those that occurred in Tokyo or Hamburg , 
where hours to days of systematic bombardment built up the 
storm. 

Second, in both Hiroshima and Nagasaki , the principal 
exposed flammable materials were crowded buildings con
structed out of paper and wood. In the United States and the 
Soviet Union , most inner-city buildings are constructed with 
brick, concrete, and steel . It would first be necessary to knock 
them down and break them up to expose the flammable ma
terial in order to get a firestorm going . 

The case of Dresden is illustrative . The attacks involved 
three stages: 1) Pathfinder aircraft dropped flares to designate 
targets for the bombers; 2) the bombers came in with high
explosives to break up the brick buildings , to expose the 
flammable material inside; 3) bombers then came in with 
incendiary bombs (thermite) ,  which bum at high tempera
tures with their own oxygen supply , with or without the 
presence of flammable material . During the incendiary 
bombing , other aircraft dropped more high explosives to 
"stoke the fire . "  

Such an effect could only be achieved with mUltiple nu
clear detonations over a period of at least hours . According 
to the classic government study "The Effects of Nuclear 
Weapons" by Glasstone and Dolan (1977, Department of 
Defense and Department of Energy) , a minimum of eight 
pounds of flammable material per square foot area is needed 
to produce a firestorm. Therefore , according to a report pub
lished by the Office of Technology in 1979, there isn't enough 
flammable material in cities to fuel a firestorm: 

Some believe that firestorms in the U. S .  or Soviet 
cities are unlikely because the density of flammable 
materials ("fuel loading") is too low-the ignition of 
a firestorm is thought to require a fuel loading of at 
least 8 Ibs . lft . 2  (Hamburg had 32), compared to fuel 
loading of 2 Ibs .lft.2 in a typical U . S .  suburb and 5 
lbs . 1ft .  2 in a neighborhood of two-story brick 
rowhouses. 

Regarding Sagan's  assumption that nuclear attacks on 
cities and missile silos would result in firestorms in forests , 
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most missile silos are in deserts or wheat fields , and most 
forests near cities are sufficiently far away to require a 
militarily ineffective attack on the periphery of the city to 
ignite the forest at all . 

Weather modeling 
Let us assume now , for the sake of investigating Sagan's  

other assumptions ,  that somehow 225 million tons of smoke 
particles get up into the troposphere and stratosphere from 
firestorms ignited by nuclear blasts . Sagan assumes that with
in one to two weeks this material will distribute itself uni� 
formly around the globe , or at least around the Northern 
Hemisphere . This is a completely arbitrary assumption. 

Such a blanket at tropospheric or stratospheric altitudes 
would set up a tremendous temperature gradient between the 
layers of the atmosphere abqve and below . This in itself 
would tend to tear the dust-smoke cover apart. It is prepos
terous to assume that such a cover could remain intact, ab
sorbing energy from the sun, and not begin to exhibit non
linear collective particle effects that would form structures 
between which sunlight would pass to the earth, thereby 
permitting photosynthesis and some warming . 

Existing weather models have no way of representing 
non-linear processes . For this reason, the Voyager satellite 
data on Jupiter overturned every theory of atmospheric pro
cesses on that planet. The satellite ' s  revelation of huge or
ganized structures (vortices , etc . )  sweeping around the planet 
at fantastic speeds literally blew out close to a century of 
formally linearized hydrodynamic theory . 

The model used by Sagan is the epitome of bad weather 
models . While arguing that a nuclear exchange will produce 
drastically new atmospheric conditions ,  he bases his analysis 
on the one-dimensional radiative convective model-which 
assumes present-day circulation patterns . Furthermore, this 
model disregards latitute and longitude , the two most impor� 
tant dimensions for weather modeling , since the atmosphere 
resembles a two-dimensional fluid streaming over the surface 
of the earth. In a draft paper delivered at the Third Interna
tional Conference on Nuclear War at Erice , Sicily in August 
and available as .a pre-print, Michael C. MacCracken of Law
rence Livermore National Laboratory criticized these models 
with the following remark: 

One-dimensional models can also only represent 
vertical heat transport with a simple lapse rate limi
tation and do not consi�r horizontal transport, the 
hydrologic cycle , or cloud formation processes . . . . 
The inability to treat the horizontal distribution of land 
. . . and ocean . . . is an extremely important sim
plification , since it is likely that air flow from one 
region to the other will be accelerated by the greatly 
increased temperature differences between the two 
surface types and thereby moderate temperature 
changes over land. . . . The one-dimensional ap
proach will overestimate the hemispheric average ra
diative and climatic impacts .  
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Soviet design for a blast shelter constructed out of wooden poles. 
This crude shelter could effectively protect 40 people against the 
effects of nuclear radiation. 

To expose the fallacious premises upon which Sagan's  
paper is based, MacCracken replicated many of  Sagan's  
calculations at Livermore and produced graphs of temper
ature over time similar to Sagan's .  MacCracken' s  comment 
on the graphs threw Sagan's entire "analysis" out the window: 

Assuming normal wintertime scavenging rates for 
the soot, the change in land surface air temperature 
as a function of time after the exchange is shown . . . . 
Because we are using a one-dimensional model, these 
results can only loosely be interpreted in terms of a 
change in the annual average hemispheric land sur

face temperature as a function of time [emphasis 
added] . 

In other words , MacCracken asserts that the only mean
ingful figure for temperature change from a dust-soot at
mospheric cover derivable from one-dimensional analysis 
would be an average over 365 days. In both MacCracken's  
and Sagan's  studies this would be a net change in temperature 
somewhere between zero and five degrees centigrade. 

One-dimensional models are typically used to study the 
shifts of the atmosphere from one equilibrium state to another 
in response to a perturbation. The specific path that the 
system takes between eqUilibrium states-the sharp dip in 
temperature which Sagan predicts-is not taken seriously , 
except by him. 

The effects predicted in the past by weather models have 
by and large not occurred. In 1 950, C. D. Smith in Monthly 

Weather Review analyzed the effects of smoke clouds created 
by a group of 60 forest fires in British Columbia and 37 in 
Alberta. The smoke was observed a week later over the 
Northeast United States in columns 3 ,000-5 ,000 feet thick 
at the tropospheric altitudes required by Sagan. Observers 
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found the clouds make the sun appear a different color in 
some regions: "Some of the stations reporting unusually dark 
conditions during the day with a few expenencing reduction 
of light to nighttime darkness . "  

Instead o f  following constant pressure surfaces in their 
movement-as assumed by present day modelers-the clouds 
followed constant potential temperature surfaces . Smith re
ported that they raised temperature minimums and did not 
significantly lower the average temperature: 

Mr. Sigmund Fritz of the U . S .  Weather Bureau 
investigating the effect on the temperature at Wash
ington on Sept. 26 and 27 has made preliminary es
timates that the maximum temperature was lower than 
it would have been by about 1 0  degrees Fahrenheit 
and the minimum temperature higher by a smaller 
amount . 

Furthermore , dust clouds thrown up by volcanic erup
tions have never produced the sharp drops in temperature 
that any tinkerer can get out of a radiative convective model . 

Biological effects 
of nuclear war 

The fourth point of the Sagan study, projecting that each 
fully exposed individual after a nuclear explosion will receive 
100 rads of radiation is a lying exaggeration of the conse
quences of radiation from fallout, perpetrated to terrorize the 
population. 

Dr. Helen Caldicott of Physicians for Social Responsi
bility (PSR) rails about "epidemics" of cancer following ra
diation exposure, but the overall rate of cancer among Hiro
shima survivors has been but 3 percent over the expected
an increase , but hardly the overwhelming catastrophe she 
predicts . Likewise in the soap-opera The Day After, all the 
characters exposed to radiation are presumed to be dying, 
when in fact, the majority of people exposed to radiation 
within even the limited shelter shown in the film could be 
expected to recover within several months . 

One of the more extreme examples is the farm girl who 
panics and runs out of the basement shelter for a few minutes , 
several days after the bombing. She subsequently becomes 
very ill and collapses with bleeding, implying that she must 
have recieved a radiation dose of several hundred rems (450 
rems will kill 50 percent of the popUlation; one rem is the 
human dose given by approximately one rad of radiation) . 
However, to receive this dose within several minutes of ex
posure an outdoor radiation level of 6,000 rads per hour 
would be required , and since the radiation level after several 
days would be only one hundredth of the post-bombing level , 
the original post-bombing level would presumably have been 
600,000 rads per hour. This is more than 50 times the maxi
mum level expected immediately downwind from the largest 
bombs in present arsenals ! 

As for Sagan's  lOO rads , what he does not say is that even 
according to the Physicians for Social Responsibility, that is 
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a level at which no medical treatment would be necessary . 
Moreover, the figure is based on a series of fallacies .  

First, Sagan assumes that. half the explosive power of 
warheads in a nuclear war would be from nuclear fission, 
creating radioactive fallout. But in a paper delivered at the 
cited Erice conference on nuclear war, Joseph B .  Knox of 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories presented documentation 
that the fission fraction (the energy yield from fission in a 
nuclear explosion) was as low as .39, or 22 percent lower 
than Sagan's  . 5  figure . That means Sagan ' s  estimate of ra
diation exposure of 100 rads as an average for the northern 
hemisphere middle latitudes is 22 percent too high . 

Second, Sagan assumes no protection from fallout, and 
he also assumes eating of contaminated food. In reality , a 
hundred pound sack of wheat and a bottle of vitamin pills , 
stored in the shelter to prevent contamination,  will feed one 
person for months . Since fallout by definition is particulate , 
it is effectively screened out by soil , hence very little of it 
gets down into the water table, and ground water would have 
a very low level of radiation . As for the body' s  ability to 
concentrate radioactive iodine from the air, the simple pre
caution of swallowing a few iodine tablets causes the body 
to eliminate any further ingested or inhaled iodine , so it will 
not accumulate in the thyroid gland. 

This brings us to Sagan's  other assumption-one shared 
with the makers of The Day After: virtually no civil defense 
planning . 

Civil defense 
The scenario in The Day After is typical of Pugwash and 

PSR horror stories :  There is no shelter program, little food 
storage , little radiation detection equipment, and the popu
lation is ignorant of such basic survival knowledge as fallout 
protection measures . The one family in the movie which does 
take basic civil defense measures survives well , but then the 
father is shot by a band of squatters on his land . The impli
cation is that civil defense measures, even if they work, are 
futile . But what of the possibility that everyone had access to 
the shelters that this family had? This possibility is not even 
suggested in the movie , but it is a real possibility , in fact a 
necessity . 

The case of Hiroshima is frequently cited as evidence of 
the overwhelming destructive power of nuclear weapons;  
however, if simple and basic shelters had been available to 
the residents of Hiroshima, not a single life would have been 
lost . Hiroshima had no warning of· an attack: The bomb 
caught the population in the middle of morning rush hour 
with thousands of people out in the streets . The city was 
constructed primarily of flimsy wooden huts which were 
closely crowded together, producing the density of flamma
ble material needed to create a firestorm. The population in 
any case had no knowledge of nuclear destruction , and thus 
was totally ignorant of possible preparations . U . S .  cities do 
not have the density of flammable material needed to sustain 
a firestorm (as cited above) ;  adequate shelters could be pro-
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vided for the great majority of the current population at or 
near their homes with simple technologies ; and the rest of the 
population, located in crowded sections of cities , could be 
safely defended in large buildings . 

A frequent fear raised by PSR is that people in shelters 
would be asphyxiated or roasted by fires overhead . On the 
contrary , of the residents caught in the fire storm in Hamburg 
during World War 11 , 85 percent survived in bunkers despite 
the fire . 

Carsten M. Haaland, of the Energy Division of Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory , a leading researcher and developer of 
civil defense technology, recently commented on the effec
tiveness of civil defense at the annual meeting of the Ameri
can Civil Defense Association: 

In the book titled Nuclear Freeze! ,  allegedly writ
ten by Senators Kennedy and Hatfield, there are sev
eral pages devoted to a table listing American cities 
and their popUlations .  It is stated that these cities and 
their populations would be totally destroyed by nuclear 
airbursts that appear, according to my examination , 
to be bursts at altitudes that would produce the same 
blast overpressure directly beneath the weapons as at 
Hiroshima, namely , 40 psi . In order for these popu
lations to be destroyed, it must be assumed that the 
people are totally uneducated on defense against nu
clear weapons , totally unwarned, and totally without 
blast shelters . Unfortunately , that would be the actual 
state of the situation for most people in America today . 
What I find to be reprehensible about this book is that 
nowhere is it stated that if people were in shelters even 
as crude as the small pole shelter [a Soviet design 
using wooden poles covering a trench dug in the earth, 
and covered with a layer of soil] , not one person would 
be killed or injured by the effects of these nuclear 
weapons . 

It should be emphasized that the Soviet population is 
,regularly drilled on evacuation and civil defense procedures .  
Ample provision i s  made for shelters , even emergency pre
fabricated shelters which can be quickly assembled . 

Certainly there would be great destruction of industrial 
plants, infrastructure , and stored supplies such as oil and 
food. The best protection against this type of loss is , first, 
to redouble the capital stock through an economic expansion 
program based on the technology of beam weapons ,  and 
second to immediately begin storing vital supplies such as 
grain in decentralized locations . 

Haaland estimates that the total cost for Civil Defense 
for the great majority of the U . S .  population would be $50 
billion, or averaging $250 per person . This is a small fraction 
of the total annual military budget, and once in place would 
need considerably less input in following years . 

"Destabilizing ," say the Pugwashers . How is it that the 
Soviets are doing precisely this , and that is not considered 
destabilizing? 
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The civil defense 
the West requires 

In an essay titled The Risk of Nuclear War in Europe, (Fusion 
Energy Foundation , 1983) Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr. rec

ommended these emergency steps to establish the rudiments 
of civil defense for the West. Assuming that the Atlantic 
Alliance adopts a beam-weapon anti-ballistic missile defense 
program, but the Soviet Union does not agree to negotiate 

on the basis of "Mutually Assured Survival, "  the danger of 
war will persist in the five to seven years ahead, until the 
West has developed a complete defense umbrella . 

The general requirements for civil defense of a population 

and nation against limited-scale nuclear assault are well known 
on two general grounds . The Hiroshima-Nagasaki studies, 
adjusted for known effects of thermonuclear bombardments , 

Soviet military strategy: 
reality vs. propaganda 
Soviet nuclear physicist Peter Kapitsa appeared on ABC
TV ' s  "Nightline" Nov . 4. in a program devoted to Carl Sa
gan ' s  "nuclear winter" horror-forecast . Kapitsa enthusiasti
cally endorsed Sagan ' s  conclusion that the climate of the 
earth would be destroyed in even a nuclear exchange limited 
to 100 megatons of combined explosives .  and that this proved 
once again that nuclear war was "unthinkable" and could 
never be won . 

But Soviet military spokesmen , addressing their own cit
izens and members of the armed services ,  insist on precisely 
the opposite . The U. S .  S .  R. has developed an extensive civil
defense training program intended to ensure the survival of 
the Soviet population in case of nuclear war .  The Civil De
fense administration is coequal in status with the five major 
military services ,  and its chief. Army Gen . A. Altunin , is a 
deputy minister of Defense and a four-star general . The pro
gram includes plans for city evacuation , fall-out shelters , and 
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define the general task and the problem of casualties. If the 
assault is limited, a high percentage of the nation ' s population 
can be saved, but the probable number of casualties whose 
survival depends upon medical and related procedures is 
probably massive relative to the number killed or terminal 
casualties . We also know that a practicable civilian defense 
medical assistance system will be one modeled on military 
medical organizations . 

We require adequate redundancy in a civil defense med
ical system of a sort readily integrated into the military med
ical organization , matching the military table of medical or
ganization in approximate ratios of paramedical, nursing, 
laboratory , and physicians staffing and function per casualty. 
Such ratios are built into the existing structure of medical 
procedures, which procedures cannot be modified readily. 

Therefore , we must build redundancy into some part of 
the civilian medical practice . We require pools of medical 
professionals ,  occupied with necessary but reducible classes 
of duties , from which to mobilize the professional forces to 
be co-deployed with trained reserves of paramedical civilian 
volunteer units . We also require redundancy in suitable emer
gency facilities and medical stores, maintained in ready-to
function condition . We require a profile of skills, training in 
procedures ,  and so forth, appropriate to the high ratio of bum 
cases and radioactive sickness cases expected-in which the 

the protection of industrial equipment . Urban planning has 
proceeded so as to restrict population density , disperse in
dustries throughout the country , reinforce weak structures , 
and bury utility stations and conduits for power and water. 

These excerpts from Soviet military publications show 
that, far from viewing nuclear war as "unthinkable ,"  the 
Soviet military command has detailed battle and civil defense 
plans in case war should occur: 

Major General A. Talensky, spokesman for Soviet Gen

eral Staff: 
Referring to the development of the nuclear ballistic mis

sile weapons , the ideologues of imperialism are attempting 
to torpedo Marxist-Leninist theses which reveal the link be
tween politics and war,  to belittle their cognitive value for 
the "nuclear age . "  They declare that the new weapon has 
radically and fundamentally altered the relationship between 
politics and war ,  has disrupted the correlation between them 
which had developed over many centuries , and has made 
obsolete the formula of war as a continuation of politics by 
other means . 

Although the development of this  new weapon does in
troduce substantial changes into the correlation between pol
itics and war, it does not eliminate the relationship between 
them. 
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deficiency is presently apparently relatively the worst . 
Otherwise , although the Switzerland and Sweden models 

of civilian detense prepartions may not be levels easily 
reached , a reasonable approximation should be considered 
imperative . 

This will be costly , and will therefore require expansion 
of the in-depth economic resources of economies , an increase 
in per capital physical output of state-of-the-art technology 
product in national economies , including build-up of redun
dancy in food stores , in energy production facilities alJd dis
tribution grids , in transportation facilities ,  and categories of 
most sensitive industrial capacities . 

In brief, a civil defense war plan of active forces . re

serves. and logistics . This should be a system adapted not 

only to needs arising under possible conditions of war fight
ing in a modified nuclear war fighting regime , but as a re

source for dealing with all reasonably foreseeable varieties 

of civilian catastrophes other than warfare . 
The same view of the nuclear war fighting challenge must 

be extended to the similarities of biological warfare to the 

threatened resurgence of epidemics and perhaps even pan

demics now that endemic potentials are arising from collaps

ing economies in both the industrialized and developing na

tions . We are presently on the outskirts of the kingdom ruled 

by the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse , and seem to be 

Nuclear war can cause substantial detriment to the devel
opment of world civilization , inhibiting the advance of the 
revolutionary process and would result in the death of many 
millions of people and the destruction of some countries , but 
there is profound error and harm in the disorienting claims of 
bourgeois ideologies that state that there will be no victor in 
a thermonuclear world war .  

General A. Altunin, chief o f  Civil Defense, deputy min

ister of Defense: 

Planning on conducting a w ar ,  no matter how short and 
swift moving , with only the reserve material accumulated in 
peacetime , would be a mistake . It can be conjectured that in 
a future war ,  that the role of the war economy will not only 
remain what it used to be , it will even increase in importance .  
I t  is impossible t o  conduct war w ithout the continuing supply 
to the armed forces of everything they need . . . .  As noted , 
the supplying of the armed forces and of the population with 
everything necessary , the equipping of the civil defense forces 
with technical suppl ies for the successfu l  execution of rescue 
and emergency repair work in the zones of devastation are 
only possible under condition of sustained operation of the 
installations of the national economy in wartime . Ensuring 
the stable operation of fac i l ities of national economic signif
icance in wartime is a most important task . It must be taken 
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marching toward tbe center of that unwholesome domain .  
W e  require , urgentl y ,  broad-based advances i n  both fun

damentals of internal medicine generally and biotechnology 
generally . Setting ourselves the target of developing the 
methods and facilities needed for coping with the range of 
cases variously suggested by biological warfare and econom
ically fostered eruptions of epidemics ,  pandemics , and 
pestilences . 

Were it not better that war might be avoided, and all such 
emergency mobilization thus rendered unnecessary? Unfor
tunately , war is not avoided by a mystical contemplation of 
one ' s  hesychastic navel while hyperventilating oneself with 
repeated utterances of the magical word peace . The attempt 
to outlaw or restrict weapons , or the effort to design a fool
proof political design for peace , is merely exemplary of the 
means of policy by which Bertrand Russell and the Pugwash 
Conference process have led us to the brink of general ther
monuclear warfare at the present time . Until the political 
causes for warfare are reduced , by means of action efficiently 
directed to precisely that root of the matter, the danger of war 
persists , and cannot be wished away , especially not by mass 
rallies presumably dedicated to that desire . . . .  

In the meantime , we must mobilize to defend as much of 
civilization as still remains , and by whatever means possible 
to preserve human live s .  

into account that i n  a modem war with use of weapons of 
mass destruction , victory will be gained by the country hav
ing an economy which ,  despite losses and damage suffered 
in the course of the war, maintains the capability of supplying 
its armed forces with everything they require and supplying 
the country ' s  population with food and basic necessities . 

Col. A. A. Sidorenko: 

A new characteristic feature of the offensive in nuclear 
war is  the conduct of combat operations under conditions of 
the presence of vast zones of contamination , destruction, 
fires , and floods .  

As a result of the mass employment of nuclear weapons 
by the warring sides , tremendous areas will be subjected to 
radioactive contamination; populated places , bridges , and 
other structures will be destroyed; and big centers of confla
gration and inundation will be formed . The [army 1 subdivi
sions will not only be forced to fight on contaminated terrain ,  
but also to overcome destruction , rubble , and other obstacles 
which may also be contaminated with radioactive substances . 
All this will have a great influence on the nature and methods 
of operation by attacking troops . . . . 

Under contemporary conditions the radioactive contam
ination of the terrain is an ordinary and constant 
phenomenon . . . .  
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Mter the Euromissile vote : 
stop Lord Carrington 
by Criton Zoakos 

On Nov. 2 1 ,  the day of the Euromossile debate in the Gennan 
Bundestag , the Soviet Communist Party daily Pravda carried 
a front-page article making it clear, once again , that Mos
cow's  casus belli is President Reagan 's  policy of developing 
energy-beam weapons for strategic defense-and not the de
ployment of Euromissiles . One week earlier in Pravda, Mar
shal Dimitri U stinov , the defense minister, argued most 
forcefully that the strategic defense policy announced by 
President Reagan on March 23 , 1 983 speech is what the 
Soviet leadership does not intend to allow to be realized . 
During that day , Soviet officials privately "leaked" to EIR 
that a new massive military acquisitions and R&D budget for 
1984 will be revealed , dwarfing the current Soviet defense 
budget, which now is over 16 percent of the Soviet GNP. 

These two types of items summarize the current Soviet 
military posture: 1 )  As announced by Pravda , Marshal Us
tinov and, earlier, Andropov spokesman Fyodor Burlatski , 
the Soviet Union will go to thennonuclear war if the United 
States threatens to deploy strategic defense systems . 2) With 
its new defense budget, the Soviet Union is accelerating its 
program of developing and deploying space-based laser anti
missile weapons , a program estimated to be two years or 
more ahead of the United States . 

Let there be no illusions in Western policy-making quar
ters . There is only one, central and inviolate commitment of 
grand strategy of the Soviet State in its present form: The 
U.S.S.R . shall deploy anti-missile strategic defense lasers at 

the earliest possible time; the' U.S.A . shall not be allowed to 
deploy such weapons even ifit takes a thermonuclear war. 

As this Soviet strategic commitment was being made 
known to the world through the pages of Pravda , the West 
Gennan parliament, the Bundestag , was engaged in passion-
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ately debating the irrelevancy known as the "Euromissile 
deployment . "  On Nov . 22 , the Bundestag voted "yes" to the 
irrelevancy . On Nov . 24 , the collectivized Soviet leadership , 
over the spurious signature of " Andropov ," retaliated against 
the irrelevancy by announcing its long-planned breakup of 
the Intennediate Nuclear Force negotiations at Geneva. As 
soon as the talks collapsed , the New York Times speculated 
that both nuclear superpowers may have placed their strategic 
missiles on a "launch-on-warning" status . 

The following day , every United States embassy in Eu
rope was placed on heightened security alert. American citi
zens , to their shock, saw road accesses to the White House 
and the State Department blocked with service trucks filled 
with sand for protection against possible dynamite-truck su
icide assaults of the type used to blow up the Marine head
quarters in Beirut. 

The U . S . S .R .  has made the decision to wage undeclared, 
covert war against the United States for the purpose of break
ing our will in the matter of laser-based strategic defense . 
Terrorist assaults against U . S .  and allied targets have in
creased worldwide and the threat levels have skyrocketed 
overnight . Senior NATO military intelligence sources con
finn to EIR that the Soviet command is expected to employ 
its much feared Spetsnaz units for a campaign of sabotage 
and assassinations in NATO countries . Under the cover of 
scheduled civil disturbances in Western Europe , it is likely 
that such Spetsnaz units will attempt to conduct assassina
tions of key political and military personnel , and sabotage 
military command targets , communications installations , 
power grids , petroleum depots , pipelines,  and transportation 
nodes . 

Spetsnaz and kindred Soviet talents can only be deployed 
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against the West under two specific sets of circumstances: 
Either in the initial hours of pre-combat deployment , or under 
conditions of chaotic civil disturbances large enough to shake 
the foundations of organized social life in the West . Unless 
the world is already on a thermonuclear countdown,  the So
viet command is currently counting on fomenting the maxi
mum possible level of civil chaos in Western Europe . In this 
sense , from the moment of the breakdown of the Geneva 
talks onward , the activities of the mass communist parties of 
Western Europe , the French and the Italian CPs and their 
allied mass parties and trade unions , such as the elements of 
the Socialist Parties of West Germany , Italy , and Sweden 
under the influence of Willy Brandt , Bettino Craxi,  Olof 
Palme, et al . ,  ought to be viewed as extensions of current 
Soviet deployments . 

The reason the Soviet command keeps harping on the 
Euromissile issue is that it needs a highly charged irrational 
emotional lever with which to manipulate the memberships 
of mass organizations over which its agents-in-place preside . 
Hence the theatrical walkout of Yuli K vitsinski from the 
Geneva talks; hence the moralizing crudities of the so-called 
Andropov statement read by Soviet TV commentators to the 
Soviet viewing public-but meant to be heard by Western 
European audiences . 

The Lord Carrington problem 
Unless the Soviet leadership has already decided to pro

ceed with a thermonuclear showdown within the remaining 
part of this year-a possibility not to be excluded-its current 
posture suggests that it is implementing a strategy of terror

ization by military threat and diplomatic diktat designed to 
whip up a massive hysteria in Western European populations . 
This massive hysteria in tum is supposed to produce chaotic 
civil disturbances within which the Spetsnaz can deploy and 
try to take apart key elements of Western Europe' s  political
military command-and-control structure . This terrorization 
of Western Europe is supposed to facilitate the emergence of 
the appeasement policies of Lord Peter Carrington and his 
collaborators as hegemonic in the Western alliance . 

Essentially ,  we find ourselves in a state of quasi-war with 
the collectivized , apparently headless Soviet command . That 
command' s  immediate objective is to force an early capitu
lation of the West to its demand that President Reagan 's  
March 23 policy of  beam-weapon defenses be abandoned. 
They expect such a capitulation to be signalled by the ap
pointment of Lord Carrington as secretary-general of NATO 
in the course of December 1 983-or by the appointment of a 
person committed to the same program of military capitula
tion. This "Carrington program" was announced in mid-No
vember in an article in the Hamburg weekly Die Zeit, written 
by Carrington (and Kissinger) intimate Theo Sommer, in 
which the fundamental demand was spelled out for the Rea
gan administration: if the Carrington crowd in Europe had its 
"druthers, "  Europe will demand that the President scrap his 
March 23 program; otherwise "Europe" will bust up NATO 
and dissolve the Western alliance . (The Carrington-Sommer 
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program made no reference to the massive Soviet effort, now 
accelerating , to deploy laser beam anti-missile strategic de
fense systems . )  In short , if Lord Carrington ' s  policies are 
allowed to influence the alliance , the United States is faced 
with the choice: capitulate to the military superiority of the 
U . S . S . R .  or see Europe abandon its alliance with the United 
States and form another with the U . S . S . R .  

This , then , i s  how the Soviet command' s  timetable ap
pears to be shaped at this time: 

Phase One (the current phase) :  terrorization of the alli
ance by means of military actions , mass civil disturbances, 
terrorist acts,  diplomatic blackmail,  and surfacing of political 
agents . Objective is not merely to "split" Europe from the 
United States but to catapult pro-Soviet spokesmen in the 
NATO command from where they can dictate policy over the 
United States . The conclusion of Phase One is supposed to 
bring us rapidly in the weeks ahead to a branching point: 
either pro-Soviet spokesmen (e . g . , Lord Carrington) take 
over the European side of NATO, or Europe accepts Rea
gan ' s  March 23 program . 

Phase Two has two variants depending on the resolution 
of the "branching point" of Phase One: if Lord Carrington' s  
policies prevail over Europe , the United States i s  told to 
choose: either the March 23 policy or NATO. If the United 
States resolves to stick with President Reagan and his pro
gram, Western Europe becomes a formal or informal ally of 
the Soviet command-and places Western Europe' s  techno
logical and scientific capabilities in the service of the Soviet 
military and scientific R&D program. The United States goes 
on a war mobilization . Second variant: Europe sides with 
President Reagan and his policies and joins America' s  effort 
to implement the beam defense program. The Soviets ' bluff 
is called: will they go to war to substantiate the threats of 
Defense Minister Marshal Dimitri Ustinov? 

Either way , it appears , the world is heading for war, ever 
since the Soviets announced that they prefer that rather than 
a United States defended by anti-missile laser beam weapons . 
The way out of this insanity remains the same as that offered 
by the President on March 23 :  the United States generously 
offered the Soviet Union the joint utilization and parallel 
deployment of these instruments which promise to render 
nuclear missiles harmless and impotent. That very same offer 
was repeated by Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger dur
ing his press conference at the Pentagon on Nov. 2 1 ,  the day 
of the Bundestag debate . The Soviet command again rejected 
the offer. They answered with a walkout from Geneva and 
with the preposterous so-called Andropov statement from 
Moscow television. 

Unless the Soviet command is made to accept Reagan' s  
offer for sharing these promising defensive technologies , this 
civilization is either going to be destroyed in a thermonuclear 
war or is going to be destroyed by an immoral and cowardly 
capitulation of the United States to the military blackmail of 
the collectivized , headless Soviet command. If anyone thinks 
otherwise , then he or she is uninformed, or too stupid, or too 
gutless to face the facts . 
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The skies have not 
cleared in Germany 

by Rainer Apel in Bonn 

Concluding a two-day debate on the stationing of the U . S .  
Euromissiles,  the West Gennan parliament resolved by 286-
226 (with one abstention) on Tuesday , Nov . 22 that the 
Pershing II missiles be stationed on Gennan territory . 
Spokesmen for the governing coalition of Christian Demo
crats ,and Liberals presented this vote as a "finn decision 
which will improve our country' s  security and strengthen 
NATO . "  Spokesmen for the Social Democratic and Green 
parties, both of which had voted against the resolution, tenned 
the vote a "Pyrrhic victory . "  

They said that now , rather than merely facing parliamen
tary opposition , the Bonn government would have to face "a 
broad opposition among the population which is not backing 
this decision . "  Green Party leader Otto Schily went so far as 
to hint darkly at the rage which would emerge "now that the 
people will see that this decision means NATO' s  defense is 
from now on based on the extinction of and genocide against 
the Gennan people in the West and in the East . "  The theme 
was embroidered by none other than the Social Democratic 
Party chainnan, Willy Brandt , in his parliamentary speech. 
He hinted threateningly that he would like to know "how all 
those who will realize now that peaceful protests couldn't  
influence the decision will react now . "  

All this ,  said against the background o f  probably the 
heaviest campaign ever of intimidation and harrassment of 
pro-stationing parliamentarians by the "movement ,"  means 
that now , after the vote , violence, blackmail , and terrorism 
will hit West Gennany as the country enters a period of 
accelerated economic decline and deep erosion of the leading 
institutions of the state . The Soviet Union is likely to fuel this 
disintegration process by escalating its threats against West 
Gennany . Reviewing prominent statements to this effect by 
a series of leading international political figures,  Lyndon H .  
LaRouche , a candidate for the U . S .  Democratic Party presi
dential nomination who was in West Gennany during the 
parliamentary vote on the Euromissiles ,  warned of "a severe 
strategic crisis" certain to develop from the expected Soviet 
reactions to the Gennan missile uproar. As he said , West 
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Gennany has already been rendered virtually ungovernable 
by the extent to which its leading institutions had already 
been giving in to the pressures exerted on them by the Soviets 
from the outside and the "movement" from the inside . 

The vote in the Bonn parliament does not tell the whole 
truth about stability in the country , nor does it indicate the 
"strength of the government versus the protest movement ," 
as some imagine . While the parliament debated the station
ing , Green Party members and supporters from all currents 
of the anti-NATO protest movement were battling police 
outside the parliament building , but inside the off-limits gov
ernment district. Police arrested 182  radicals and had to use 
water-hoses to stop the wave of several thousand protesters 
who planned to stonn the parliament building . Meanwhile , 
the Green Party deputies tried all sorts of tricks to interrupt 
the debate and spark confrontation inside . 

Additionally ,  numerous parliamentarians , including the 
assistant secretary of defense , J uergen Moellemann, the head 
of the Foreign Affairs Committee , Werner Marx, and the 
minister of labor, Norbert Bluem, reported that they had been 
subjected to unprecedented psychological and political in
timidation , including up to 1 50 anonymous threatening tele
phone calls reaching their private homes at all hours of the 
night . In one case , a Christian Democratic parliamentarian 
known for his support of NATO was sent an envelope con
taining several 7 . 65 millimetre bullets , with a note saying he 
would be shot dead next if he voted for the stationing . 

Another Christian Democratic parliamentarian , Mrs . 
Verhuelsdonk, who had taken a courageous stand against the 
"movement' s  methods" during the parliamentary debate , re
ported that the efforts of intimidation and low-intensity threats 
she had had to face during the previous days reminded her 
strongly of the practices the Nazis had used on her own father, 
a Center Party deputy who came under attack by the SA at 
the end of the Weimar Republic . 

West Gennany' s  security authorities ,  lagging behind in 
protective measures against the expected wave of violence , 
are trying to make up for their weakness . Following recom
mendations from Washington , the U . S .  Anny fortified the 
Mutlangen Camp, the first stationing site for nine Pershing II 
missiles ,  with additional barbed-wire fences put up on Nov . 
22 , and the interior ministry convened an emergency meeting 
of industrial security experts and officials to discuss how to 
protect industrial plants, especially those in the "military
indu,strial sector," against the terrorist attacks expected to hit 
when the first missile is emplaced. 

There is good reason to fear such attacks: On Sunday , 
Nov . 20, the police in Duesseldorf defused a detonation 
device posted at the building of Honeywell Bull , a U . S .  
company . In early November, the Krupp Company' s  subsid
iary MAK in Kiel was hit by a similar device, as was the 
computer center of MAN in Gustavsburg . Security officials 
interpreted these incidents as "test-runs for a broader wave 
of attacks to come . " 
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Israel-PLO breakthrough strikes blow 
against Soviet-Nazi war plans in Middle East 

by Mark Burdman 

The Soviet plan to launch a strategic crisis between the su
perpowers in the Middle East has , in the short term , been 
potentially pre-empted by the courageous Israeli government 
initiatives of Nov . 23-25 . 

On Nov . 24, the Shamir-Arens government announced 
that it was releasing 5 ,000 Palestinian prisoners from both 
Israeli prisons and southern Lebanese internment camps in 
exchange for six Israeli prisoners held in the besieged city of 
Tripoli , Lebanon, by the forces of PLO leader Yasser Arafat . 
On the next day, the Israelis announced that they were pre
pared to release 4,000 more prisoners captured during last 
year' s invasion of Lebanon and during previous operations , 
if the Syrian government and Popular Front for the Liberation 
of Palestine commander Ahmed Jebril , Arafat' s warlord op
ponent, were prepared to release five Israelis . 

The Nov . 24 action, in its timing and content , was one of 
the most remarkable diplomatic-political initiatives in years . 
That day had been the slated deadline for Arafat' s  forces to 
become the target of an all-out military offensive by Jebril ' s  
fanatical Soviet-Syrian-backed militias , leading possibly to 
Arafat himself being killed . That would have unleashed the 
forces of hell throughout the Middle East and other parts of 
the world , as radicalization among Palestinians stoked Soviet 
plans for war, terrorism, and general chaos . 

Two weeks earlier, EIR founder Lyndon H .  LaRouche , 
Jr. had sent an appeal urging Israeli leaders to prevent a new 
Auschwitz in Tripoli and declaring that the enemies of Arafat 
were the same forces trying to destroy Israel . On Nov . 25 , I 
dispatched a telegram to Israeli President Chaim Herzog on 
LaRouche' s  behalf, communicating his congratulations for 
Herzog' s  policy address in Washington Nov . 23 and for the 
prisoner-exchange initiatives of Nov . 24-25 . "It is Mr. 
LaRouche ' s  appreciation that your speech and your nation ' s  
brilliant action of  Nov . 24  coincide in  providing an Israeli 
policy reference-point for initiating processes leading to a 
peaceful resolution of the Arab-Israeli crisis and for encour
aging the forces of rationality and reason throughout the 
Middle East . This combination of initiatives , Mr. LaRouche 
feels , may be providing a unique way of heading off danger-
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ous strategic confrontation in the Middle East region. "  
Israel ' s  action provided a great political victory for Arafat 

against his Syrian and Iranian-run opponents , since the be
sieged leader could now point to the release of prisoners as a 
triumph for his diplomacy.  Following the announcement of 
the release, a jubilant Arafat told journalists in Tripoli: "I 'm 
still in charge of  the PLO, as  you can see . It' s a miracle we 
got them out alive . I have been working day and night for 
four months to ensure their safe release . . . .  It' s  a very 
happy moment for us . "  

The next questions 
Arafat' s  options for leaving Tripoli alive also increased 

on Nov . 24 , as he could now consider a departure without 
the shame of being a defeated military leader. Negotiating 
efforts to secure Arafat' s  life are ongoing through comple
mentary or combined efforts of the governments of Algeria, 
Egypt , and France , and of Saudi Foreign Minister Saud el
Feisal . By the late afternoon of Nov . 25 , French radio re
ported that the Syrian government had agreed to Saud el
Feisal ' s  proposal for a negotiated settlement that would end 
the fighting in Lebanon and aid Arafat' s  chances for leaving 
Tripoli . 

A veteran observer in Tel Aviv expressed concern that 
"the Soviets and some Syrians,  through Jebril , will now try 
to organize murderous actions against Israel , either from 
lands to our East or by sea . They would want to force Israel 
to react in a violent way , and , by their desperate action , to 
overturn all the potential good that has started over the past 
24 hours . My fear is that they could do something like this 
very soon . " 

European and Middle East intelligence experts are partic
ularly nervous about the intentions of Syrian Defense Min
ister Mustafa Tlas , especially in view of the emerging power 
vacuum in Damascus caused by Syrian President Hafez As
sad 's  apparent step-down from active rule . Tlas , according 
to a knowledgeable Paris source, "is hardcore Soviet KGB , 
a really dangerous killer . My fear is that he could come in 
with the most extreme elements of the Syrian army and trig-
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ger something really nasty . "  Tlas , a notorious pervert, had 
told the Beirut magazineAI-Kifah ai-Arabi Nov . 1 9  that Syria 
was preparing contingencies for bombing Israel' s  nuclear 
reactor near Dimona in the Negev desert in Israel and for 
"suicide raids" against U . S .  Sixth Fleet naval installations 
off the coast of Beirut . "If the Americans attack us , then we 
shall answer with all adequate means , "  Tlas spat. "We have 
flyers ready to undertake kamikaze attacks on American 
warships . "  

"The Soviets are not happy with what happened today , "  
an Israeli source told EIR Nov . 24 . "They have a strategy of 
tension for the Middle East , and now tensions have possibly 
been lowered . They are particularly upset , as far as I under
stand , that this prisoner-release deal was arranged by West
ern nations ' diplomatic efforts . "  The source underscored that 
the deal was carried out by unusual indirect diplomatic ex
changes , through intermediaries , between former Israeli Jus
tice Minister Shmuel Tamir and PLO military chief Abu 
Jihad , an Arafat loyalist and the PLO Executive Committee 
member charge d'affairs for the Israeli-occupied territories .  
The mediation was carried out by  the post-Bruno Kreisky 
Austrian government, the French government, and elements 
of the International Red Cross.  

A new Israeli policy? 
In combination with an important strategic policy address 

made by Israeli President Chaim Herzog before the National 
Press Club on Nov . 23 , the Israeli prisoner-exchange initia
tives provide an Israeli policy reference point for potentially 
shifting the Middle East situation away from looming stra
tegic disaster, especially as they may reinforce both the forces 
of reason and rationality in Cairo, Algiers , Amman, and 
Riyadh and the anti-State Department Washington factions 
associated with U .  S .  Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger, 
former U . S .  National Security Council head William Clark,  
and White House special Middle East envoy Donald Rums
feld . Rumsfeld' s  recent trip to Jerusalem and other Middle 
Eastern points is believed to have helped lay the groundwork 
for the extraordinary actions of the Shamir-Arens team. 

Herzog, a former head of Israeli military intelligence , 
told his Washington audience that the Soviets and Syrians 
were planning to launch a series of strategic crises throughout 
the Middle East, Persian Gulf, and Africa. "The Syrians,"  he 
warned, "have assumed the position of the leaders of the 
forces committed to blocking any advance toward peace. . . . 
In its policy to block and prevent the peace process , Syria 
has found a kindred soul in the Soviet Union . The Soviet 
Union wants to sabotage the peace process because it has no 
part in it and because the United States is at the center of the 
process . Their chosen instrument in order to block this pro
cess is Syria . . . .  The Soviet Union has perfected the process 
of the conduct of policy through surrogates . "  

Herzog ' s  comments dovetailed with the landmark Nov. 
22 statements by Weinberger in Washington-which the 
American and European press chose in large part to black 
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out-that the Oct . 23 terrorist atrocity against American and 
French installations in Beirut had been committed by "basi
cally Iran , with the sponsorship , knowledge , and authority 
of the Syrian government . "  

Herzog' s  Washington meetings were an important anti
dote to the policy line offormer Israeli Minister Ariel Sharon, 
the main spokesman for that Gotterdammerung faction in 
Israeli circles which holds that Israel ' s  interest lies in en
couraging the forces of extremism in the Arab-Islamic world , 
so that Israel can create a regional mini-empire on top of the 
chaos . Sharon had reportedly met with a chieftain of the 
Soviet GRU military intelligence in December 1 982 in Cy
prus to match Israeli plans with those of the "Third Rome" 
strategists in Moscow . 

It is that Gotterdammerung policy which is being dis
carded in Israel . The first substantial signal of this was Is
rael ' s  Nov . 1 5  bombardments against the training camps in 
B aalbek, eastern Lebanon, of Islamic Amal , the fanatic 
Shi ' ites under Hussein Moussavi who had launched the Oct . 
23 Beirut massacres and the attack several days later against 
Israeli installations in Tyre. These Israeli bombardments were 
soon followed by massive retaliatory bombings by French 
jets against Islamic Amal sites in the same area, and opened 
the way for further decisive actions against the terrorist psy
chotics deployed by Moscow, Damascus , and Teheran . 

Several factors are behind the emerging Israeli policy 
change . 

• A growing alarm that the violently anti-Semitic Third 
Rome military grouping in Moscow (General Yepishev , po
litical commissar of the Armed Forces ; Marshal Ogarkov, 
Chief of Staff; and others) poses a direct and violent threat to 
Israel , and is intending to lure Israel into a major new Middle 
East war.  

• A perception , acute in certain Israeli and French intel
ligence circles , that the Soviet threat is heightened by Soviet 
deployment of Nazi assets based in Switzerland , Damascus ,  
Teheran, Libya, and other points . High-level Israeli sources 
are investigating the circumstances of Swiss protection of 
Nazi International-Muslim Brotherhood operatives who 
avowedly want to destroy Israel . 

• The condition of the Israeli economy is desperate . The 
burdens of sustaining Israel ' s  occupation of Lebanon have 
become unsupportable , under conditions where the country 
is now suffering over 200 percent annual rates of inflation (as 
of the latest figures released in November) . "Arens will soft
en , in exchange for American aid promises ,  there is little 
choice , the economy is in such wretched shape," an Israeli 
source told EIR. 

These considerations create a new basis for the discus
sions during the week of Nov . 28 , when Israeli Prime Min
ister Yitzhak Shamir and Defense Minister Moshe Arens 
arrive in Washington. Preliminary indications are that they 
will be more receptive than in previous Israeli-American 
negotiations to linking Israeli policy to the requisites of meet
ing the global Soviet threat. 
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Argentina's nuclear breakthrough puts 
new Alfonsin government to the test 

by Dennis Small 

Argentina's  announcement on Nov . 1 8  that it has become the 
first country in Ibero-America to master the technology of 
enriching uranium to fuel nuclear power plants has generated 
a wave of optimism throughout the continent . The break
through means Argentina now possesses the full nuclear fuel 
cycle and , in the words of Atomic Energy chief Adm. Carlos 
Castro Madero , "We are offering Latin America the possi
bility of counting on a sure and dependable regional supplier" 
of vital nuclear fuel . "We are sure that this is a significant 
advance for the countries in this part of the world on their 
road to independence . " 

Ibero-America as a whole is now finally within reach of 
building its own nuclear plants and fueling them completely 
independently . This is the centerpiece of any serious plan to 
industrialize the continent , and tum around the devastation 
being wrought by the International Monetary Fund and other 
creditor institutions .  

The Argentine announcement shocked the heirs o f  British 
colonialism-the friends of Henry Kissinger and Lord Peter 
Carrington who have done everything possible for years to 
prevent Third World countries from developing such tech
nological independence . West German banker Jiirgen Ponto 
was killed by the Baader-Meinhof terrorists largely because 
he was the architect of a nuclear deal with Brazil which 
intended to fully transfer technology to that country . Pakista
ni Prime Minister Bhutto was ordered to be executed by 
Henry Kissinger, for daring to develop nuclear technology in 
his country . The Shah of Iran was overthrown for trying to 
modernize Iran with an ambitious nuclear program. And the 
Trilateral Commission's CarterlMondale administration went 
on an international "human rights" rampage in the late 1 970s 
against Argentina itself, both to stop enriched uranium sales 
to Argentina for its research reactors , claiming that the ura
nium would be used to make nuclear bombs , and to sabotage 
its nuclear program as a whole . In response , Argentina began 
its own uranium enrichment program in 1 978 .  

"The policy of  the superpowers of  not providing technol
ogy to the developing countries has failed ," Castro Madero 
stated conclusively . 
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Kissinger' s  State Department can be expected to respond 
to Argentina's  announcement by once again going on the 
warpath . Their operant plan is to use the incoming Radical 
Party government of Raul Alfonsin to hopelessly polarize the 
country , and then reduce it to Iran-style political rubble . In 
particular, they hope to reactivate Alfonsin 's  working rela
tionship with leading lights of the Carter years , such as hu
man rights specialist Pat Derian ,  and to get the Argentine 
president himself to strangle his country 's  nuclear program 
in its cradle . 

The broader Kissinger strategy is to put the economy 
through the IMF wringer, and simultaneously encourage the 
Social Democratic Alfonsin to open the floodgates,  after 
seven years of often brutal military dictatorship, to a wave of 
British libertinage: pornography , pot smoking , pacifism, 
ecologism, and so forth . In this way they intend to dismantle 
the most important anti-liberal , nationalist apparatus in the 
country , the Peronist Party , and in particular its strong trade
union base . Only a few months of such British liberalism will 
be required, in Kissinger's  calculations , before Jesuit-run 
leftist terrorism can be brought back into existence in Argen
tina-and with it, equally Jesuit-controlled right-wing death 
squads . 

Kissinger is modeling his Argentine strategy on Spain 
under Social Democratic Felipe Gonzalez-whose govern
ment recently approved the decriminalization of marijuana 
consumption. The ultimate objective is to trigger violent civil 
wars in both countries , and thereby tum them into new "Irans. "  

I n  the three weeks since pis election , and before spending 
a single day as president (the inauguration will be on Dec . 
1 0) ,  Alfonsin has already taken long strides toward leading 
Argentina blindly into this Kissinger trap . 

He has brought Socialist International liberals into key 
posts in the economy, foreign relations , and labor policy , 
and they have already put their imprimatur on the next gov
ernment' s  policy-much to the delight of the country ' s  finan
cial oligarchy . A reliable Buenos Aires source told EIR that 
he had talked to an Argentinian banker who had just met with 
Alfonsin' s  economic team: "Changes? No, there won't  be 
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Raul Alfonsin 

any fundamental changes in the new government ' s  dealing 
with the banks . We ' re satisfied . "  

Another crucial indicator i s  the way that the drug and 
pornography lobby has read A l fonsin ' <;  election as license to 
flood the country with brand new pornographic magazines in 
the three weeks since the elections-after seven years of tight 
military censorship . "Now that we are free again , see what 
you always wanted to , "  scream headlines over semi-clothed 
bodies in now-ubiquitous new spaper ads . Things have gotten 
out of hand so quickly that Interior Minister-designate An
tonio Troccoli , one of the few nationalists in the Alfonsin 
administration , was forced to te ll  the press that "behind por
nography is the mafia with its businesses , "  and that his party ' s  
promise to "eliminate a l l  press censorship" did not mean that 
excesses will be tolerated . 

Three tests 
In our Nov . 9, 1 983 Issue , EIR reported that "three prin

cipal issues will  determine which direction the Alfonsin gov
ernment moves in":  I )  debt and economic integration; 2) 

reorganizing the military ; and 3)  purgi ng the trade unions . 
In the intervening fortnight . Alfonsin has moved deci

sively in the wrong direction , with a speed surprising to 
many , in each of these three case s .  In doing this , he has so 
far ignored the calls for programmatic collaboration coming 
from nationalist strata w ithin the Peronist Party , of the kind 
indicated in the open letter from Peroni st Juan Labake (see 
page 38) . 

1 )  Debt and economic integration.  The notorious Brit
ish agent Raul Prebisch has been named Alfonsin ' s  "roving 
ambassador" on international financial matters , and has al
ready established himself as the "eminence grise" of the 
administration ' s  economic pol icy-�lisplacing both the fi
nance minister and president of the central bank . Despite 
some earlier fiery rhetoric , Prebisch told the press that he of 
course favored striking a deal with the IMF. 

What angered Argentines even more is the fact that Pre
bisch has also attempted to publically exonerate the current 
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mil itary government ' s  economic team-Finance Minister 
Wehbe and central bank head Gonzalez del Solar-of all 
responsibility for the current crisis . Most Argentines blame 
these two gentlemen for the hyperinflationary deep depres
sion currently afflicting Argentina, and would prefer to see 
them sent to Siberia .  Some press commentators have know
ingly reported that Gonzalez del Solar is  the son-in-law of 
Prebisc h ,  and that this  might have something to do with the 
latter' s  behavior . 

2) Reorganizing the military. Right after the end of the 
Malvinas War, British media outlets inside and outside Ar
gentina launched a campaign to convince the country that it 
had been a terrible mistake to dare confront Her Majesty , and 
called for the "de-Malvinization" of Argentina . Alfonsin has 
a strong pacifist and Carterite "human rights" streak which is 
playing along with this British game . 

He has vowed to reduce the military share of the national 
budget to about one third of its current size-at a time when 
the B ritish are building a nuclear arsenal on the i l legally 
seized Malvinas , and when neighboring Chile (with whom 
Argentina has long-standing territorial disputes) is being 
armed to the teeth by the British and others . And it has just 
been announced that the three-man military junta who ruled 
Argentina when the Malvinas War was launched will be 
court-martialed . Although it has not been stated publicly ,  it 
is probable that they will not be tried for fighting poorly (a 
charge of which they are undoubtedly guilty ) ,  but rather for 
the decision to fight at all . 

Will  Alfonsin go so far as to seriously cut into Argentina' s  
unique nuclear program , o n  the grounds that i t  too i s  an 
expression of earlier "militarism" that must be expunged 
from national l ife? Particularly worrisome to many nation
al ist Argentines in this regard is  Alfonsin ' s  long-standing 
links to the Carter administration ' s  "human rights" lobby , 
and in particular his working relationship with individuals 
l ike Pat Derian-the very group that was instrumental in 
trying to destroy Argentina ' s  nuclear program throughout the 
late 1 970s . Alfonsin himself recently told the Los Angeles 
Times: "When Carter was President I felt obliged to go to the 
U . S .  Embassy for the July 4th party and pay my respects . 
Those were the only years I have ever gone . I did so to pay 
my respects because of his human-rights policy . "  

3 )  Purging the Trade Unions. This i s  likely to be the 
first political explosion that confronts Alfonsin . His labor 
strategy was designed by German Lope z ,  the secretary to the 
presidency , who favors Socialist "co-gestion" and "co-par
ticipation" in order to break the Peronists ' control of the labor 
movement . Lopez managed to place one of his close allies in 
the post of labor minister , Antonio Mucc i ,  who brought in as 
his assistant Gabriel Matzkin . Matzkin is a graduate of the 
Sorbonne University of Paris , where he was trained in the 
anti -labor doctrines of "co-gestion" and "worker co-manage
ment . "  The Sorbonne also produced such eminent Third World 
graduates as Pol Pot of Cambodia, and Bani-Sadr of Iran . 
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Argentina's ambitious 
nuclear program 
by Delia Arajo de Lozano 

. Argentina' s  recent announcement that it had achieved the 
enrichment of uranium through a process of gaseous diffu
sion reaffirmed that country's pre-eminent role in Third World 
nuclear technology . Argentina has had a functioning nuclear 
research program since Oen . Juan Per6n established this as a 
priority in the early 1950s . In 1 974, the country became the 
first in lbero-Arrierica to actually produce commercial nucle
ar power at its Atucha I plant near Buenos Aires . 

Over the last two to three years , the imposition of strict 
IMF conditionalities has decimated nearly every single Third 
World nuclear program. Mexico' s  plan to build 20 plants by 
the year 2000 feU victim to enforced budget -cutting; Brazil ' s  
program is similarly stalled. Apart from reports that Pakistan 
is re-launching its nuclear energy program, only two such 
Third World nuclear programs are still standing in the face 
of the IMF onslaught: that of India, and Argentina's  plan . 

Argentina's new enrichment plant is thus the result of the 
strongest nuclear research program in Ibero-America. The 
country' s  nuclear program has been designed with three aims 
in mind: 

• development of scientists and technicians with mastery 
of the entire nuclear process; 

• increasing the nuclear power generating capacity for 
industrial development; 

• increased participation of Argentine capital in nuclear 
plant construction. 

The program is based at three Atomic Centers-Ezeiza, 
Constituyentes , and Bariloche-with a total of four research 
nuclear reactors (Constituyentes has two) . Another three re
search reactors are located at universities throughout the 
country. In addition, Argentina has two on-line commercial 
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors (PHWR}-Atucha I and 
Embalse--and another under construction (Atucha II) . Three 
more nuclear reactors are planned-also of the heavy waterl 
natural uranium variety . Argentina's  nuclear program also 
includes a heavy water production plant, which is under 
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construction and scheduled for completion in 1 985 . 
The uranium enrichment process was developed by Ar

gentine scientists , using the proven technique of gaseous 
diffusion . This is based on the small difference in the mass 
of molecules that distinguish two isotopes of uranium, U-235 
and U-23 8 .  Natural uranium contains 99 . 3  percent of the 
heavier isotope , U-238 , which is not fissionable , and there
fore not useful as nuclear fuel . To separate out the fissionable 
U-235 , uranium hexafloride gas is pumped through thou
sands of miles of permeable material that acts as a sieve . The 
lighter U-235 isotope penetrates into that permeable material 
faster than the heavier U-238 isotope compound, and thus is 
separated from the heavier isotope . 

Argentina intends to use this new capability to supply its 
medical research reactors , as well as to enrich the natural 
uranium it uses in its heavy water reactors by about 1 percent. 
This will reportedly double the fuel efficiency of its two 
operating plants , and save the country around $70 million per 
year. 

Not only Argentina but all the nations of the continent, 
and potentially the entire developing sector, are the benefi
ciaries of the fuel-enrichment breakthrough. Argentina has 
already been exporting nuclear technology for a number of 
years . It has supplied Peru with a' zero-power training reactor 
and a research reactor. Now Argentina can export the entire 
range of nuclear technology ,  including uranium enrichment. 
The enriched uranium itself can also be exported , for example 
to countries like Brazil , whi.ch need it to fuel their plants . 

The U .  S .  media have had a field day trying to present the 
Argentine achievement as proof that they are planning to 
"build the bomb . " The fact is that the enrichment of uranium 
is only one of the processes required to produce nuclear 
weapons . The purities necessary for bomb-grade uranium are 
far beyond the 20 percent level envisaged by the Argentine 
fuel program. Still , the Kissinger crowd at the State Depart
ment and elsewhere insist that Argentina sign the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty, which would allow Argentine nu
clear plants to be "inspected . "  The president of Argentina's  
Atomic Energy Commission, Adm. Castro Madero, last week 
reiterated his country ' s  flat refusal to sign the treaty , whose 
real objective is to sabotage the technological development 
of the Third World. 

Neighboring Brazil , however, is not letting itself be af
fected by such scare stories . "Our countries have developed 
excellent collaboration on nuclear subjects , and I am sure 
that the Argentines will continue working for the mutual 
benefit and for the social and economic advancement of the 
Latin American community ,"  said Brazilian President Joao 
Figueiredo . The chief of Brazil ' s  Navy , Adm. Maximiano 
da Fonseca,  stated: "The existing Brazil-Argentina agree
ment on nuclear collaboration opens good prospects for Bra
zil to share this technology achieved by Argentine scientists 
on uranium enrichment . . . .  [Brazil] has never been in com
petition" with Argentina , he stressed . 
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Peronist leader calls on Alfonsin to form 
Latin debtors ' cartel, common market 

One week after Argentina 's Oct. 30 presit;lential elections, 

Juan Gabriel Labake addressed the following open letter to 
president-elect Raul Alfonsin , which was covered promi
nently in the Buenos Aires press . Labake, a former congress

man, is a leader of the "Orthodoxy and Loyalty" faction of 
the Peronist Party, which has distinguished itselffor calling 

for Argentina to head up a move to unify Ibero-America on 
financial and economic policie6. Labake's group is also known 
because of its vocal insistence that former Argentine presi
dent Isabel Peron return to Buenos Aires and take up her 
rightful position as head of the Peronist party. 

Buenos Aires , November 8 ,  1 983 

Dr. Raul Alfonsin 
President-Elect of the Nation 

Dear Sir: 

In my opinion, the Oct . 30 elections were amajor triumph 
for the Argentine people , who thus once again regained their 
fundamental political rights after almost eight years of dic
tatorial injustice . They were also an uprecedented victory for 
you and your party . You have received an undeniable man
date , the same one the Peronists once had: to clean up Argen
tine politics ,  attain peace, liberty , and justice for all , and to 
free the nation from all fonns of dependency . All the parties 
together-especially yours and ours-ought to unify the pop
illation to achieve all the goals the elections made us respon
sible for reaching . Today the nation suffers many political , 
social , cultural , and economic problems . In my opinion, of 
all these problems there is one upon whose solution our fate 
depends in the coming decades: freedom from foreign de
pendency . If we are able to bring Argentina to play the role 
in the world it can and must play , the remainder of our 
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afflictions will become curable . If we keep our country tied 
up by today ' s  bonds of domination, then all our efforts to 
solve other problems will be vitiated, if not completely 
neutralized . 

The key to Argentina's  new place in the world is breaking 
our dependence on the so-called "Western bloc" in order to 
return to Latin America' s  fraternal, embrace and gain regional 
unity and integration . . . .  Argentina is geographically tied 
to the West because it is west of the Greenwich Meridian and 
our culture has Greco-Latin and Hispanic origins ,  without 
forgetting roots in Precolombian America . But geopolitically 
we . . .  belong to the Latin American geopolitical bloc . Our 
interests and not just our language , religion , and feelings are 
different from those of Europe and the United States,  while 
they are one with our Latin American brothers . 

Over the years , the Pan-Americanism of Monroe has 
become a dead letter . . . .  Along with the Monroe Doctrine , 
the OAS [Organization of American States] as well as TIAR 
[Interamerican Mutual Assistance Treaty] ,  have virtually be
come dead letters . 

Our natural preference for the Latin American geopoliti
cal bloc and the United States opting for the North Atlantic 
geopolitical bloc became evident during the Malvinas 
War . . . .  

The foreign debt is the main weapon by which the North 
Atlantic powers now keep us dependent. Let me repeat well
known fig�res :  Argentina owes $43 billion to foreign private 
banks , Mexico owes $80 billion , Venezuela, $35 billion , 
Latin America almost $350 billion, while the entire Third 
World debt is over $700 billion . But this weapon is effective 
for the creditor banks and the Western power bloc only when 
they can get away yvith negotiating separately with each debt
or nation . In this way they can impose absolutely usurious 
interest rates such as the 1 3 . 3  percent they now charge us.  

However, the moment we unite with our Latin American 
brother countries to jointly renegotiate our debt, the weapon 
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becomes ours and the problem that of the creditors . The 
whole world knows this, and our people rightfully want it . 

Latin American unity to renegotiate the debt can be ob
tained. You could say that the idea has already matured in 
every brother country on the continent. The idea is also 
spreading that our nation should take the lead on this issue . 
If we unite , we can win tolerable conditions for payment. 
Under present conditions , with 7-year maximum terms and 
1 3 . 3  percent interest, no Latin American country , really no 
Third World country can even pay interest-even when it 
complies with the IMP's demands for recession , low wages,  
and hunger. 

Our case is a good example . The demands of the foreign 
banks, supported by the IMF, force us to commit 6 percent 
of our GNP, or 60 percent of our exports , just to pay inter
est-without paying principal . This interest, on the other 
hand, amounts to more than double that which we save in our 
foreign trade by means of drastic import restrictions which 
have half-paralyzed our industry for lack of inputs . 

Argentina will never be able to pay under these circum
stances .  Other Latin American countries whose economies 
have less potential than ours are in even worse shape . This 
impossibility of payment, coupled with the decision by the 
international banking system and IMF to maintain such terms 
and interest rates, makes one suspect that their intent is not 
to collect but rather to hold on to the debt forever as a decisive 
lever of domination. 

The more the debt increases due to unpaid interest and 
principal , the easier it is to demand new concessions from us 
each time we must refinance the portions due . The military 
government found this out when it refinanced the debt of 
Aerolineas Argentinas . Who knows what they will demand 
from us next? What I propose to you , Dr. Alfonsin, is that 
we Radicals and Peronists join in a patriotic agreement to 
unite all the Argentine people behind a first indispensable 
step toward liberation: the joint refinancing by Latin America 
of all our foreign debts to obtain reasonable conditions that 
will allow us to pay . 

Conditions in tune with the cold reality of our economies 
are: a nominal term of 20 years with no less than a 5-year 
grace period , interest set at only 1 percent higher than U . S .  
domestic inflation. That i s  to say , i n  this year when U . S .  
inflation will be almost 3 percent, Latin America would pay 
no more than 4 percent interest. I realize that these conditions 
seem utopian, but they can be obtained , and, besides,  we 
don't have any choice . 

One ought to remember that until the U . S .  Federal Re
serve arbitrarily raised the cost of dollar loans a few years 
ago , interest rates of one percent above inflation were always 
the norm for international lending . That rate would mean for 
Argentina an annual capital drain of $2 billion just for inter
est, the most our economy can handle without slowing de
velopment. If the payment of principal is spread out over 20 
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years as I propose, the annual drain will be $4 billion after 
the grace period has ended and would require a large effort 
to meet such a payment. For other Latin American countries 
the situation is far worse . 

Needless to say my proposal means finishing off the pres
ent international economic system, based on the IMF and the 
all-embracing power of the private banks . This whole system 
is on the verge of collapse; it only needs a little push. The 
whole world would thank us . What 's  required is agreement 
between the governments of nations to which the creditor 
banks belong and the joint Latin American bloc to lay the 
new bases of commercial and political relations . 

It is useful to keep in mind that if we don't  get these debt 
refinancing conditions , many Latin American and Third World 
nations will suffer from hunger, recession, and unemploy
ment until one declares a cessation of payments and explodes 
the entire international financial and economic system. This 
scenario is sufficiently probable to make the creditors and the 
governments of the Western powers think twice . Our aim is 
not to stop paying the debt but rather to obtain conditions 
under which we can actually pay the debt, the real debt of 
course , without repudiating our fundamental right to fully 
develop ourselves as a people and a nation . In this way they 
can collect, but if we go on as we are now , the ship will sink 
and the crew with it . 

This debt action would provide the extraordinary event 
we need to get moving on the road to Latin American unity 
and integration and national liberation of our republics .  The 
brotherhood forged between us by joint action on debt would 
open the door to forming a Latin American Common Market, 
to creating a regional political body-perhaps an organiza
tion of Latin American nations-and even a reciprocal de
fense treaty for Latin America .  

We may wait many years or forever for the opportunity 
now given us: The debt asphyxiates each of us alike . During 
the Malvinas War, Argentina received the loving and frater
nal solidarity of all its Latin American sisters , and we are still 
indebted to them for this moving gesture . 

In a few weeks we wiil inaugurate in our fatherland a new 
era of government of the people . This is what I propose, 
interpreting the wishes and desires of millions of Peronistas 
plus millions of other Argentines: national unity to join forces 
into the Latin AmericaIT geopolitical bloc waiting for us , 
beginning the task of joint renegotiation of our debts . 

If you accept this proposal we will still surely find our 
differences and varying points of view on internal problems , 
which, of course , are important, but always less so than the 
cited task. However, on the fight for national liberation
your slogan , ours , and that of many parties during the elec
toral campaign-the people and the Argentinian nation are 
indivisibly united. If we do not pursue this goal , we will 
come into difficult times which I don't  want for our country. 
I understand that we are both under tremendous pressures for 
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us not to take this decisive step. I 'm sure they are thinking of 
giving special advantages to Argentina if we abandon the 
common Latin American front. But it is worth stressing that 
the key to our national liberation is not getting a percentage 
point lower interest or two or three more years to pay, but 
rather taking advantage of the debt to forge our unity with 
Latin America and break out of the trap of the IMF and the 
Bretton Woods system. 

That is not impossible . World War II had barely ended 
when General Per6n , without any international support, 
bucked the power of the U .  S .  and Russia by disobeying the 
order to starve out Spain . . . . With even more reason we 
can today face down the pressures of the IMF and the inter
national banking system if we unite . 

With all due respect, let me tell you that we have just seen 
bad omens on this . It has been announced that Dr. Raul 
Prebisch will have a major role in dealing with our foreign 
debt and directing our economy. If that is true, than we have 
little hope left of seeing the fulfilment of what I propose here . 
All personal questions aside , Dr . Prebisch has a discouraging 
history . 

During the government of General Justo , in the notorious 
"decade of infamy" of the 1 930s , Prebisch was the closest 
collaborator of Federico Pinedo in running the central bank 
as a private entity designed by Otto Niemeyer of the Bank of 
England and dominated by the British banks . 

In 1 955 , immediately after the constitutional regime of 
. General Per6n was overthrown, Dr. Prebisch was contracted 
by the so-called "Liberating Revolution" to recommend an 
economic plan.  Only one of the disastrous results of the 
Prebisch Plan needs to be mentioned: When it was over
thrown on Sept. 16 ,  1955, the Peron government owed abroad 
$70 million, $40 million of which was for the building of the 
first biast furnace of the Somisa steel complex . After one year 
of applying Dr. Prebisch's  recipes , Argentina owed $700 
million, having invested virtually nothing in capital goods . 

The recent case history of Dr. Prebisch is no more en
couraging . He is visibly and forcefully working to impose on 
the world the so-called "Rohatyn Plan . "  This plan drawn up 
by Felix Rohatyn of New York's Lazard Freres investment 
house calls for forming a new super International Monetary 
Fund made up of and dominated by the private bank creditors 
of the Third World countries .  This private superbank would 
take charge of collecting debts and sanctioning those falling 
behind. It would offer marginally better conditions on terms 
and interest rates than those today , but always on the basis of 
squeezing the maximum profit from each country at the price 
of our suffering unemployment, recession and hunger. The 
bankers are rushing to apply the policy of Plus �a change, 
pLus c' est La meme chose . 

The Rohatyn model was dreamed up to collect New York 
City' S  debt to the banks . Thanks to it New York is paying its 
debt. Sure it is , but at the price of a drastic reduction in its 
investments in education, public health, mass transit , and the 
maintenance of streets and public buildings .  Last July I was 
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able to see for myself the calamitous condition of the streets , 
subways , schools,  and public buildings of New York. Thanks 
to the Rohatyn Plan , the private bankers have been able to 
exercise veto power over every line of the municipal budget , 
slashing any expenditures they felt unnecessary . 

Please excuse this digression on Prebisch and Rohatyn , 
but the gravity of our crisis and the decisive need for my 
proposal for uniting us Argentines to achieve Latin American 
unity , made me spell out the danger of these two individuals 
holding power in the next Argentine government . I fervently 
hope for your acceptance of this proposal . With Radicals and 
Peronists united behind this concrete goal , we could open up 
a new era of happiness for the Argentines , greatness for our 
nation, and unity for Latin America . 

On this we must forget partisan disputes; we can always 
fight over the support of the voters on other themes . 

Since I know perfectly well that many other political 
forces share this yearning, I am sending copies of this letter 
to all representative sectors of national and popular thought 
in our nation .  

My best wishes for the success of  your government and 
your own . 

Cordially , 

Juan Gabriel Labake 
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DatelineMexico by Josefina Menendez 

Reverse field in agriculture 

Food consumption levels are down, and the government has 
quietly abandoned the goal of self-sufficiency in basic grains . 

Unprecedented unrest has swept the 
agricultural sector in the wake of a 
late-October government decision to 
increase farm guarantee prices only 20 
percent. The increase is supposed to 
compensate for increases in costs of 
production since May-a six-month 
period in which the prices of these in
puts has in many cases increased more 
than 50 percent. 

In Jalisco , farmers blocked the 
Pan-American highway . In Tamauli
pas , on the border with Texas , sorgh
um and soya farmers threatened to de
stroy the entirety of their crops within 
one week if the government did not 
increase the guarantee prices . Similar 
protests multiplied across the country . 

The agricultural crisis includes al
most every area of basic production . 
The fall in milk and egg production 
and consumption is probably the most 
calamitous , given the importance of 
the protein in these items for average 
diets which include little or no meat . 

The costs of production have so 
surpassed official milk prices in the 
northwest, one of the richest agricul
tural belts in the country , that the 
amount of milk reaching the market 
has dropped in half. Several-block
long lines of milk purchasers waiting 
for scarce supplies have become a 
common sight on city streets . 

Milk producers around Mexico 
City report that their production has 
fallen by up to 75 percent , and that 
they are close to slaughtering the rest 
of their milk herds to pay remaining 
bills .  One of their key problems : lack 
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of imported parts ' for mechanized 
equipment on the farms . All of this in 
a situation where normal milk produc
tion---6 . 5  million liters per day-is 
only 35 percent of minimum estab
lished standards for milk consumption 
in a healthy society . 

The poultry industry as a whole is 
running at only 60 percent of capacity , 
a recent study reports , and fully 20 
million of the 52 million egg-laying 
hens in the country are in danger of 
being liquidated because of soaring 
costs . While egg prices have approx
imately doubled in the last year, over 
the same period the ' costs of inputs 
went from 9 ,600 pesos-per-ton to 
24 ,000 pesos-per-ton. 

Current demand for eggs in the 
country is 140,000 cases per day . But 
so many small and medium-sized pro
ducers have folded that 80 ,000 cases 
of these are no longer produced within 
the country . Egg imports jumped from 
175 million eggs in 1 982 to an esti
mated 244 million eggs this year, in 
an attempt to close part of the gap. 

Because of bad weather in 1 98 1 -
82 , and"the squeeze on producers im
posed by IMF austerity policy, Mexi
co is importing record amounts of bas
ic grains .  Jose Ernesto Costemalle , 
head of the government food storage 
and distribution agency , Conasupo, 
declared Nov . 8 that by the end of the 
year, Mexico will have imported 10 .5  
million tons of  grain , at a value of$ l . 9 
billion . This means one out of every 
three-and-a-half dollars of imports 
goes for food . 

Behind the scenes,  there is a 
change in government thinking as sig
nificant as the change in production 
levels . In a word: The government is 
quietly abandoning the long-held pol
icy goal of becoming self-sufficient in 
basic grains ,  and instead is encourag
ing even greater dependence on the 
outside for these supplies . 

The shift is toward encouraging 
agricultural exports at whatever cost , 
in order to bring in more of the dollars 
that are needed to pay the debt. 
Whereas under the previous adminis
tration, the goal was "Food Self-Suf
ficiency," the new slogan soon to go 
into circulation is "Food Sovereign
ty . "  The latter euphemism means that 
revenues from exports of food equal 
or surpass the costs of importing other 
food. The major food exports are veg
etables and fruits from the central part 
of the country and the northwest; some 
cattle , and seafood . 

The difference is not a matter of 
semantics .  The previous administra
tion correctly viewed the growing de
pendence on foreign supply of basic 
grains (such as com for tortillas , the 
Mexican staple) as a national security 
issue: What would happen if the United 
States (which supplies almost all that 
grain) were to use that dependence as 
a pressure tactic? Food warfare has 
been high in the arsenal of Henry Kis
singer and similar Malthusian geopol
iticians since at least the mid- 1 970s . 

As part of this reversal in agro pol
icy , the Bank of Mexico has worked 
out a quiet deal , my sources inform 
me, with the Agriculture Ministry to 
channel fully 60 percent of the new 
agricultural credit next year into ex
port crops . 

Nationalists in and outside the 
government have not yet started to 
scream about these changes . But watch 
for agricultural policy to become a hot 
item soon . 
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Africa Report by Douglas DeGroot 

Return to civil war? 

Libya and Ethiopa, with Soviet backing, are making big trouble 

for the strategic nation of Sudan . 

Sudan President Gaafar Numeiry 
emerged from his talks with President 
Ronald Reagan in Washington, D .  C .  
on Nov . 2 1  to charge that Libya and 
Ethiopia, both Soviet-backed, were 
acting to destabilize his government . 
Sudan's  strategic importance far out
weighs its small population of only 20 
million . It is the African continent' s  
largest nation in  area, sharing borders 
with eight other states ,  most impor
tantly with Egypt, with whom its in
terests are closely linked . It is basical
ly for this reason that Sudan receives 
more U . S .  aid than any other African 
country ($220 million this year) with 
the exception of Egypt . 

Now Numeiry , under whose lead
ership the country was brought togeth
er in 1972 after a 1 7-year-Iong civil 
war, is under siege . 

• The late November kidnapping 
of seven French technicians and two 
Pakistani employees on the French
run project dredging the Jonglei canal 
represented a declaration of war 
against Numeiry. The president ac
cused both Libya and Ethiopia of arm
ing the rebels , who, he said, belonged 
to the People' s  Liberation Army of 
Sudan. 

• The day before Numeiry met 
with Reagan, Sudanese officials 
charged that 1 ,000 Ethiopian troops 
had moved to the border with Sudan, 
backed by Cuban and Soviet advisors . 
Ethiopia denied the charges . 

• The concentration of refugees 
in southern Sudan is providing the 
cannon fodder for operations against 
the central government. There are cur
rently 400,000 Ethiopian refugees in 
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Sudan,. and Sudanese dissidents have 
also crossed the border into Ethiopia. 
"It 's  a classic arrangement," as one 
State Department officer put it. "You 
have a series of refugee camps . . . 
and those refugee camps can provide 
considerable manpower for military 
training . "  Libyans are training Su
danese dissidents in Ethiopia. 

• In Ethiopia itself, at least 
100,000 Ethiopians are threatened with 
death by starvation over the next four 
to six weeks , unless the country re
ceives emergency food and water
management aid . The famine increas
es the likelihood that the Soviets and 
the mystical Coptic Church and mili
tary currents running the Ethiopian re
gime will launch foreign adventures 
to divert attention away from the col
lapse of the country . 

"The civil war between the North 
and South in Sudan has already start
ed/' report African diplomatic sources .  
One of  the demands of  the rebels who 
kidnapped foreign technicians last 
week was the dismantling of the Shar
ia all-Islamic law recently introduced 
by Numeiry . Roughly '6 million Su
danese who live in the south are non
Muslims , who bitterly remember the 
attempts to Islamicize Sudan during 
the last civil war. 

In the north, meanwhile , the op
position against Numeiry , himself a 
northerner, has demanded a more or
thodox Muslim regime, based on the 
Shana, which is a literal application 
of Koranic law. In an attempt to coopt 
this northern opposition, which is crit
ical of Numeiry 's  alliance with the 
Reagan administration , Numeiry in 

September suddenly declared that the 
Sharia would become the law of the 
land . My African sources report that 
not even Numeiry' s  closest associates 
knew he was going to make this un
wise move . 

To a large extent, the pressure for 
Sharia comes from the Muslim Broth
erhood , a fundamentalist semi-secret 
cult with strong financial backing from 
London and Switzerland . Operating 
mainly from Saudi Arabia, the Mus
lim Brotherhood has provided funds 
to the desperate Numeiry govern
ment, and has acquired considerable 
blackmail capability in the process . 
The pro-Khomeini Saudi Prince Mu
hammad al-Faisal , for example , has 
acquired extensive agricultural and 
commercial interests in Sudan , estab
lishing the Islamic Development 
Company and the Al Faisal Bank. The 
money thus funneled into Muslim 
Brotherhood-run business operations 
gives the Brotherhood, only a minor
ity group on the national scene , enor
mous political and financial clout . 

Numeiry ' s  attempts to propitiate 
the fundamentalists have reportedly 
worried the Egyptian government, for 
whom Sudan is the front line for sta
bility . Egyptian papers with articles 
against Sharia are being kept out of 
Sudan. 

But the chief factor determining 
Numeiry' s  weakness in the face of the 
political crisis is the disaster the Sudan 
economy has become after Arab fi
nancial backers in the mid- 1 970s 
pulled out of a plan to tum the back
ward southern area of the country into 
a highly developed agricultural pro
duction center. In 1 978 ,  the Interna
tional Monetary Fund forced Numeiry 
to cancel all development projects and 
concentrate on producing cotton as a 
cash crop . Now, the production of this 
primary foreign exchange earner has 
dropped from $220 million worth to 
less than $50 million . 
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From New Delhi by Susan Maitra 

Bangladesh to hold elections in '84 
General Ershad' s move to end martial law comes amid growing 

pressuresfrom within Bangladesh and its neighbors . 

F acing a rush of populist demands 
for restoration of democracy at an ear
ly date, Bangladesh Chief Martial Law 
Administrator Gen. H.  M .  Ershad an
nounced on Nov. 12  that the presiden
tial election will be held on May 24 
next year, to be followed by a parlia
mentary poll on Nov . 25 . Some op
position groups have already rejected 
Ershad' s  proposal , demanding simul
taneous presidential and parliamenta
ry elections . 

Ershad' s  Nov . 1 2  announcement 
followed a series of violent demon
strations on the nation 's  campuses . At 
Rajshahi University, 29 students were 
hurt in clashes with armed police dur
ing a six-hour general strike called by 
the opposition parties . Earlier, a 1 5-
party meeting held in Dhaka planned 
a Nov. 1 nationwide protest day against 
martial law . 

The political situation within Ban
gladesh has remained unstable since 
the murder of President Ziaur Rahman 
by a group of army officers in 198 1 .  
No political party has succeeded in 
capturing the people 's  imagination . 
Meanwhile , Islamic fundamentalists 
and the Communist Party are recruit
ing new cadres; both groups were rep
resented at a July conference near 
Dhaka, where a restoration of democ
racy was demanded. 

The opposition has presently ral
lied around the late President Sheikh 
Mujib 's  daughter, Sheikha Hassina 
Wazed, and Khaled Zia, widow of the 
slain President Ziaur Rahman . Re
cently Sheikha Hassina' s  Awami 
League Party underwent another split 
when pro-Soviet Awami leader Abdul 
Razzak was expelled from the party . 
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As the Awami League was preparing 
to expel him, Razzak organized a mass 
rally calling for "socialism along the 
path of Sheik Mujaibur Rahman. "  
Thousands of Awami League sup
porters attended the rally . Since then, 
Razzak has formed a new party , call
ing it the Awami League Party . 

Within the general population , 
Sheikha Hassina' s  stock is not as high 
as would be expected for the daughter 
of Bangladesh' s  martyred national 
father.  In West Germany when her 
father was assassinated in 1 975 , 
Sheikha Hassina chose to stay in India 
until 1 98 1 ,  and many in Bangladesh 
connect her automatically with Indian 
interests . In Bangladesh politics , both 
the India factor and the Pakistan factor 
play a major role . 

The greatest threat to military rule 
is not the opposition but the students . 
Since 1 947 , when this part of the sub
continent became East Pakistan , and 
since 1 97 1 ,  when Bangladesh became 
a sovereign nation, most of the gov
ernments have had run-ins with the 
well-organized student community . 
General Ershad has had his share . Last 
February , students rejecting his sug
gestion for the "Islamicization" of 
Bangladesh unleashed a violent dem
onstration that spread from Dhaka to 
Chittagong and Rajshahi and forced 
the authorities to close down the uni
versities .  The violence claimed four 
lives and shook up the regime . 

General Ershad dropped his con
cept of Islamicization and made peace 
with the students . However, within the 
army, fundamentalist officers , some 
of whom were Ershad' s  close associ
ates , reacted to Ershad' s change in 

policy and attempted a coup in early 
July . In response, Ershad removed 
Maj .  Gen. Mohabbat Jan Choudhury 
and Maj .  Gen . Abdur Rahman-the 
two most powerful fundamentalist of
ficers in the coup leaders . 

But Ershad has not been able to 
quell populist demands for democra
cy, and seems to have made some 
concessions in order to retain power 
in some form. The split within the 
Awami League will tend to alleviate 
some pressure on Ershad , since it not 
only weakened the party , but also re
moved the pro-Moscow Abdul Raz
zak, whom the army distrusts totally . 
General Ershad' s recent announce
ment that the government will build a 
memorial of national independence in 
Mujib Nagar has been seen as an ov
erture to the Awami League . 

Ershad also faces mounting pres
sure on the issue of Bangladeshi emi
gration to India, which , India charges ,  
has climbed steeply in the past year. 
Bangladesh has denied the charge . 

The Indian government has de
clared that it intends to build a barbed
wire fence all around the border be
tween the two countries-an idea the 
Bangladesh government strenuously 
opposes . The Ershad government cites 
a 1 975 Indo-Bangladesh agreement 
which says that no defensive structure 
should be raised within 1 50 yards of 
the boundary. Bangladesh leaders also 
feel that besides isolating their coun
try physically , the fence would belittle 
them by spreading the impression that 
large numbers of Bangladeshis are 
anxious to flee their country . 

It is generally considered , how
ever, that Ershad has handled himself 
well in dealing with his giant neigh
bor. After a meeting of the Indo-Ban
gladesh joint economic commission in 
August , both nations agreed to expand 
economic cooperation , with emphasis 
on improving telecommunications and 
airlinks between the two countries .  
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Inside Canada by Gerald Pyenson 

The Committee for the Commonwealth 

A new movement aims to rid Canada of 'multi-culturalism' and 
other colonial relics, to create an American-style republic . 

As Canadian Prime Minister Pierre 
Elliot Trudeau is currently engaged in 
his worldwide tour to promote the dis
solution of NATO, a new political and 
cultural association has been created 
in Canada with the express purpose of 
reven!ing rus Malthusian ravings . This 
association, the Committee for the 
Commonwealth of Canada, has held 
founding conferences in Montreal (on 
Oct. 30) and in Toronto (on Nov. 20}
gathering over 50 supporters of U.  S .  
presidential candidate Lyndon La
Rouche-and plans major expansion 
through conferences in western 
Canada. 

The committee was created in re
sponse to a draft constitution for Can
ada written by Mr. LaRouche, in which 
he calls for Canada to become a "com
monwealth . "  This term, borrowed 
from the 1 7th-century heirs of Eras
mus living in England and France, was 
picked by Mr. LaRouche as a means 
of reflecting the shared higher purpose 
that would exist among the diverse 
groupings of Canadians were his con
stitution to be adopted by the popula
tion of Canada. 

In the latest conference in Toron
to , at which Canadians from Alberta, 
Ontario, and Quebec were present, two 
interrelated polemics were debated . 
First, the fact that Canada does not yet 
exist as a modern nation-state pre
vents the vast majority of the popula
tion from naturally rallying around any 
conception of Canada. Canadians tend 
to display their political identity in 
complaining about either domestic or 
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foreign situations; they never permit 
themselves to be held responsible for 
the state of the world . Secondly , the 
lack of a consciously defined national 
self-interest of Canada has been ma
nipulated by the Liberal Party of Can
ada so that the offici� cultural policy 
of Canada, adopted in 1 97 1 ,  is "multi
culturalism. " 

Gilles Gervais ,  national secretary 
of the committee , declared in an inter
view after the Toronto conference: 
"Canada must become a republic . We 
shall become a republic by running 
candidates throughout Canada target-, 
ing the insane appeasement policy of 
'Neville ' Trudeau and demanding that 
Canada begin immediately a crash 
program of beam-weapon defense, in 
collaboration with such projects in the 
United States . Unlike Mr. Trudeau, 
most Canadians do not want to end up 
speaking Russian . "  

When w e  asked Mr. Gervais about 
his chances of succeeding he replied , 
"This is the first time, since Louis
Joseph Papineau died in 1 87 1 ,  that 
Canadians are being offered a serious 
alternative to the circus acts that pass 
for politics in Ottawa and elsewhere. 
We are not appealing to Canadians 

, with promises of goodies . We can use 
the fact that Trudeau is so politically 
exposed as an agent of influence for 
Moscow in order to force Canadians 
to look at the potential to create a real 
nation during this time of crisis . "  

We have the muscle to run over 
fifty candidates in the next federal 
elections for the House of Commons , 

and thus we shall qualify as a new 
political party. But we have to use this 
campaigning to reverse the compla
cency of Canadians . This has never 
been done in Canada. But the real 
question of the formation of this as
sociation is to deal with the question 
of the abysmal racist Canadian 
culture . " 

For instance, we have proposed 
massive industrial projects for Cana
da, like NAWAPA [the North Ameri
can Water and Power Alliance] , which 
would require more manpower than 
presently exists in Canada. We have 
proposed that Canada export floating 
nuclear reactors from Montreal . We 
need more labor in Canada. Now , 
imagine the effect on the normally 
pessimistic , enraged Canadian when 
he would see the need for more labor. 
We have proposed, at this conference ,  
that Canada open its borders for the 
world' s  refugees who have nowhere 
to go. It is a totally absurd, but true, 
reflection of Canadian immigration ' 

policy (designed by John Rawlings 
Rees of the Tavistock Institute) that 
Canada has only 24 million people . 
This is the country with the second 
largest land area in the world."  

Now , i t  i s  impossible to develop a 
nation when you have an official pol
icy called ' multi-culturalism. ' We 
have to throw that policy, and every
one who promotes that policy, into the 
waste basket. "  

These conferences have occurred 
just in time. We see the battle shaping 
between the type of bestiality repre
sented by the British 'Common
wealth' and the type of civilization 
represented by the fathers of the United 
States republic . " 

We have seen some mild attacks 
on Trudeau's  appeasement policy by 
the Progressive-Conservative party 
officials . But this is totally inadequate 
for the type of situation Canada, and 
the world , now face . "  
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Report from Italy by Umberto Pascali 

'Papandreotti! ' 

Why does the Italianforeign minister wantfriends like Syria and 

the Soviets? The answer lies with the Vatican State Secretariat. 

' Papandreotti" ! This was the title 
of a front page editorial that appeared 
on Nov. 23 in the daily II Giornale . 
"Papandreotti" is an amalgam of the 
names of Greek Prime Minister Pa
pandreou and Italian Foreign Minister 
Giulio Andreotti . "Andreotti is Pa
pandreou," explains the editorial , "and 
it seems he wantsJo stay in the Atlan
tic Alliance , just as Papandreou does,  
in order to sabotage it  from the in
side."  In view of Andreotti 's  political 
line since he was nominated foreign 
minister in the Craxi cabinet, the eval
uation is extremely accurate . 

On Nov . 1 8  in Venice , Andreotti 
started a process that, if not blocked 
immediately , will lead to the with
drawal of Italian peacekeeping troops 
from Lebanon. That day French Pres
ident Fran�ois Mitterrand was offi
cially received in Venice by Italian 
Prime Minister Bettino Craxi. The 
meeting took place in the context of 
the French action against Shi ' ite ter
rorist center in Lebanon . As soon as 
the news reached Italy , Andreotti 
called a press conference and con
demned in the most drastic way the 
French action , stressing that it was 
unilateral and will put into question 
the presence of Italian troops in Le
banon. A few days later, Andreotti 
declared that it is necessary to keep 
"the linearity of Italian foreign policy 
that allowed us to have no enemies ,  to 
understand others , and to not impose 
anything on anyone: that is the secret 
of why we enjoy so much esteem from 
every side ."  "Every side" includes the 
Druzes, the Syrians, and even the 
Soviets . 
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Andreotti ' s  declarations led Pietro 
Longo, Budget Minister and General 
Secretary of the Social Democratic 
Party (PSDI) , to accuse Andreotti of 
pro-Soviet sentiments . From the other 
side, Andreotti was supported not only 
by the Communist Party , but by every 
leader of his own party , the Christian 
Democracy (DC) , to the point that DC 
secretary Ciriaco De Mita stood up to 
say that it is time to reconsider the 
Italian participation in the peacekeep
ing forces . 

No DC leaders protested. Quite the 
contrary: the major Catholic organi
zations came out publicly with state
ments supporting Andreotti ' s  neutral
ism. This included the leaders of Car
itas , of the Catholic workers associa
tion (ACLI) , of Lega Democratica and 
so on. Support to Andreotti and De 
Mita also came from many Italian 
bishops . 

Although on Nov . 24 the Supreme 
Council of Defense , which includes 
the head of the General Staff, the de
fense minister, and the President of 
the Republic , issued a statement un
derlining the necessity for Italian 
troops to remain in Lebanon, the pro
cess of disengagement has begun. 

But the Venice gambit of Andreot
ti was just the last act of a tragicomedy 
the foreign minister has been playing 
for a long time, to the point that among 
certain military circles in Italy he is 
considered "the most dangerous man 
for the West in Italy . "  He has de facto 
endorsed the Syrian position on Le
banon, and paid a visit to Syrian Pres
ident Assad in Damascus in October 
at a time when the Syrians and the 

Druzes were on a full rampage against 
Lebanon and the United States . After 
that visit , Andreotti declared that the 
Syrians have vital interests in Leba
non that must be recognized by the 
West; he was not sure at all that the 
Syrians were involved in the attacks 
against the PLO or that the PLO was 
really being massacred, he said . 

Why is a leader that until a few 
years ago was considered the spokes
man for Atlantic interests in Italy de 
facto joining the "other side"? The first 
answer you get in Italy is that he is 
running for the post of President, and 
badly needs the support of the PCI. 
This is credible and consistent with the 
total lack of morality characteristic of 
Andreotti ' s  policy. But it is only a par- . 
tial explanation. In reality Andreotti is 
the spokesman for the powerful inter
ests expressed by the Vatican State 
Secretariat, the group of Cardinal 
Agostino Casaroli and Monsignor Sil
vestrini . This group has decided to ac
cept a compromise with Moscow . 
They see Soviet political expansion
ism in Western Europe as inevitable. 
They are ready to strike an accord, as 
they did with Mussolini and Hitler, in 
order to save themselves as an 
institution . 

This is the reason why the Mu
tually Assured Survival beam-weap
ons defense policy launched by Pres
ident Reagan has been neglected, to 
say the least, by the Vatican, and this 
is why someone wrote a speech for the 
Pope that appeals to scientists to re
fuse to conduct military research; and 
finally this is why the peace movement 
in Italy is supported by every major 
Catholic organization, by religious or
ders , and even by the Vicar of Rome, 
Cardinal Ugo Poletti . 

But as important Vatican insider 
put it, "from a moral Catholic stand
point, a beam-weapons defense strat
egy is no doubt to be preferred to the 
equilibrium of terror. " 
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International Intelligence 

Castro: Why we defended 
Grenadian butchers 

In his "Farewell Address . . .  to the Heroes 
Fallen in Unequal Combat Against Yankee 
Imperialism in Grenada,"  run in full as an 
advertisement in the New York Times Nov. 
19, Fidel Castro compared the Austin-Coard 
group that conducted the coup in Grenada to 
the Pol Pot regime, "responsible for the gen
ocide in Kampuchea," and then proceeded 
to justify Cuba's decision to stand and fight 
for the butchers . 

"Hyenas emerged from the revolution
ary ranks ,"  said Castro. Calling the coup
makers "morally indefensible ,"  the Cuban 
leader nonetheless declared that "If the im
perialists intended to attack . . . to withdraw 
at that time ·would have been dishonorable . " 

In the midst of a diatribe against Presi
dent Reagan for "lying" to justify landing 
troops on Grenada, Castro claimed that 
"there wasn't even one Soviet military ad
viser on the island" at the time of the landing. 

U.S. -Nicaragua
Contadora peace deal ? 

Although the danger of all-out war is still 
very much alive, there is mounting evidence 
that a Central American peace deal involv
ing the Nicaraguans , the Reagan Adminis
tration and the Contadora Group (Colom
bia, Mexico, Venezuela and Panama) , is in 
the making . 

High-level sources in Mexico said Nov. 
25 that the Nicaraguan Sandinista govern
ment is serious about making concessions to 
avoid a confrontation with the United States. 
Several thousand Cuban civilians left Nica
ragua towards the end of November , and the 
Sandinistas have asked the leader of El Sal
vador's leftist guerrillas to close down their 
offices in Nicaragua and leave the country. 
Both of these have been key demands of the 
Reagan administration . 
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The government has also softened its 
stance towards the internal opposition ,  in
cluding the traditionalist Catholic Church, 
the press, and the private sector. Agrarian 
Reform Minister Jaime Wheelock, a mem
ber of the ruling junta, this week asked the 
private sector to meet with him, and offered 
to take steps to insure their property rights. 

From the U . S .  side, the Washington Post 
Nov . 25 leaked a CIA report stating that the 
U . S . -supported "Contras" fighting against 
the Sandinistas from Honduras , cannot now 
or in the foreseeable future become a credi
ble threat to the Nicaraguan government. 

The Contadora Group will meet in Pan
ama the first week in December to present a 
package of peace accords for Central Amer
ica.  Early next year an economic develop
ment plan for the region-the Central 
American Economic and Social Develop
ment Committee (SIEDOC)--will be un
veiled at the Quito, Ecuador, summit of the 
lbero-Arnerican nations . This is an essential 
ingredient of any durable peace formula. 

French terrorism shows 
increased coordination 

Although there have not yet been any terror
ist "spectaculars" of the kind that rocked 
Beirut, the climate for them is being created 
in France . The incidents thus far indicate an 
increased level of coordination both locally 
and internationally . 

In early November more than 20 bombs 
exploded almost simultaneously in Corsica. 
A week later, an unprecedented wave of 
bombings hit the French Caribbean island 
of Guadeloupe . Responsibility was claimed 
by obscure separatist groups which are be
lieved to be manipulated by the local Com
munist Party . 

It is suspected that the actions were 
planned in coordination with the Soviets , 
the Cubans, and the international terorrist 
apparatus that had previously been based in 
Grenada. A major target is the territory of 
French Guiana, o� the northeast coast of 

South America, one of the main rocket
launching sites in the western hemisphere . 

In France itself, meanwhile, the Action 
Directe group has been conducting a small
scale bombing campaign against Catholic 
institutions ,  in response to French bishops' 
support for the strategy of nuclear deterrence . 

More threatening has been the appear
ance of potential kamikaze commandos in 
cars or trucks . On Nov . 1 1 ,  one of the main 
NATO oil refineries in Strasbourg was put 
on alert in response to threatened terrorism 
against the NATO pipeline to Belgium. Most 
French military bases followed suit on Nov . 
1 7 .  

Soviets reviving Stalin 
and 'one-man command' 

I 
The Soviet Central Committee has decreed 
that the 1 983 state prize for literature will go 
to the author of an adulatory novel on the 
wartime role of Josef Stalin. 

This unusual decision reflects the grow
ing predominance of the Soviet military in 
Soviet life ,  and the accompanying insist
ence on the principle of "one-man com
mand"-meaning that the decisions of a 
military commander are not subject to re
view by the Communist Party . 

The novel , War, by Ivan Standyuk, is 
described as the most effusive praise for Sta
lin to come out since Nikita Khrushchev's 
1956 "secret speech" unveiling Stalin' s  
crimes . When i t  first appeared i n  1 974, the 
novel was officially denounced as having 
"exaggerated" Stalin's wartime leadership 
role , and for "arbitrarily violating the prin
ciples of historical objectivity . "  

The flavor of the novel i s  captured in the 
following description of Stalin writing his 
first wartime speech while staring at his own 
portrait: "Yes , in the picture he breathed 
with immortality. Stalin himself thought that 
was just how he looked when he sat at his 
desk with a pen in his hand, writing, looking 
into the recesses of his own knowledge, 
freely and generously guiding obedient 
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thoughts: giv�ng 
.
them energy, determining 

new baSIC pnncIples and connections be
tween comprehensive scientific ideas and 
practical realities .  " 

100,000 Ethiopians 
face death in famine 

Unless Ethiopia receives emergency food 
and water -management aid , "We are talking 
m�tt�r-of-factly of 100,000 people dying 
wIthm weeks, and that is only the begin
ning," a European source toid EIR Nov . 23 . 

The Ethiopian government has asked 
foreign governments for $500 million in 
emergency aid, but the United States,  the 
Federal Republic of Germany, and other 
We�te� �ountries have refused, arguing that 
EthIopIa IS a Soviet satrapy . 

The spread of famine throughout Ethio
pia is helping feed insurgency movements 
in �arious parts of the country , both sepa
ratIsts and roving bandit-guerrillas . As the 
internal situation deteriorates ,  the likeli�ood incr�ases that the Soviets and the mys
tIcal COptIC Church currents behind the rul
ing milit.arY �ommand will encourage it to 
launch diversIOnary foreign adventures . The 
prime target is the Sudan. 

The crisis is exacerbated not only by the 
moral callousness of Western nations 
sources emphasize, but by the extremel; 
stringent austerity demanded by the Inter
national Monetary Fund. 

LaRouche to ICLC: 
'World's gravest crisis' 

There is a great danger of thermonuclear war 
in the first half of 1 984, Lyndon LaRouche 
told 400 members and guests of the Inter
national Caucus of Labor Committees 
(ICLC) in the Nov. 19 keynote to the ICLC' s 
international conference in Kiedrich ,  West 
Germany: "Facing the World' s  Gravest 
Crisis . "  
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The ICLC was formed by LaRouche 15 
years ago precisely to avert such an out
come, based on LaRouche' s  understanding 
t�at the world was heading for a new depres
SIOn and concomitant political crisis . 

The Soviets , said LaRouche are con
fronting the United States around fue globe, 
on the assumption that they will never again 
have the opportunity represented by their 
current military superiority and the econom
ic-political breakdown of the Western alli
ance . Although they expect a fundamental 
U . S .  backdown, the Soviet leadership is 
prepared for a war in which they would lose 
as much of their population as they lost in 
World War II . 

But President Reagan' s  hesitation on an 
all-out industrial mobilization behind his 
beam-weapons defense policy ,  the Soviets 
calculate, will end with his reelection at the 
end of 1 984. 

LaRouche told the ICLC that to change 
the current, perilous course of world events 
the ICLC must take leadership in "saturat� 

ing" Western Europe with the development 
�f American patriotism, thereby laying the 
basi� for a "cultural revolution," a political 
renaIssance of Western civilization. 

. The conference was a continuing reflec
tIOn on that theme. It heard presentations on 
�e wo�ld food crisis, and policies for an 
mdustrIal renaissance in Ibero-America and 
Asia. Considerable discussion was gener
ated by a historical presentation on Stalin's  
attempt to  use Hitler for his own purposes . 

Helga Zepp-LaRouche spoke on the 
method necessary for the defense of human
ist culture, as expressed especially in the 
work of Plato, St. Augustine, Dante , Nicho
las of Cusa, Bernhard Riemann, and La
Rouche himself. She challenged her audi
ence to rescue civilization by mastering their ' 
m�thod, declaring that "there is no bigger 
cnme than not fighting when we must. " 

The question of science and culture as 
po�itical method was elaborated in presen
tatIOns on geometry and language, and in 
performances of classics throughout the 
conference. 

Briefly 

• SWISS AUTHORITIES re
fus�d to inf�rm Israel of a special ter
ronst plannmg meeting on Oct. 23 at . 
Geneva' s Hotel President, causing 
alarm bells to go off in relevant intel
ligence centers . Syrian intelligence 
chief Ali Duba, members of the Abu 
Nidal ga�g ,  and other terrorist groups 
met to dISCUSS fomenting a Syria-Is
rael war through unleashing spectac
ular terrorism in the Middle East. 

• WINSTON CBURCHILL III 
said "B . S . "  to the idea that the Sovi
ets are contemplating a thermonu
clear first strike . He thinks that they 
are "suffering from total inertia." 
Committee for the Free World-linked 
military intelligence sources in Lon
don do not agree . 

• MAGGIE THATCHER now 
wants a global nuclear freeze . She 
endorsed Canadian P .M.  Trudeau's  
plan for such at  the Commonwealth 
meeting in New Delhi . 

• LORD CARRINGTON is ex
pected to be named NATO secretary 
general at the alliance's  foreign min
isters' meeting Dec . 8 in Brussels 
according to enthusiastic NATO of: 

ficials . However, a more cautious ob
server from the LaRouche presiden
tial campaign suggested it were better 
if Lord Carrington allowed an inves
tigation of a Buckingham Palace child 
sex ring (reported to have supplied 
young boys to diplomats around the 
world) to run its course before ac
cepting the prestigious post. 

• THE JESUIT ORDER demands 
euthanasia in a recent issue of its of
ficial journal , Civilt' a Cattolica . The 
article' s  author calls for changes in 
the legal structure on the model of 
some of those accomplished in the 
United States . Pedro Arrupe, the for
mer general of the Jesuits , is an ex
pert on the eugenics movement of the 
1930s . 
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Will the Mondale scandal 
topple Lane Kirkland? 
by Warren Hamerman 

On Thanksgiving, 1 972, over cocktails at a private party at 
the Watergate in Washington, D . C . ,  Lane Kirkland-grad
uate of the Jesuits ' Georgetown Foreign Service School , 
member of the Trilateral Commission , Council of Foreign 
Relations , the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace , 
the Brookings Institution, and the Rockefeller Foundation
said half in jest, "If things ever get really bad , I can always 
flee to my plantation in the Virgin Islands . "  

Eleven years later, on November 19 ,  1983 at a Mondale 
for President event in Boston 's  Park Plaza Hotel , Lane Kirk
land' s  time to begin his packing may well have begun when 
high-level union and political thugs brutally attacked Boston 
political leader Michael Gelber while he tried to get Walter 
Mondale personally to respond to widespread charges that 
one of his top foreign policy advisors , Robert Pastor of the 
left-terrorist Institute for Policy Studies , overtly compro
mised U .  S .  national security in the planned Soviet-Cuban 
takeover of Grenada. Pastor gave advice to Grenada' s  Marx
ist dictator Gen. Hudson Austin, after Austin , with Soviet 
backing, had overthrown and murdered Grenadian Prime 
Minister Maurice Bishop and posed a threat to the U . S .  
students . 

Lane Kirkland , Walter Mondale , Henry Kissinger, and 
Paul Volcker-all colleagues on the Trilateral Commis
sion-are the leading spokesmen in the United States for 
Moscow' s  opposition to the new strategic doctrine of Mu
tually Assured Survival announced by President Reagan on 
national television on March 23 . Kirkland, Mondale , Kissin
ger, and Volcker are the out-front political hatchetmen for 
Moscow' s  policy that the United States should not embark 
on a crash program of laser-beam defensive-weapon systems 
but should instead cut the defense budget . Their argument is 
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based on the assumption that thermonuclear war will wipe 
out the U . S .  budget deficit . Now that the American popula
tion openly questions the loyalties of the New York Times , 
ABC , NBC , and CBS after their attack on U . S .  actions in 
Grenada and Lebanon, Kirkland and Mondale are forced to 
outright KGB goon tactics .  

I t  i s  well known that Lane Kirkland personally forced the 
early endorsement of Mondale' s candidacy down the throats 
of a reluctant AFL-CIO . Everyone , even Kirkland himself, 
knows that the labor support upon which Mondale' s status as 
front-runner rests is paper thin. Will labor take Kirkland 's  
orders to  "goon" for Mondale even against U . S .  national 
interests? Or, will the delayed reaction to the resented Kirk
land dictatorship explode in the spreading scandals? A pre
liminary probe shows that Kirkland himself is deeply impli
cated in KGB-linked international terrorism, that his "Nucle
ar Freeze" strategic policy was dictated jointly by Henry 
Kissinger and the Soviet KGB , that he has deployed the AFL
CIO to protect the austerity policies which have caused the 
depression now crushing U .S .  labor, and that Mondale comes 
from the law firm which represents the worst union-busting 
company in America today , Greyhound. 

The Boston incident 
Four officials of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO , all now 

formally summoned to appear in Boston criminal court De
cember - 1 3  for a probable cause hearing on assault charges ,  
including Kirkland associate Paul Eustace, secretary o f  la
bor and industries for the state and former top official in the 
area AFL-CIO , violently assaulted Michael Gelber, a de
clared political candidate for the seat of Sen .  Paul Tsongas 

(D-Mass . ) .  At the hands of the Kirkland and Mondale goons , 
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Gelber suffered a concussion and bruised ribs , according to 
his physician at Boston City Hospital . Michael Gelber is the 
recent candidate for mayor of Boston whom the local media 
credit as "the man who made laser beam weapons a household 
word ," the head of the New England National Democratic 
Policy Committee (NDPC) and long-standing associate of 
Lyndon H. LaRouche , Jr. 

On Nov . 20, the day after the incident , the Boston Globe 
reported that the assault against Gelber was led by Kirkland' s  
personal man AFL-CIO bigwig Paul Eustace , along with 
James Dorsey , press secretary to Governor Michael Dukak

is. As the five-foot-six-inch Gelber asked Mondale , "Why 
are you not more forthcoming with the press in revealing the 
role of your adviser, Robert Pastor, in installing the Marxist 
junta in Grenada?" Kirkland's  over-six-foot goons picked up 
Gelber, hauled him out of the room and then smashed him 
against a wall outside . The Mondale/Kirkland thugs then 
raced out of the hotel to avoid hotel security . The Boston 
incident was the second time in one week that the Mondale 
crew has resorted to violence to silence the questions about 
the Pastor-Grenada connection . 

Kirkland's international terrorist network 
Ever since he directly took over the AFL-CIO's  day-to

day operations in the late 1 970s , Lane Kirkland has deployed 
the vast international apparatus of the AFL-CIO for brutal 
"enforcement" and overt terrorist assignments of the U . S .  
State Department, often with equal disregard for the national 
sovereignty of various nations and the national security in
terests of the United States . In early 1 982 one of Lane Kirk
land's  henchmen in Europe , Luigi Scricciolo-the chief of 
international affairs of the Italian UIL, the Socialist Party
connected national labor confederation of Italy-was jailed 
as a member of the terrorist Red Brigades fully involved in 
the kidnapping of American NATO Gen . James Dozier. He 
was also implicated in passing secret NATO documents to 
the Warsaw Pact as well as in KGB-infested drug , arms , and 
terror networks . General Dozier's jailer, Antonia Savasta, 
together with Scricciolo' s own cousin Loris-himself a jailed 
Red Brigades member-have offered detailed accusations . 

Scricciolo ran intelligence and political operations for the 
Bulgarians and Soviet KGB , under the convenient cover that 
he and his wife Paola Elia were in charge of transferring to 
the Polish Solidamosc union monies originating from Lane 
Kirkland' s  AFL-CIO. 

On several occasions the Kirkland-linked Luigi Scric
ciolo orchestrated meetings between Red Brigades members 
and officials of the Bulgarian Embassy in Rome. Besides 
running illegal drugs and weapons , and the Dozier kidnap
ping , the Bulgarian network is widely known to be complicit 
in the attempted assassination of the Pope and a plot , for 
which Scricciolo provided intelligence , to kill Polish labor 
leader Lech Walesa. Scricciolo's ties to Kirkland were through 
Irving Brown, the director of AFL-CIO European head
quarters in Paris . These are the old Jay Lovestone networks 
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of the alliance between "State Department Socialism" and 
the Nazi International. 

Irving Brown, Kirkland' s  man in Europe, was recruited 
by Lovestone in the 1 920s into the Communist Party , USA, 
a party which Lovestone had founded. Even after Lovestone 
"repudiated the Bolshevik system" U .  S .  military investiga
tions strongly pointed to him as the Western Hemispheric 
station chief of the OGPU, the predecessor to the KGB . 
Lovestone established the notorious League for Industrial 
Democracy (LID) and became a key figure in the mobster 
takeover by Dubinsky of the International Ladies Garment 
Workers Union (ILGWU) . Today Arch Puddington at the 
League for Industrial Democracy is known to be a key oper
ative in the mobster side of the operation. These networks 
overlap with the organized crime-run Anti-Defamation League 
of B ' nai B 'rith , which provided the political clout enabling 
Kirkland-a man with no background in labor-to rise to the 
top of America' s most powerful labor organization . 

Through Lovestone' s  protege Brown, Scricciolo and 
Kirkland collaborated on joint projects and operations such 
as support for Solidarnosc activities in Poland. At the time 
of Scricciolo 's  arrest, correspondence from him was on the 
desk of officials of the AFL-CIO International Affairs De
partment, headed by Ernest Lee, in Kirkland' s  Washington 
office . The official report of Kirkland' s  Executive Council of 
the AFL-CIO' s  Fourteenth Convention (Nov . 1 6 ,  1 98 1  in 
New York) states on page 1 85 :  

"The Executive Council i s  pleased to note that the Polish 
Workers Aid Fund, established by the General Board, has 
received more than $250,000 in contributions from affiliates . 
This fund is being used , in accordance with the wishes of 
Solidarity-the Polish Union. "  

Latin American dirty operations 
Throughout 1 7  countries in Latin America and the Car

ibbean , the AFL-CIO' s  American Institute for Free Labor 
Development (AIFLD) has become notorious for intervening 
against national sovereignty . In October 1 982 .Jack Muth, 
the U .  S .  embassy labor attache in Bogota, Colombia and 
AIFLD representative in Colombia, Edwin Palenque, were 
caught redhanded conducting illegal operations in coordina
tion with Kirkland' s  Washington headquarters against sov
ereign Columbian trade unions , the Club of Life ,  its founder 
Helga Zepp-LaRouche , and her husband, American political 
leader Lyndon LaRouche: twice a candidate for the Demo
cratic Party ' s  presidential nomination. Muth threatened to 
wreck a major trade union of Colombia if members of that 
union participated in the Bogota conference of the Club of 
Life . When U . S .  investigators contacted Mr. Muth he not 
only volunteered admission of his attempt to blackmail a 
Columbian trade union official but bragged that this action 
was part of a year-long operation conducted in coordination 
with named AFL-CIO and organized crime circles . 

AIFLD operatives have been documented to have con
ducted similar operations in Argentina, Mexico, and else-
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where . In Kirkland' s  Washington headquarters Michael 

Boggs, the assistant director for International Affairs , and 
Michael Verdu of AIFLD have been proven complicit in 
these illegal operations . 

One leading Venezuelan trade unionist recently charac
terized Kirkland' s  operations this way: "I can't  talk about 
their domestic union policies because I don't know them, but 
their foreign policy is straight State Department policy . Kirk
land' s  AFL-CIO is an appendage of the U . S .  State Depart
ment. We don't like the State Department policy to Latin 
America and therefore we don't like the AFL-CIO policy to 
Latin America ."  A leading international banker described 
Kirkland's  AIFLD as an outfit that could be relied upon to 
"keep the Latin American trade union movement in line by 
preaching that the International Monetary Fund (IMF) is real
ity and can't  be bucked even if the austerity isn't  good. "  

Kirkland, of course , i s  a close Georgetown colleague of 
Henry Kissinger. In the words of an AFL-CIO colleague, 
Kirkland and Schultz are close personal friends "who think 
alike on all matters , especially economic policy. "  Kissinger 
has publicly stated that it was his "good friend Lane" who 
interceded at the White House to help him get �ppointed head 
of the Central American Commission, of which Kirkland, 
too , is a member. The AFL-CIO/ State Department apparat 
provides a thin cover for dirty operations in over 40 African 
countries through the African-American Labor Center 
(AALC) and over 19 Asian and Middle East countries through 
the Asian-American Free Labor Institute (AAFLI). The AFL
CIO also directly operates through the vast networks of the 
Trade Union Advisory Committee (TUAC) to the Organiza
tion for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) , 
the International Labor Organization (ILO) , and the Inter
national Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) . 

Kirkland's austerity economics 
Lane Kirkland and Walter Mondale are no strangers to 

imposing economic austerity-by force if need be . For ex
ample , the Chicago-based law firm of Winston & Strawn 

brought Mondale onto the firm in 1 98 1  after he left the Carter 
administration . The senior partner of the law firm, John 

ReiDy, is reported to be the pivot of strategic thinking in the 
Mondale campaign . The chief client of the firm is the AFL
CIO, while another major client is the Greyhound Bus Com
pany, now involved in one of the most brutal anti-labor thug 
actions in union history. The KirklandIMondale action against 
the bus drivers is one of the worst wage-gouging and union
busting operations of the postwar period. 

Between 1 970 and 1 972 Kirkland served on Richard Nix
on's  Commissions on Financial Structure and Productivity 
where he played a role in formulating the infamous austerity 
package of Phase I1Phase II and the disastrous decision to 
take the dollar off the gold standard on Aug. 1 5 ,  197 1 .  George 
Shultz , currently Kirkland' s  man in the administration, was 
secretary of labor during the Nixon Phase I1Phase II, when 
Kissinger was secretary of state and Paul A. Volcker was 
undersecretary of the Treasury . 
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Lane Kirkland assumed the presidency of the AFL-CIO 
in the fall of 1 979,  the same time that his fellow Trilateral 
Commission member Paul A .  Volcker (who was appointed 
to the chairmanship of the Federal Reserve. when Trilateral 
Commission members Mondale and Carter were in the White 
House) began his high-interest austerity policy. From 1 975-
1 979 Kirkland along with Volcker directly participated in the 
Council of Foreign Relations ' Project 1980s which designed 
the policy of "Controlled Disintegration for the World Econ
omy" which Volcker' s  subsequent policies implemented. 
'During the past years , Kirkland has used the muscle of the 
AFL-CIO to run a political protection racket for Paul A .  
Volcker. During 1 983 the AFL-CIO was deployed against 
any who opposed the renomination of Paul Volcker. Natu
rally , therefore, they also provided the critical muscle in 
defusing the opposition to the passage of the IMF quota 
increase . As a top AFL-CIO economist said, "We'll find a 
way to back the IMF. We always do. "  

Kirkland' s  endorsement o f  austerity economics and plan
tation-style labor simply means that he sees no reason to 
break with family tradition . Lane Kirkland comes from the 
South Carolina-based slave-owning plantation aristocracy; 
several ancestors played significant roles in establishing the 
Confederacy .  Kirkland' s  policies represent the same evil pro
grams of "slavocracy" that Lincoln fought the Civil War to 
end. 

In May 1 983 , Kirkland joined Mussolini-style financier 
Felix Rohatyn and corporatist Irving Shapiro of Du Pont in 
forming an Industrial Policy Task Force for something called 
the Center for National Policy (CNP) . The heart of their 
program is to revive the policies of the 1 975 Initiative Com
mittee for National Economic Planning (ICNEP) , a brain
child of Leonard Woodcock and the Council on Foreign 
Relations . The ICNEP program proposed "business-Iabor
government" regional financial control boards modeled on 
Mussolini . Their official material included plans for a "Com
ing Corporativism. "  Their literature stated: "Let us not mince 
words. Corporatism is fascism with a human face . "  It is most 
clear on economic policy that "left-wing social democrat" 
WiDiam Wiopisioger and so-called "right-wing social dem
ocrat" Kirkland are one and the same fascist operation . 

The State Department! AFL-CIO alliance of Kirkland, 
Kissinger and Shultz has built careers by manipulating and 
controlling presidential campaigns .  The early commitment 
of Kirkland to use the AFL-CIO as a battering ram for Mon
dale has been widely reported. The Kissinger side of the 
control is less in public sight . Biographer Seymour Hersh has 
documented how Kissinger works both sides of the street in 
a presidential election . In 1 968 , while an adviser to Nixon, 
Kissinger was leaking like a sieve to Democrat Humphrey , 
Mondale' s  mentor. 

Today , Mondale' s official campaign literature docu
ments the following Kissinger moles in his operation: Wll

liam Hyland (Kissinger's favorite Sovietologist and editor 
of Foreign Affairs) , Winston Lord (Kissinger's former White 
House aide and President of the New York Council on For-
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eign Relations) and Viron Vaky (Kissinger ' s  NSC expert on 
Latin America) . The list of Mondale ' s  advisers is a who ' s  
who o f  David Rockefeller's Trilateral Commission , the su
pranational policy-planning agency founded to capture the 
Presidency in 1 976 for the Council of Foreign Relations 
Project 1 980s of Kirkland , Kissinger , Volcker , et al . David 
Rockefeller is Henry Kissinger ' s  traveling checkbook. Under 
Republican President Ford , Kirkland served on the notorious 
Presidential Commission on CIA Activities within the United 
States , headed by Nelson A. Rockefeller. The Trilateral 
Commission is otherwise known as the "Carter White House . "  
I t  took 1 8  Trilaterals to run the Carter administration includ
ing Walter Mondale, Jimmy Carter, Zbigniew Brzezin

ski , Cyrus Vance, Paul Volcker, and Harold Brown . Lane 
Kirkland was on Jimmy Carter' s  Citizens ' Advisory Panel 
that helped select the personnel in the administration . 

Of the 35 names on Mondale ' s  advisers l ist ,  23 were 
members of the Trilateral Commission/Carter administra
tion , not including Walter F. Mondale himself. It is no acci
dent that Mondale advisor Robert Pastor was writing strategy 
papers for the Soviet-backed butchers President Reagan had 
to send in the Marines to clean out of Grenada ! It is no 
accident that Mondale/Carter aides Peter and Geoffrey 

Bourne along with Pastor gave "advice" to Americans on 

Walter Mondale made 
Jonestown possible 
Five years ago last month , 9 1 3  men,  women , and chil
dren-many of them impoverished blacks-died agoniz
ing deaths in the jungle of Guyana after being induced by 
cult leader Jim Jones to swallow cyanide-laced Koolaid. 

One of the principal individuals responsible for the 
establishment of the death colony at Jonestown, and the 
murders of nearly 1 ,000 people , including Rep . Leo J .  
Ryan , was Walter Mondale . 

According to absolutely reliable information , in late 
1976 or early 1 977 Mondale interceded at least twice with 
the Guyanese government to gain its permission for Jones 
to relocate his People ' s  Temple from California to Guy
ana . It is a matter of public record that Mondale wrote a 
letter of reference for Jones stating: "Knowing your con
gregation ' s  deep involvement in the major social and con
stitutional issues of our country is  a great inspiration to 
me . "  

According to new information made available to EIR, 
the Vice-President met with Guyanese embassy officials 
in Washington to plead Jones ' s  case in person . Accom
panying him were Rosalynn Carter, wife of the President, 
and Mervyn Dymally , Jerry Brown's  lieutenant governor 
and presently a U . S .  congressman . 

There had been extensive contacts between Jones and 
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Grenada that could have resulted in another Iran-style hos
tage crisis . 

Mondale's secret adviser 
Walter Mondale ' s  unnamed "secret" adviser is Fyodor 

Burlatskii, a "journalist" for the KGB . Burlatskii was one 
of two top Russian intelligence agents who attended a joint 
Soviet-American conference which took place in Minneap
olis , Minnesota-Walter Mondale ' s  home state and political 
base-beginning on May 24 , 1 983 . The conference was or
ganized with the backing of Lane Kirkland ' s  AFL-CIO and 
Minneapolis Mayor Donald Fraser. The Russian operatives 
ordered opposition to the development of defensive energy 
beam weapon systems , which Burlatskii later defined as a 
casus belli . 

Immediately following the Minneapolis event , the Rus
sian participants fanned out to more than 30 U. S. cities to 
organize conferences for their objectives ,  working with the 
Kirkland-Mondale political machine to build mass support 
for a U . S .  surrender to the Soviet Union in the guise of the 
Nuclear Freeze movement . With the American population 
increasingly determined to defend the national interest , the 
question now is perhaps not whether, but how fast,  the 
mounting Mondale scandals will bring down Lane Kirkland . 

the Carter-Mondale apparatus during the 1 976 campaign, 
when the People ' s  Temple played a key role in turning out 
the San Francisco vote for the Democratic presidential 
ticket. During the campaign ,  Mondale had appeared at a 
People' s  Temple event and entertained Jones on his cam
paign jet ,  while Mrs . Carter dined privately with the cult 
leader at her hotel suite in San Francisco .  

Based on Mondale' s  intercession with Guyanese offi
cials ,  and on praise-filled testimonials from other leading 
lights of the Carter administration , including HEW Sec
retary Joseph Califano, the Guyanese government al
lowed Jones to set up his s lave-labor plantation at Jones
town . Not long after the move , regular contacts were 
established between Jonestown and the KGB station chief 
in Guyana . 

In the aftermath of the mass suicides , Mondale and 
others in the administration claimed that they had no idea 
that Jones was a fiend. Yet by the time Mondale became 
publicly involved with Jones , it had already been estab
lished that the cult leader was regularly using hideous 
forms of psychological and physical torture to keep his 
followers under his sway . Defectors from the People ' s  
Temple had filed numerous affidavits attesting to  the beat
ings , sexual molestation of children and adults , starva
tion , and psychological manipulation that Jones practiced 
as a matter of course . Moreover, Jones had started talking 
about "revolutionary suicide" as early as 1 972,  and held 
numerous suicide drills before the move to Guyana. 
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Hearings on 'Manhattan project' for defense 
by Paul Gallagher 

The nation' s  press have been at pains to claim that the Reagan 
administration does not support the People Protection Act , 
the legislative mandate for a "new Manhattan Project" for 
beam weapon anti-missile defense systems proposed by two 
Colorado Republicans, Rep. Ken Kramer and Sen . William 
Armstrong . 

This legislation , the subject of hearings in the House Nov . 
10, has drawn the support of the most active campaigners for 
the "beam weapons" strategic doctrine adopted by the Presi
dent March 23 . This includes Dr. Edward Teller, who testi
fied for the bill , and the National Democratic Policy Com
mittee associates of Lyndon LaRouche , whom the Soviet 
leadership has identified as the "intellectual author" of Rea
gan's  adoption of Mutually Assured Survival as a strategic 
negotiating policy . Another kind of encouragement was giv
en when the Joint Chiefs of Staff announced on Nov . 17 that 
they had formally approved the formation of a Unified Space 
Command for all three services-a central feature of the 
Kramer-Armstrong bill . 

If the White House is not now lobbying for the passage 
of the People Protection Act , it is because of the blackmail 
pressure applied by Henry Kissinger, and his crony George 
Shultz' s  State Department to prevent his going full-speed 
ahead for development of beam weapons .  

Congressman Kramer defines his proposed new unified 
space command as a revival of the functions of the 1950s 
Continental Air Defense Command (CONAD), junked when 
the MAD doctrine took over. CONAD, a "unified homeland 
defense command," combined the Navy' s  wide-ranging ra
dar surveillance forces ,  the Army's  anti-aircraft missile forces 
and embryonic anti-missile missile development efforts , and 
the Air Defense Command of the Air Force . After MAD was 
made U . S .  strategic policy, this unified defense command, 
and the attempt to develop defensive capabilities itself, were 
systematically phased out . 

Not on the Soviet side , however. The U . S . S .R .  com
mand, after dispensing with the annoying MAD prankster 
Khrushchev by 1964, proceeded to: 

1 )  develop its initial crude anti -aircraft perimeter defense , 
stage by stage , into a surface-to-air ABM defense guided by 
a nationwide system of huge battle management radars , and 
smaller mobile radars ; the system is potentially deployable 
for either anti-missile interceptors or ground-based and ship
based lasers and particle beams; 

2) develop its orbital sate1lite surveillance capability of 
the 1960s into a system which today can target , track, and 
guide missiles against U .  S .  naval targets on the surface; 
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3) develop a huge military-space program centered upon 
its manned space stations ;  and 

4) pursue continuous research and development for 20 
years on laser and particle-beam anti-missile weapons . 

Kramer: we need a 
unified space command 
From the written testimony of Rep .  Ken Kramer, member, 
House Committee on Armed Services, in support of H.R .3073, 
The People Protection Act of 1 983, before the House Armed 
Services Subcommittees on Investigations and Research De
velopment, on Nov . 10.  

On March 23 , 1 983 ,  President Reagan issued a historic 
challenge to the American people and our scientific leaders 
to "tum their great talents . . . to the cause of mankind and 
world peace , to give us the means of rendering . . .  nuclear 
weapons impotent and obsolete . " 

The President' s  speech was a call for a "Peace Race"
offering a vision of hope: the prospect of an opportunity to 
give ourselves ,  our children , our grandchildren , and all gen
erations to come the priceless gift of a world freed of the 
specter of nuclear war that has haunted our planet for 38 
years . He has questioned the morality of the doctrine of 
mutual assured destruction-MAD-which requires that the 
United States government abandon its obligation to protect 
its citizens from attack,  leaving them hostage under the threat 
of nuclear holocaust. In issuing his call , President Reagan 
has elevated the question of how best to achieve and maintain 
peace to the top of the national agenda-and in so doing has 
set the context for future debate on the subject. 

Make no doubt about it: The Peace Race challenge envi
sioned in the President' s  Defensive Technologies Initiative 
is a spectacularly ambitious one . Quite simply, it will require 
a scientific , technical , military , and organizational undertak
ing that will dwarf anything ever before mounted by the 
human °race-a colossal "Manhattan Project for Peace. "  
Clearly, it will take our best minds and a bipartisan commit
ment from the Congress if we are to succeed. However, the 
goal-bringing a halt to the arms race and ridding the world 
of nuclear weapons-is so important that we cannot afford to 
miss this opportunity . Indeed, as the Washington Post noted 
editorially , the question President Reagan has raised is this:  
"Why are we and the Soviets basing our defense and survival 
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on the terrible and incredible threat of mutual annihilation? 
Is there not a better way?" 

I am reminded of President Kennedy' s  challenge that we 
put a man on the moon . In a speech before Congress on May 
25 , 1 96 1 , he said: 

I believe that this nation should commit itself to 
achieving the goal , before this decade is out, oflanding 
a man on the moon and returning him safely to earth. 
No single space project in this period will be more 
impressive to mankind, or more important for the long
range exploration of space; and none will be so difficult 
or expensive to accomplish . 

It is important to note that, at the time this dramatic 
commitment was made, the United States had acquired less 
than 10 minutes of manned flight time in space-a suborbital 
flight by Alan Shepherd only three weeks before Kennedy's  
speech. We did not have the very high powered rocket 
engines needed to lift a multi-thousand ton moon rocket off 
the ground. Nor did we have any cryogenic upper stages to 
provide sufficient power to escape from the earth' s  orbit. 
Th�re were technical problems to be overcome in nearly 
every area-rocket propulsion , guidance , the development 
of extremely lightweight lunar landing craft, navigation , 
safety measures , launching and recovery techniques and re
entry heat shield designs . Nevertheless ,  NASA-backed by 
a national commitment to put a man on the moon---displayed 
a unique can-do attitude that resulted in breakthrough after 
breakthrough. As a result, its mandate was completed on 
time and within original cost estimates despite the many 
unknowns which had to be overcome. 

The lesson is clear: The United States can achieve re
markable and totally unanticipated technological break
throughs if there is a driving national commitment to do so . 
Thus , I am optimistic that we can, in fact, develop the type 
of defensive technologies President Reagan referred to in 
his March 23rd speech-if only we commit ourselves to the 
task. 

However, we must recognize that President Kennedy 
had a major asset he could count on in his quest to put a 
man on the moon that President Reagan does not enjoy today . 
Whereas President Kennedy could look to NASA and a 
ready-made contingent of conceptual thinkers , planners , and 
engineers to get his man-on-the-moon project off the ground, 
President Reagan does not enjoy a similar lUxury . 

Implementation of the President' s  vision requires an en
tirely new organizational infrastructure , both in the opera
tional and research and development spheres . It is this vital 
need that the "People Protection Act" seeks to address . In 
brief, this bill , H.R. 3073-which has now also been intro
duced in the Senate by Senator William L. Armstrong as 
S . 202 1-would: 

• Restructure the Air Force Space Command as 
an all-service, unified command that ultimately would 
have full responsibility for the deployment and op-
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eration of all space-defense systems; 
• Create a new Army command-as a component 

of the unified space command-which would be re
sponsible for the groul}d-based aspects of a compre
hensive multi-tiered strategic defense; 

• Establish a directed-energy weapons systems 
agency to consolidate our research and development 
work on laser, particle-beam, microwave , and other 
promising technologies ; 

• Transfer to the Department of Defense those 
space shuttles which are required for national security 
missions; 

• Provide for the immediate development of a 
manned space station; and 

• Overhaul our strategic and arms control policies 
to place primary emphasis on strategic defense rather 
than strategic offense . 

I am very pleased to learn that many of the recommen
dations of the Defensive Technology Study Team (Fletcher 
Commission) , the Future Security Strategy Study , and the 
Senior Interagency Group on Defense Policy reportedly 
closely parallel the major provisions of the People Protection 
Act . . . .  

In order to put any new defensive systems developed 
under the Defensive Technologies Initiative into effective 
operation , the United States needs a viable "deployment" 
and operations organization for space defense . Creation of 
a unified, all-service space command would admirably serve 
that purpose , as the Fletcher Commission reportedly has 
recognized in its recommendation that the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff be directed to develop the management scheme for a 
multi-tiered space-defense program. 

What would such a command do? Today , our national 
security depends upon support from space systems . Abso
lutely vital surveillance, early-warning, intelligence, com
munications , and weather information and functions are 
gathered and carried out by our spaceborne assets . Should 
we be denied these essential support assets , our armed forces 
around the world-land, sea, and air-would be rendered 
deaf and dumb . We would be at the mercy of the attacking 
forces-"Pearl Harbored" from space . 

Currently ,  virtually none of our space systems are as
signed to a unified or specified command-the only com
mands which , by law, can �onduct military operations , in
cluding support operations. This means that most space 
systems do not fall within the opperational command struc
ture, that they are not directly responsive to the President 
and the other national command authorities .  

So, i n  the near term, a unified space command would 
serve to remedy this potentially dangerous situation. It would: 

• Have operational control of space systems which 
support terrestrial forces ; 

• Plan for wartime support from space , interacting 
with other unified and specified commands to meet 
their requirements; 
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• Be a military focal point for operational 
requirements ; 

• Be a military advocate for space solutions to 
military problems; 

• Provide military advice to the President and oth
er national command authorities regarding space; and 

• Develop essential operational experience and 
expertise in military space operations and give the 
benefit of this experience to the developers of space
defense technologies .  

In the longer term, a unified space command would be 
in charge of the comprehensive and strategic defensive 
weapons systems envisioned by President Reagan in his 
March 23rd speech. It would thus have full responsibility 
for defending the American people, our homeland, our forces 
around the globe , and our allies from strategic attack. It 
would: 

• Be on constant watch for a missile or bomber 
attack from any quarter; 

• Provide early warning of such an attack directly 
to the President and other national command author
ities; and 

• Marshal and "fight" our space-defense forces in 
space , in the air, at sea, and on land to defend against 
bomber and missile attack on a global basis . 

Fortunately , such a command can build on the existing 
Air Force Space Command, which became operational in 
September 1 982.  As one who sought to draw attention to 
the need for such a command throughout the 97th Con
gress-having introduced legislation in December 1 98 1  to 
create this organization-I have long argued that this new 
Air Force command should play a key role in bringing about 
a new American strategic posture built around strategic de
fenses . I have also urged the establishment of a new "stra
tegic concepts" working group, in which the long-range 
planning staff of the new Space Command could take a lead 
role . . . .  

This unified command could also build on the Navy' s  
new Naval Space Command. Given the vulnerability o f  U . S .  
naval forces to Soviet space-based reconnaissance and tar
geting and the Navy' s  increasing dependence on space sys
tems , inclusion of the Navy is essential . Although it is funded 
at considerably less than the Air Force program, the Navy' s  
space program i s  o f  increasing importance to naval opera
tions around the world. 

Finally , the fact that the President has proposed a total 
homeland defense posture-including defenses that caD stop 
cruise missiles , bombers , and ballistic missiles-means that 
the new unified space command should include an Army 
component command along the lines of that branch' s  former 
air-defense and ballistic-missile defense command. The air
defense missiles the Army deployed in the 1 950s and 1 960s , 
for example , had some BMD capability and could have 
acquired more had they not been phased out as they aged. 
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The Army also developed the BMD system that the U . S .  
operated for a brief period i n  North Dakota ( 1 975- 1976) , 
with operational control being exercised from the NORAD 
command post in Colorado Springs . . . .  

Let us now consider the need for a directed-energy sys
tems agency, a need recognized by the Fletcher Commission 
in its recoriunendation that a single senior official "with his 
own money" be put in charge not only of directed-energy 
programs but of all strategic defensive technology R&D. 
This official would lead a separate office of the sort directed 
by Admiral Hyman Rickover as chief of the Navy' s  nuclear 
power program. 

Today, the American directed-energy weapons effort 
runs far behind its Soviet counterpart in funding and top
level commitment. It is split up among the uniformed ser
vices and the Departments of Defense and Energy, com
peting for a limited pool of funds with more traditional 
technologies and with forces having powerful protectors and 
constituents . Fragmentation and the lack of focus on mission 
objectives has so far relegated the American directed-energy 
program to a marginal status and has caused such systems 
to be viewed as an "out-years" possibility . Thus it is no 
surprise that in FY 1 983 the U . S .  spent only $500 million 
on this program-less than the cost of two 
B - 1  bombers-despite the fact that such technologies could 
literally make entire present-day weapons systems obsolete . 
The Soviet level of effort , on the other hand, is estimated 
by the Department of Defense to be three to five times larger 
than our own . . . .  

However, the most critical contribution that such a new 
agency would make would be cross-fertilization of tech
nologies .  For example, given the urgent need for "break
through'.' developments , particularly in such technologies as 
power sources or in large space mirrors that could reflect 
and precisely aim ground-sited beam sources ,  it is important 
to heavily fund "parallel tracks" for space defenses . Some 
approaches would use electrical power in space (such as 
free-electron lasers) or chemical power (the present DARPA 
space-based laser program) , while others could dispense 
with space-based power sources altogether and have space
based mirrors to serve as passive reflectors of high-energy 
ground power sources . 

The analogy with NASA's experience in designing the 
moon rocket and the lunar lander is instructive here . NASA 
had to make fundamental decisions early into the Apollo 
program on how it was going to get to the moon from a 
"parking orbit" around the earth , land on the moon, and 
return to eartb-basic decisions that would determine the 
size of the rocket, whether to go with one rocket or several , 
and the design of the lunar landing craft .  In the same way, 
there are competitive approaches to strategic defenses de
ployable in space . The new directed energy systems agency 
should fund competitive approaches to the point where the 
U . S .  could make a truly informed decision about which way 
is the best to go. 

As part of the President' s  new strategic agenda, it also 
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makes sense for the Department of Defense to operate its 
own shuttle fleet and to develop its needs for space launch 
and orbital operations as part of its budget . The strong 
possibility that a permanent manned presence on orbit will 
be needed to support our orbiting defense platforms and to 
provide a "fail-safe" element in the early-warning and battle
management loops reportedly has been recognized by the 
Fletcher Commission . I understand that the commission has 
called for a careful review of the need for such a manned 
presence in a national security context. 

I believe there is such a need. The idea would be to 
develop a "space infrastructure" similar to what the Soviets 
have been building up . If we are to maximize the potential 
in space-based defensive systems , we will eventually need 
both an integrated transportation system that can move as
tronauts , materials and equipment to , from and in space , 
and a space-based logistics , operations and maintenance 
system that will help support our force structure . 

Central to a discussion of these proposals is the future 
role of NASA. As shuttle flights become commonplace , the 
question we need to ask is whether it really makes sense 
for NASA to become merely a transportation system that is 
for space that Amtrak is for trains . Or, would it not make 
more sense for NASA to remain on the cutting edge of new 
research and development in space? . . . 

President Reagan's  policy proposals for a new defensive 
emphasis in strategic policy have immense implications for 
the U . S .  policymaking process . In essence , he is calling for 
a strategic 'policy and for arms-control arrangements that 
will replace those around which a large policymaking com
munity has organized itself over the past two decades . This 
switch will require a considerable reorientation in the Amer
ican approach to ongoing arms-control negotiations ,  one 
which requires careful coordination among the Defense De
partment, the State Department, the Arms Control and Dis
armament Agency, the National Security Council and the 
Congress. 

As part of the policymaking process , the President should 
identify for the Congress the anticipated role of strategic 
defenses in arms-control that he referred to in his Mrach 
23rd proposal and subsequent statements . For example , a 
mutual deployment of strategic defenses by both the Soviets 
and the U . S .  would make sense in the context of mutual 
reduction in strategic forces . Such defenses would serve as 
useful "defensive backstops" and enforcement mechanisms 
for the current SALT II agreement, as well as any START 
and intermediate-range nuclear forces agreements which may 
be reached . 

We also need to understand where the President 's  de
fensive proposal fits under international laws of warfare , 
particularly the 1 977 Protocols to the Geneva Conventions 
of 1 949 . While promoting a defensive strategy that is very 
powerfully supported by existing international law , the Pres
ident 's  remarks indicate a deeply felt concern over the ethics 
of MAD. Thus , it would be useful for the President to submit 
to the Congress and to the policy making community in 
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general a "white paper" that discusses his proposal and the 
present ABM Treaty in the context of international laws of 
warfare that promote the protection of populations .  A top
level reevaluation of the ABM Treaty in this regard has 
never been performed .  

I n  conclusion , I believe that mutually assured destruction 
is a morally bankrupt philosophy that places government in 
the untenable position of refusing to defend its citizenry. 
What the President has proposd is a "moral recovery" in 
American strategic policy which would take us from the 
horror of MAD to the promise of mutually assured protec
tion . . . .  Granted , this transition away from nuclear retal
iation to a strategy emphasizing defensive systems-this 
Manhattan Project for Peace-will be very costly . It will 
require a scientific and military commitment that will dwarf 
any prior effort. It will aso involve some of the most complex 
organizational and conceptual adjustments that have ever 
been required of American strategic thinkers and planners . 

However, the costs and obstacles must be put into per
spective . No price is too great to assure that America never 
be devastated by a nuclear surprise attack.  No expense is 
too dear when one considers the promise of making nuclear 
weapons obsolete . . . .  

Teller:  Soviets are building 
up ABM systems 

From Dr. Edward Teller' s Testimony on H.R .3073:  

. . . .  The Soviet Union is developing its defenses . Civil 
defense has high priority, Moscow is ringed by instruments 
of ballistic missile defense . This system has been powerfully 
upgraded in the last few years . There are many air-defense 
systems in the Soviet Union which probably can be used for 
ballistic missile defense . Research on active defense is pro
ceeding in the Soviet Union . Unfortunately , our exaggerated 
laws of secrecy and their overly strict interpretation prevents 
me from describing or even hinting at the nature of these 
Soviet developments . . . .  

During the last few years our weapons laboratories have 
brought forward half a dozen ideas for defense against both 
non-nuclear and nuclear aggression which have withstood 
the tests of criticism and preliminary experimentation . These 
defensive weapons are characterized by being directed against 
aggressive weapons in action . In the ideal case they would 
not destroy human lives . In some cases moderate loss of life 
may be unavoidable . But the purpose and effect is emphati
cally not mass destruction . 

Discussion has shown that these defensive weapons can 
be and should be less expensive than the offsetting weapons 
of aggression. Battlestations in space, based on conventional 
procedures will not serve the purpose . They are expensive to 
deploy and easy to destroy . True and effective defense will 
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have the consequence that the opponent will be forced into a 
similar mode of operation. Two armed camps provided pri
marily with shields present a lesser danger than two camps 
relying on the destructive power of swords . 

Because the aggressor has to overcome distance there is 
good hope that defense will win on the score of efficiency 
and economy. On the other hand the element of surprise 
favors the aggressor. Thus the defense needs the exercise of 
intellect, invention and foresight to their utmost limit . 

Therefore , I propose that in the earliest possible phase 
defense should be jointly conducted by the advanced free 
people whose common and supreme interest is the preserva
tion of peace and their way of life . This also will put addi
tional unity into our alliances . Active cooperation is the basis 
for realistic hope . Much technical knowledge is available in 
allied countries .  

There have been proposals that the defense should be 
purely non-nuclear. This is a popular proposal . But defense 
will not be easy . We should not arbitrarily rule out any form 
of effective defense . 

One highly hopeful development is a non-nuclear short 
wave laser based on the ground whose beams are guided to 
the attacking targets by a system of mirrors . Another essential 
development is specifically constructed nuclear weapons 
which utilize primarily the high energy concentration (or 
high temperatures) which they can produce for defensive 
purposes . 

Another example of the same debate is the decision 
whether the terminal defense against incoming ballistic mis
siles should be nuclear or non-nuclear. In the non-nuclear kill 
greater weights must be lifted at a higher expense . Further 
more the agility of the defending miss.iles would be reduced. 
But, what is most important, a non-nuclear kill cannot pre
vent salvage fusing . This means that as soon as the incoming 
missile (which may have already reentered our atmosphere) 
is touched it will explode with full force , for instance one 
megaton . A small defensive nuclear missile can prevent such 
a big explosion. Its own energy need hardly exceed 100 tons 
TNT equivalent. This should happen at a high enough altitude 
so that the effects on th� ground would be hardly observable .  
Thus the advocates o f  the non-nuclear kill may bring about a 
situation where truly big Soviet nuclear explosions would 
nonetheless occur over our country and possibly over allied 
countries . 

The proper distinction in planning our military operations 
should not be the choice between nuclear and non-nuclear 
methods .  It should be the vital difference between aggression 
and defense . The former should be ruled out, the latter fully 
encouraged. 

At this time speed is of the essence . The development of 
a full defensive system will take a decade or more . But in 
half that time some defensive weapons may begin to pay off. 
In order to accomplish this,  red tape has to be cut. The agency 
engaged in this vital activity must be set apart, exempted 
from many standard procedures and should have direct access 
to the White House . 
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It would seem appropriate and even necessary to explain 
the basic ideas of the new defensive weapons to the public . 
Otherwise the needed wide popular support cannot be se
cured . Furthermore the basic ideas are known to the Kremlin . 
Yet our strict secrecy regulations do not permit such an ex
planation. The details and stages of our development can and 
should be kept secret. The general ideas should be pUblic . 

It has been argued that defense cannot have a perfection 
of 1 00  percent. Even a small leakage will cause enormous 
damage . This is true . But war will always be connected with 
great damage . Active defense together with civil defense can 
ensure the survival of our country . 

But the most important and final argument is that defense 
will deter war and do so in a thoroughly humane manner. Let 
us assume that an initial deployment of defense will reduce 
the fury of the attack 20 percent of what otherwise would hit 
us . It must be remembered that such a 20 percent figure is a 
paper-estimate . The actual figure may be anywhere between 
50 percent and 5 percent. The decision makers in the Kremlin 
are exceedingly conservative . If they know that perhaps only 
l out of 20 of their missiles may reach their target and that 
we shall retain significant retaliatory capability then the So
viet Union will not start a nuclear war. That we shall not do 
so is entirely obvious . 

Eventually a much higher protection percentage can be 
probably attained . 

The People Protection Act wisely formulated and wisely 
applied will remove the steadily increasing threat of war. It 
will create the atmosphere in which mutual understanding , 
cooperative enterprises and all the other effective supports of 
peace can flourish and develop . . . .  

I hardly can hope that the danger of war will entirely 
disappear in our lifetime . Our children and grandchildren 
may live to see the beginnings of real and permanent peace . 
Mutual assured destruction may be replaced by mutual as
sured survival . 

This is why I dare to say that the "People Protection Act" 
might become one of the great historical documents of 
America .  

Armstrong: Defense is 
the moral policy 
From the testimony of Sen . William Armstrong (R-Colo . )  on 

Nov, 10: 

On March 23rd of this year, President Reagan offered us 
a vision of a future free from the spectre of nuclear destruction 
which has haunted us all for nearly 40 years . The President 
offered us a vision of a world in which American security 
would be based chiefly upon our ability to protect the lives of 
our own people , rather than upon our ability to take the lives 
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of other people; a world in which peace would be built on a 
firmer foundation than the goodwill and humanitarian in
stincts of the generals in the Kremlin . 

Enactment of the People Protection Act would be the first 
solid step toward making President Reagan ' s  vision a reality . 

Representative Kramer has described to you the provi
sions of H . R . 3073 .  The provisions in my bill , S . 202 1 ,  are 
identical . Essentially , what these bills do is to mandate a shift 
in U . S .  strategic doctrine from Mutual Assured Destruction 
to what might be termed Assured Survival . 

The doctrine of Mutual Assured Destruction-MAD for 
short-is easier to describe than it is to defend . Essentially , 
it is a murder-suicide pact . The theory was that if both the 
United States and the Soviet Union possess the power to 
destroy each other, but not each other' s  weapons ,  then neither 
ever would attack the other , because the end result would be 
the destruction of both. 

There was a sheen of plausibility to the MAD doctrine at 
the time when then Defense Secretary Robert McNamara 
succeeded in making it official U. S .  policy in the mid- 1 960s .  
There was no known defense against the Intercontinental 
Ballistic Missile at that time , and ICBMs of 1 960 vintage 
were too inaccurate to be used against "hard" targets such as 
missile silos or command and control bunkers , and could be 
used effectively only against "soft" targets such as population 
centers . 

But the MAD doctrine was based on false premises;  was 
never accepted by the Soviets , and is fundamentally immoral . 

The first false premise was the notion that the ICBM of 
the late 1 960s vintage would be the ultimate weapon . The 
MADmen assumed there would be no further advances in 
military technology , at least none that would matter. 

This was an assumption that proved false within a few 
years after MAD became official U . S .  policy . The develop
ment of independently targetable warheads with Circular Er
rors Probable of 300 feet or less undermined an essential 
component of the MAD doctrine . With accurate MIRVs on 
ICBMs , it was now at least theoretically possible for one 
nation to destroy the other' s  weapons under conditions of 
surprise attack. 

Another fundamental flaw was that Soviet leaders never 
accepted this murder-suicide pact. The creators of the MAD 
doctrine confidently predicted that once the Soviets had ob
tained strategic parity with the United States , they would stop 
adding to their weapons stockpile . But as President Carter' s  
Secretary o f  Defense , Harold Brown, was to note , ruefully: 
"when we build , they build; and when we stop building , they 
build . "  From the beginning , Soviet leaders have derided the 
MAD doctrine as insane and immoral,  and touted the virtues 
of military superiority . 

There is something macabre , and worse , about basing 
our security on our ability to kill Russian civilians . And it is 
even more reprehensible to deliberately increase the exposure 
of our own people to nuclear destruction simply in order to 
fulfill the demands of an abstract,  ahistorical , unproven and 
illogical theory . 
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Eye on Democrats by Anita Gallagher 

Chicago Democrats 
working for Reagan? 
A "barroom brawl" has broken out in 
the same Chicago Democratic ma
chine that stole Illinois from Richard 
Nixon and Jerry Ford. This time, the 
Cook County Democrats intend to put 
Illinois in the Reagan column in 1 984 ! 
So said the Chicago Tribune on Nov. 
20, in a front page story reporting that 
Cook County Democratic Chair Ed 
Vrdolyak offered to help Reagan last 
June. Vrdolyak told Reagan staffers 
Ed Rollins and James Baker that Chuck 
Manatt' s  Democratic National Com
mittee and its approved presidential 
candidates had angered him with their 
support for Harold Washington's  
mayoral campaign. 

"We're disillusioned with the na
tional party . They're dumping all over 
me," Vrdolyak was said to have told 
Reagan's  aides . "All of those guys who 
came in and endorsed Harold Wash
ington are [obscenity] . We may be in
terested in helping you . "  

At a follow-up meeting later i n  the 
summer, the Cook County Demo
crats ' lawyer Jerome Torshen in
formed Ed Rollins that the Cook 
County Democratic Central Commit
tee was prepared to endorse "your 
preference," according to the Tribune 
account. The Reagan aides said they 
considered Mondale the "more vul
nerable" opponent. 

The negotiations were broken off 
when the Cook County Democrats 
asked the White House aides for mon
ey for the contributions they would be 
expected to put up for Mondale . 
"These ain't the days of Watergate,"  
Rollins reportedly told Torshen. "We 
can't do that . "  

Th e  Tribune' s  story makes a lot of 
sense, even though that 's  not why they 
ran it. The Cook County Democratic 
Party did make an unprecedented ear
ly endorsement when it announced its 
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support for Mondale in October. 
What's  more , Ed Vrdolyak supported 
Kennedy, not Carter-Mondale in 1980, 
and was denied a delegate seat at the 
Democratic convention by the Carter
Mondale forces . Cook County' s  reg
ular Democrats campaigned for Re
publican Bernard Epton in the racially 
polarized Chicago mayoral election in 
April , and Epton swept the tradition
ally Democratic white ethnic wards . 

The Cook County Democratic ma
chine' s  early endorsement of Monda Ie 
has stymied Chicago' s  greenie May
or, Harold Washington , who opposed 
Vrdolyak' s  early endorsement as 
"premature ," but lost . Now, Wash
ington (for whom Mondale, Glenn , 
Cranston, and Manatt made personal 
campaign appearances) can hardly en
dorse Mondale when his worst ene
my, Ed Vrdolyak, already has . Wash
ington may now have to support John 
Glenn . Ironically , Vrdolyak report
edly prefers Glenn over Mondale . 
Most interesting of all is the Tribune ' s  
unelaborated report that Reagan polit
ical aides have held private meetings 
with influential Democrats from other 
parts of the country . 

Jackson's independence 
exposed 
Meanwhile , Chicago' s  own presiden
tial candidate , Jesse Jackson, was te
ported to be furious that word of his 
deal with Walter Mondale to sell black 
votes is leaking out . 

Mondale has long pushed for 
Jackson to head the Democratic voter 
registration effort in 1 984. Manatt 
botched that by turning angry tyrant 
when crossed on the issue of Jackson 
speaking at the Detroit DNC meeting 
last summer. Now , Mondale appears 
to all the world to have worked out his 
own arrangement with Jackson direct
ly; the only difference is that Jesse ' s  
title i s  now "Democratic presidential 
candidate . "  Don't say this to Jesse 
Jackson; it makes him mad, and be-

sides , the Mondale-Jackson deal is a 
secret. 

Mad dog Manatt 
Why does Manatt act out these mad
dog episodes that have characterized 
his reign as DNC chair? These are 
gangster tactics ,  the tactics of the Av
erell Harriman wing of the Democrat
ic Party . Harriman has long taken his 
orders from Moscow , orders which 
include destroying the Democrats as 
the party of the U. S .  labor movement, 
the part of the American population 
most willing to fight Moscow' s  drive 
for world empire . 

Manatt used gangster tactics in the 
dispute with the state chairs in New 
Hampshire and Iowa over moving up 
their primary and caucus dates , re
spectively . When New Hampshire 
moved its date up to Feb . 28 because 
of Vermont' s  beauty-contest only pri
mary in early March , and Iowa moved 
its caucuses up to Feb . 20 , Manatt said 
these delegations would not be seated, 
period . The eight candidates of the 
Manatt-Harriman faction made a little 
show of running foul of the party line 
by pledging to help the small states
mainly in hopes of some early show
ings . Manatt, according to the Nov . 
23 New York Times, indicated that 
things could be worked out if the can
didates would sign a letter supporting 
the earlier delegate selection dates . 

The Andropov Democratic candi
dates (except Askew) signed the letter 
on Oct. 29 . But then Manatt reneged, 
saying that the candidates' support in 
and of itself didn't  warrant an excep
tion to the official delegate selection 
dates.  

Unseated delegations are like 
chairs in a barroom brawl , and brawls 
create opportunities for dark horse 
candidates . Manatt 's  gangsterism will 
only fan the flames . People are saying 
they wouldn't be surprised if every
body's  dog except Askew' s  didn't  
wind up poisoned-Eddie Vrdolyak's  
too . 
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Congressional Closeup by Ronald Kokinda and Susan Kokinda 

Federal Reserve 
reform introduced 
Representative Bruce Vento (D
Minn. )  introduced a reheated liberal 
version of Federal Reserve refonns 
called the Monetary Policy Act of 1984 
on Nov . 1 8  as Congress adjourned un
til the second session of the 98th Con
gress , which begins on Jan . 23 , 1 984 . 
Vento's  legislation includes a reenact
ment of the Credit Control Act, which 
caused serious economic disruption 
during the Carter administration . 

To enable Congress to have a "ba
sis for debate and decision" on how 
much credit there is , where it is locat
ed, how difficult it is to obtain , how it 
is being used, and so forth , the bill 
would establish a "Congressional Of
fice of Monetary Policy" similar to the 
current Congressional Budget Office . 
Continual infonnation and analysis 
would be provided to Congress in
cluding an annual report. The office 
would be headed by a director ap
pointed by the Speaker of the House 
and the President Pro Tempore of the 
Senate at the recommendation of the 
banking committtees .  

The bill would require the Fed to 
report to Congress on a quarterly ba
sis , not only on the growth and dimi
nution of the monetary aggregates, but 
also on the objectives of its policy for 
Gross National Product , real growth , 
interest rates , and unemployment. 
'The Federal Reserve has long claimed 
it does not detennine our economic 
course ," Vento said , "but the Federal 
Reserve is the single most concentrat
ed source of power over our economic 
future . There is no reason that the pol
icy of the Federal Reserve should be 
shrouded in the mumbo-jumbo of 
monetary aggregate infonnation . . . 
we have a right to be told in under
standable tenns what the effect of the 
Fed's  policy will be . "  
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The tenn of the chainnan of the 
Board of Governors would be short
ened and would begin in the July fol
lowing the inauguration of the 
President. 

The bill empowers the Fed to "pre
scribe limits on the use of credit for 
nonproductive purposes including 
corporate takeovers ," in cases of cred
it allocation over $ 100 million unless 
the economic gains outweigh expect
ed losses . 

;' 

T 00 little, too late 
on farm credit 
Thad Cochran (R-Miss . ) ,  the chair
man of the Senate Agriculture Com
mittee , and Walter Huddleston (D
Ky . ) ,  the ranking Democrat , have in
troduced Senate Resolution 287 , call
ing for the establishment of an admin
istration-appointed Task Force on Ag
riculture Credit. The task force would 
deliver a report examining the agri
cultural credit system in all its facets 
and make recommendations , within a 
year of its establishment . 

By that time, the post-war "supply 
management" agricultural policies 
which attempt to raise agriculture 
prices by reducing supplies , rather than 
by simply ensuring a fair price for farm 
products , will have resulted in actual 
domestic food shortages .  

The resolution fails to identify the 
usurious policies of the Federal Re
serve Board or the "supply manage
ment" phase-out of the parity system 
as causes of the crisis , although both 
point to the results of these policies. 

Cochran cites the fact that "as ag
ricultural technology developed over 
the years it increased capital require
ments for most farming operations . "  
He then gingerly notes that "economic 
returns to capital investment in agri-

culture, however, continue to be vol
atile . "  Without identifying the reasons 
for that "volatility ,"  he warns that "ag
ricultural debt has risen from $50 bil
lion in 1 970 to over $2 1 5  billion in 
1 983 ," and has not been offset by a 
growth in equity . Huddleston, in a 
partisan spirit, calls for an "unbiased 
examination of the nation' s  agricul
tural system. . . . It would be a mis
take for the administration to appoint 
a task force that would only be a rub
ber stamp of the Office of Manage
ment and Budget and its failed agri
cultural policies . "  Huddleston failed 
to note that the OMB policies , bad as 
they are , are an extension of Jimmy 
Carter's  policies . 

Corcoran denounces 
1945 Yalta agreement 
Rep. Tom Corcoran (R-Ill . ) ,  who is 
challenging Sen. Charles Percy (R-lll. )  
in  the senatorial primary, announced 
in the Nov . 1 8  Congressional Record 
that "at the request of tens of thou
sands of people representing the de
sires of millions here in the United 
States and around the world" he was 
introducing legislation calling for the 
"fonnal renunciation of the 1 945 Yal
ta executive agreement" by the U . S .  
Congress . The Yalta agreements rec
ognized a Soviet sphere of influence 
in Eastern Europe . 

Corcoran said that the agreement 
was "signed without the consent of 
representatives from numerous coun
tries whose fate was being decided/' 
He identified that in this sense Yalta 
was a "clear violation" of the Atlantic 
Charter as well as the "principles upon 
which our nation was founded . . . .  
Yet we signed such cynical agree
ments with the Soviet Union ," he said , 
noting that the agreement served as a 
springboard for further Soviet expan-
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sion, "at the expense of Poland and 
several other countries ,  resulting in 
mass murder and the enslavement of 
hundreds of millions of people. Yalta 
still serves as a symbol of our betrayal 
of loyal allies . "  

. 

Debate over CIA's 
Soviet defense report 
Leading defense budgetcutter Wil
liam Proxmire (D-Wis . )  released a CIA 
study on the Soviet economy and So
viet defense expenditures on Nov. 1 9  
and provoked an immediate contro
versy over its implications . The report 
states that the Soviet economy is 
somewhat stronger than previously 
anticipated, and that the rate of growth 
of Soviet defense procurement ex
penditures has flattened out since 198 1 .  

Senator Proxmire , who requested 
the study in his capacity as vice-chair
man of a subcommittee of the Joint 
Economic Committee , stated that "the 
slowdown of Soviet defense rates has 
profound significance that has not yet 
penetrated policy circles . . . .  Mos
cow has not been expanding its efforts 
at the rapid rate that was once be
lieved. It slowed its defense expendi
tures beginning about seven years ago, 
a fact that the Soviets neglected to 
communicate and that the West failed 
to detect."  

Certain press outlets played up the 
CIA report as evidence that the admin
istration has exaggerated the Soviet 
military threat and cannot, therefore , 
justify its requested increases in the 
U . S .  defense budget. Capitol Hill 
sources report that Richard Kaufman, 
the Proxmire staff member responsi
ble for the report' s  release is well 
known for his anti-defense attitude . 
Although the chairman of the JEC , 
Sen. Roger Jepsen, is generally a har
dliner on defense policies , Proxmire 
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runs an independent operation in the 
JEC to his own ends . 

The timing of the JEC release of 
the report is also interesting, since the 
CIA study is dated September 1 983 . 
The Nov . 1 9  release and accompany
ing press ballyhoo about administra
tion overestimates of Soviet strength , 
comes at a time when both Defense 
Secretary Weinberger and CIA Direc
tor Casey are coming under increasing 
attack. 

In an unusual move , the Pentagon 
called a background briefing , given by 
senior intelligence officials ,  on Nov . 
2 1 ,  two days after the JEC release . At 
that briefing, the officials stressed that 
the leveling off of rates of growth, 
even if true , did not imply in any way 
that the Soviets have decreased their 
military efforts .  

The Pentagon pointed to the con
tinuing buildup in Soviet R&D activ
ities-which will not have shown up 
in the procurement pipeline-as evi
dence that the Soviets could be poised 
for a takeoff similar to that seen in the 
mid- 1 960s after a similar leveling off 
of rates of growth had taken place in 
preceding years . The officials stressed 
that "all signs are that the Soviets have 
more systems in R&D now than in the 
1 960s and 1 970s . "  

Humphrey targets 
uranium enrichment 
Fresh on the heels of killing tpe Clinch 
River Breeder Reactor, the lIeritage
Foundation-manipulated Sen . Gor
don Humprhey (R-N . H . )  has an
nounced that he has targeted the Gas 
Centrifuge Enrichment Project 
(GCEP) at Portsmouth , Ohio as his 
next victim. The Portsmouth facility 
will give the United States a more ef
ficient form of uranium enrichment, 
for use in nuclear plants , than the ex-

isting gaseous diffusion plants and will 
consume considerably less electricity 
in doing so . The centrifuge technolo
gy, already in use in West Germany, 
also has important research implica
tions for technologies such as the plas
ma or fusion torch. 

As usual , Humphrey is being di
rected in his endeavor by his Pug
wash-linked assistant Henry Sokol
ski , who represents a key intersection 
point on Capitol Hill between envi
ronmentalists and KGB-tainted "free 
enterprise" networks . 

In a statement in the Nov . 1 8  
Congressional Record, Humphrey ar
gues against the Portsmouth facility 
on two familiar grounds . The first ar
gument, already used to cripple ener
gy-generating capacity in the North
west, is that the demand projected for 
nuclear power-generated electricity 
has not materialized. Humphrey ne
glects to note that the diminished de
mand for uranium enrichment facili
ties is a function of his environmen
talist allies' successful efforts in sab
otaging the U. S .  nuclear industry . 

- - -

The other argument is that, be-
cause of the collapse in demand, the 
current gaseous diffusion technology 
will suffice until the United States de
velops a laser isotope separation tech
nology and thus leapfrogs the centri
fuge process . _ 

One Capitol Hill source noted that 
this "leapfrog" argument is a familiar 
one . Liberals will always announce 
that they support the next generation 
of weapons systems which are in re
search and development while voting 
aginst the procurement monies for 
needed �d current systems . 

Humphrey , who will do nothing 
to accelerate government support for 
laser isotope separation, announced in 
his floor statement that he intends to 
wage a budget fight against the GCEP 
in 1 984 . 
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National News 

Cracks widen in media 
campaign against ABMs 
Although most of the press coverage since 
President Reagan announced his strategic 
defense initiative March 23 has been of the 
"Star Wars" variety , a shift has begun to 
occur. 

Three important press items appeared on 
Nov . 23 . Former Nixon speechwriter Pa
trick Buchanan, in aNew York Post column, 
identifies the Soviets' "fear the the U. S. with 
its superior economic and technological base, 
will accept the Soviets' challenge to an arms 
race, and defeat them. "  Attacking arms con
trol because it "has produced both an inse
cure world and Soviet superiority in offen
sive weapons ," Buchanan declares , "The 
U. S .  and the Soviet Union are poised on the 
threshold of a technological revolution un
seen in history; and the first nation to cross 
the threshold will realize an advantage as 
critical to human history as development of 
the first atomic bomb by Truman's America, 
rather than Hitler's Germany or Stalin' s  
Russia. "  

"This i s  not Star Wars fantasizing ,"  
Buchanan declares . "The U.S .  needs a se
cret second Manhattan Project, a crash pro
gram using the finest scientific minds of the 
'80s to build America a space-based defense 
against the weapons produced in towns like 
Los Alamos by the best scientific minds of 
the '4Os and '50s . "  

I n  Dr. Edward Teller's  interview the 
February 1 984 issue of Penthouse maga
zine, excerpts of which were released Nov . 
23 , Teller calls the nuclear freeze move
ment, "as useful as a can opener for pre
venting nuclear war ."  Rebutting the claim, 
made by both the peace movement and the 
Soviets , that beam weapons themselves are 
a casus belli, Teller states , "Our survival 
may make the nuclear war unwinnable for 
them . . . .  We have introduced enough un
certainty to make sure their attack doesn't 
come . "  

The UPI press release with extensive 
quotes on beam weapons from Secretary of 
Defense Caspar Weinberger was carried on 
the front page of the Miami Hispanic news
paper, Diario de las Americas. on the same 
day. 
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Shultz endangers U . S .  
troops abroad: LaRouche 
Secretary of State George Shultz has delib
erately endangered the lives of American 
troops stationed in Lebanon and in West 
Germany, Lyndon H. LaRouche charged on 
Nov . 2 1  from West Germany . 

LaRouche reported that he has been ap
prised of the fact that certain ill-advised 
members of the U . S .  Congress are trying to 
pin the blame for the success of the terrorist 
bombing massacre of U . S .  Marines in Bei
rut on Defense Secretary Caspar Weinber
ger. "We know otherwise ,"  LaRouche de
clared. He announced that he has in his pos
session facts proving that failure to protect 
American Marines from such an attack is 
solely the responsibility of the U . S .  State 
Department, and that it was the State De
partment which forced the Marines to be 
deployed in a non-combatant disarmed 
mode. 

LaRouche declared that he is "outraged" 
over the fact, confirmed in on-the-ground 
observations in West Germany, that no pro
visions have been made to protect American 
forces there from similar attacks , even in the 
wake of the Beirut atrocity . The fact that no 
defensive measures have been taken, La
Rouche emphasized, is solely the responsi
bility of the Shultz State Department, and if 
any attack occurs , the blame will lie square
ly with Shultz , U . S .  Ambassador to West 
Germany Arthur Bums, the U . S .  Embassy 
in Bonn, and the FBI .  

Population reducers seek 
a centralized aid unit 
The bipartisan Commission on Security and 
Economic Assistance appointed by Secre
tary of State George Shultz has proposed 

, integrating the State Department agencies 
handling aid programs, and incorporating 
all military aid programs into them. 

Shultz called the commission' s  108-page 
report, released Nov . 2 1 ,  "a real milestone . "  

The State Department's  aid programs , 
since the tenure of Henry Kissinger, have 

focused on reducing popUlation, under the 
"Global 2000" rubric . State Department of
ficials would like to see military aid pro
grams focus on Vietnam-style efforts to life 
the body counts more rapidly. 

Headed by Frank Carlucci , former dep
uty defense secretary and president of Sears 
World Trade, the commission was co
chaired by AFL-CIO President Lane Kirk
land, former ambassador to Yugoslavia 
Laurence Silberman, and Clifton Wharton, 
chancellor of the State University of New 
York system. Commission members includ
ed L. Dean Brown of the Middle East Insti
tute , Heritage Foundation president Edwin 
Feulner, Georgetown Center for Strategic 
and International Studies president Amos 
Jordan, Sen. Paul Sarbanes (D-Md. ) ,  and 
David Rockefeller. 

Lebanese communist, 
neo-Nazi , tour U.S.  
Lebanese Communist Party chief George 
Hawi , Moscow's  most powerful communist 
ally in the Mideast, spent half of November 
in the United States . His object was to get 
the U .  S .  peace movement' s  help to kick the 
Marines out of Lebanon and eliminate 
American influence in the region . 

Hawi is a member of the Lebanese Na
tional Movement, a loose alliance of Syrian
and Iranian-allied extremists which has been 
attacking the U. S .  Marines.  He was accom
panied on his tour of at least six cities by the 
son of the founder of the neo-Nazi Syrian 
Socialist National Party (SSNP) , Abdullah 
Saade, underscoring the overt alliance be
tween one of the strongest communist par
ties in the Arab world and the self-avowed 
Nazis of the SSNP. 

Hawi' s trip followed by days that of 
"born again" Islamic-Marxist Roger Gar
audy, as the KGB steps up its drive against 
the Reagan administration on U . S .  territory . 

On Nov . 1 8  Hawi addressed a closed
door forum on "peace" at the United Na
tions,  at which the issue of the Marines was 
discussed. In attendance were the

· 
World 

Council of Churches , Clergy and Laity Con
cerned, and Communist Party U . S  .A .  fronts 
including the Women's Intemational League 
for Peace , the U . S .  Peace Council, and the 
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Palestinian Solidarity Committee . 
The week before, Hawi addressed a con

ference in Washington which included lead
ing terrorist operatives in the United States , 
organized by radical Palestinian lawyer Ab
deen J abara of Detroit. Present was Sami al
Banna, the cousin of the Carlos-allied Pal
estinian terrorist Abu Nidal . There was open 
discussion at the Washington meeting of 
more violence against the Marines . 

Further investigation into this KGB
backed roadshow reveals the involvement 
of the Philadelphia-based American Friends 
Service Committee, and the New York-based 
American Peace Council . 

Weinberger: 'Day After' 
shows need for defense 
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger res
tated the Reagan administration's  commit
ment to the development of beam weapons , 
in response to a reporter' s  question on the 
television psywar film "The Day After,"  at 
his Nov . 22 press conference . His remarks 
were deleted from most media coverage. 

The conditions portrayed in the film, 
Weinberger said, "are why we are doing the 
things that we think are essential to prevent 
the horrors that were depicted . . . .  We are 
doing the arms reduction negotiations as se
riously as we can at all 1evels . We are trying 
to maintain and regain a deterrent strength 
. . . and we are at the same time trying to 
develop the President' s  defensive initiative, 
which to my mind offers the greatest hope 
of all that 'we can render impotent these 
weapons that cause this kind of destruction 
that was depicted ."  

Weinberger also left the door open to 
negotiations with the Soviets on beam 
weapons .  "What we are trying to do is to 
develop this kind of thoroughly reliable sys
tem in the future , and if we are able to do 
that-and we don't have it now-then we 
can consider whether or not it should be 
deployed, and how, and all the rest . "  

The commission anticipates that region
al conflicts will continue in many parts of 
the world and that economic stagnation "may 
well persist and be a destablizing factor in 
many developing countries during the 
1980s . "  The proposed centralization In-
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cludes the recommendation that the new 
agency have "a considerable degree of in
dependence" so its decisions will not be sub
ject to "short-term political objectives . "  

Soviets agree to debate 
LaRouche representative 
EIR editor-in-chief Criton Zoakos, repre
senting the presidential effort of Democrat 
Lyndon LaRouche, will debate questions of 
war and peace in Washington at George
town University on Nov. 30 with a repre
sentative of the Soviet Union. The Soviet 
speaker will be Vitaliy Churkin, Second 
Secretary, Arms Control Section, Soviet 
Embassy, who was with the Soviet SALT 
delegation for five years . 

The event, "Beam Weapons :  The End 
of the Era of MAD or the Beginning of a 
New Arms Race?" is announced in a flyer 
approved in advance by both sides.  It reads: 

"Mr. Churkin is an official representa
tive of a government which Mr. Zoakos has 
charged is currently on a course toward de
liberate strategic confrontation, hoping to 
push the United States into a humiliating 
strategic back-down, yet willing to risk war 
in the process .  But Mr. Zoakos represents 
organizations recently accused, in a major 
feature in the Nov. 9 Izvestia , of being 'mis
anthropic troglodytes . . . propagandizing 
[for 1 the advantages of the Reagan proposal 
to spread lethal types of weapons in space . ' 
This debate . . . will cover all areas of U . S . 
U . S . S . R .  relations a s  they concern issues of 
war and peace. " 

The LaRouche strategic standpoint will 
be represented in two other Washington 
gatherings the same week. On Dec . 1 Amer
ican Legion Post 20 will present a forum 
with Europeari Fusion Energy Foundation 
representative Michael Liebig , Dr. Lowell 
Wood of Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory , and Lt . Gen . Volney Warner. 
LaRouche collaborator Uwe Parpart, re
search director of the Fusion Energy Foun
dation, will address a a panel of the Tech
nical Marketing Society of America on 
"Space Defense: Options and Implica
tions , "  in McLean, Virginia, on Nov . 28 . 
Gen . Daniel Graham will address the same 
panel . 

Briefly 
• THOMAS PICKERING, U . S .  
Ambassador to E I  Salvador, speak
ing in San Salvador charged that right 
wing death squads are "fascists who 
are serving the communist cause . " In 
the same statement Pickering indicat
ed that the death-squad operations 
were a major impediment to the anti
guerrilla efforts of the Salvadoran 
military. 

• MCGEORGE BUNDY said that 
the United States should respond to 
any nuclear attack with a "substan
tially" smaller response to try to en
sure the least possible destruction, in 
a post-"The Day After" panel spon
sored by Fabian Rep. Les Aspin (D
Wisc . ) .  

• THE BOSTON GLOBE, wor
ried about a shift in the strategic 
winds , inveighs against "The ' Star 
Wars' stampede" in a editorial of that 
name, complaining that "Americans 
must break out of their infatuation 
with technology . "  

• MI KE  GELBER, the LaRouche 
Democrat who shook up the Boston 
mayoral election, has announced that 
he will run for the seat of beam-weap
on opponent Sen . Paul Tsongas , at 
the head of a slate of a hundred Na
tional Democratic Policy Commit
tee-backed candidates . 

• DECERTIFICATION of the 
pro-euthanasia Clarence Herbert de
cision has been requested from the 
California Court of Appeals by two 
California district attorneys . The de
cision found two doctors innocent 
who cancelled emergency treatment 
for the comatose Herbert, removed 
him from a respirator, and then de
nied him intravenous feeding . The 
Court of Appeals reversed a lower 
court decision to prosecute the doc
tors for murder, and established what 
quickly became considered a prece
dent. On Nov . 9, Los Angeles Dep
uty District Attorney Hyatt Seligman 
petitioned the court as a private citi
zen to decertify the Herbert decision 
as a precedent. On Nov . 10 ,  Los An
geles County District Attorney Rob
ert Philobosian officially requested 
decertification of the decision . 
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Editorial 

Stop the Colombian drug pushers 
At 4 p .m .  on Nov . 22 , Patricia Chang Rojas ,  a Peruvian 
citizen who is a member of that country ' s  Anti-Drug 
Coalition (ADC) , was assaulted and drugged in down
town Bogota, Colombia, robbed, and left-amnesic 
and disheveled-{}n a streetcorner. Miss Chang , on her 
way to a laundromat , recalls being grabbed from be
hind, having something placed over her nose , and her 
legs being grabbed . The next thing she recalls is being 
in a telephone booth over an hour later, more than a 
mile from the laundromat, calling the ADC office . 

A spokesman for the Colombian ADC , which had 
invited Miss Chang to Bogota to discuss joint efforts to 
eradicate the $250 billion per year international narcot
ics traffic , charged the drug-running mafia with respon
sibility for the assault . The spokesman noted that Co
lombian President Belisario Betancur was also under 
attack because of his campaign to rid the country of the 
drug trade . 

Ever since their inception in the late 1 970s at the 
suggestion of EIR founder Lyndon H.  LaRouche , Jr . ,  
the international Anti-Drug Coalitions have been sub
jected to threats and assaults , in an campaign to terror
ize the ADCs everywhere into inactivity . The recent 
events in Colombia show how much is at stake for the 
drug traffickers . 

• On Oct . 1 2 ,  a man telephoned a death threat to 
ADC vice-president Maximiliano Londono against Pa
tricia Londono and Fausto Charris . Charris is the pres
ident of the ADC in Colombia, and Patricia Londono 
is editor of the ADC publication Guerra a las Drogas 
(War on Drugs) . 

• That afternoon , Patricia Londono was robbed of 
money , keys , and identification papers while traveling 
on a bus . Mrs . Londono found herself in a disassociated 
state far from her expected stop . Doctors who examined 
her suspected the use of Scopalamine , an easily admin
istered drug which produces short-term unconscious
ness and amnesia. 

• On Oct . 1 9 ,  the Colombian government an
nounced that , with the help of the U . S .  DEA , it had 
uncovered and stopped a plot to assassinate Justice 
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Minister Rodrigo Lara Bonilla , which involved both 
Colombian and V .  S .  drug trafickers . Lara Bonilla went 
before the Congress the next day to make clear the plot 
was in response to his effective anti-drug measures , 
including arrest warrants against some of Colombia' s  
leading drug traffickers . 

• The Londonos '  home was robbed on Oct . 20 . 
The robbers were described as speaking with the accent 
of Colombia' s coastal region , the stronghold of the drug 
mafia. One of them fit the description of a man previ
ously seen in the vicinity of ADC offices and the home 
of Fausto Charris .  

• Jaime Betancur Cuartas , the brother of Colom
bian president Belisario Betancur, was kidnapped Nov . 
23 . The National Liberation Army (ELN) guerrillas , 
who have claimed responsibility , have so far rejected 
President Betancur's offer of amnesty to terrorist groups ,  
an attempt to pacify the country . 

What is at stake is more than $250 billion a year . 
The fast turnover of funds from the drug trade is now 
the British and Swiss banks ' only means of pulling 
enough money out of the developing sector to pay the 
huge international debt. National sovereignty-the right 
of nations to expand and develop their populations
stands in the way of International Monetary Fund and 
World Bank looting . 

We urge readers to join with the Anti-Drug Coali
tions '  campaign to barrage the government of Colom
bia with telegrams demanding adequate protection for 
the members of that nation ' s  ADC , whose primary 
weapons are their exposure of the threat the drug trade 
poses to the what remains of the world ' s  productive 
economy , the courage to name the names of the dope 
traffic ' s  highest-level controllers and financiers , and a 
strategy of always fighting on an international scale . 

Moreover, Americans must politically "lynch" the 
V . S .  Congress which just passed a bill to bail out the 
IMF which , as we documented last week at length , 
pushes illegal drugs . It is no coincidence that the Swiss 
bankers behind the IMF also control the Nazi Interna
tional-Dope , Inc . ' s  brutal enforcers . 
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